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Abstract 
Within the pharmaceutical industry, paraffin products are used as 
functional ingredients to produce ointment products, suitable for consumer end 
use. Paraffin wax is a complex material, itself describes an entire group of 
alkanes ranging from C10 to C60. It was the aim of this project to characterise 
the paraffin constituent components (oils and waxes) and their combinations 
(creating white soft paraffin (WSP)). Using a wide range of instrumental 
characterisation such as cone penetration, viscosity, oscillation rheology and 
cross polar optical microscopy; thermal characterisation: differential scanning 
calorimetry: and chemical characterisation: solubility parameters and Raman 
spectroscopy, the functionality of WSP products will be examined. Finally using 
WSP blends and constituent components, long term stability was tested as well 
as overload process testing on model WSP blends. 
Waxes with high congeal points were found to have greater penetration 
forces and viscosities (MWM = 281.62 N, MWH = 273.67 N), model WSP blends 
containing different wax materials showed similar penetration values 
corresponding to wax forces (WSP9, a combination of PWH and MWH = 29.92 
N). Similarities in waxes and WSP blends seen in penetration and rheology are 
not seen in DSC thermographs, loss of energy from wax components within the 
WSP blends were evident (PWL; 295.08 mJ + MWM; 134.58 mJ ≠ WSP5; 23.42 
mJ). The progression of solubility parameters saw that there were similarities in 
expected WSP blends and correlation between wax components, indicating that 
miscibility has a role to play in WSP production. 
Processing testing and microscopic analysis showed that long term 
storage crystals decrease in size affecting the packing density, reducing 
penetration forces and G’ stiffness in samples, ultimately indicating the need for 
greater wax ratio mixes to be developed for consumer end use suitability.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Context  
The pharmaceutical industry is one of the largest manufacturing sectors 
in the world with the top 10 pharmaceutical companies generating $ 405.4 billion 
in 2015 (Statista, 2016). The pharmaceutical industry manufactures many 
products designed for medical and healthcare purposes. Whilst there are many 
thousands of products only a limited range of administration routes. These 
methods are enteral for example, oral tablets like paracetamol; parenteral, 
injection to the bloodstream for example intravenous drugs such as vaccinations; 
and a variety of methods including drug administration through intranasal, 
topical, inhalation, or rectal means. 
In the 1960s the administration of Thalidomide to pregnant mothers was 
linked to the cause congenital abnormalities in their children (McBride, 1961). 
This case of harm to health as a result of Thalidomide has driven the installation 
of regulations for monitoring of control and monitoring of manufacturing, under 
international laws and regulations, given by organisations such as the Federal 
Drug Administration (FDA) and British Pharmacopoeia (BP), European 
Pharmacopoeia (EP), United States of America Pharmacopoeia (USP), 
Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP) and the Medicines and Healthcare Products 
Regulatory Agency (MHRA). 
To be able to control the manufacturing of pharmaceutical drug products 
the chemical and physical characteristics of both raw material and the final 
product must be understood to be able to offer consumers the safe products for 
their specific medical needs. As already discussed these drugs can be 
administered by different routes, however, this project has been completed to 
address the process of manufacture of white soft paraffin (WSP), fundamental to 
the manufacture of ointments, a product that is applied as a topical, 
dermatological product. 
In most occurrences of pharmaceutical ointment manufacture, the product 
is designed as a base to carry a range of medicinal ingredients called active 
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), to be applied topically and absorbed through 
the skin/dermis. Ointment products can also be used solely for hydration 
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purposes, although not an ointment, Vaseline® is used for hydration purposes 
and is a pure petrolatum, also known as, WSP. Production of ointments is varied 
depending on their certain demands, research into combining raw ingredients for 
these ointments has previously been carried out, and a number of sources give 
good accounts of how to make these mixes with required chemical and physical 
characteristics (Barry and Grace, 1971c; Chang et al., 2003; Vilasau et al., 2011; 
Deman and Beers, 1987). 
Ointments are generally a mixture of hydrocarbons, waxes and/or 
polyethylene glycols which act as the base carrier material for other active or 
non-active products. Ointments can also include up to 20 % water to produce an 
emulsion mixture (Buhse et al., 2005). Paraffin waxes and microcrystalline 
waxes are often the main base product used in ointment products (Barry and 
Grace, 1971c). White soft paraffin is a combination of these individual waxes 
along with paraffin/mineral oils and is the general term used for the mixture of 
paraffin products used. 
This project has been carried out to better understand the characteristics 
of the base materials in the use of ointment production at GlaxoSmithKline 
(GSK), with the focus being for white soft paraffin (WSP), and paraffin products, 
the main materials that make up the final ointments. WSP is the main component 
of cream and ointment products formed at GSK, however, there are other 
materials that also could be considered when characterising WSP under different 
processing and experimental conditions. The active pharmaceutical ingredient 
(API) and water are both frequently used in the formulation. API’s are generally 
added at less than 1 % into ointments but can reach up to 5 % in some very 
specific products. As stated previously water can be added up to 20 % of the 
total (Buhse et al., 2005). In addition, structuring agents such as hydrocolloids 
can also be incorporated along with surfactants for stability and bactericides. The 
focus of this work will be on ointments of a WSP and oil base without the 
additional complexity of other materials. 
1.2 Structure of WSP 
Paraffin is a group of higher molecular weight (Mw) alkanes with the 
general formula (CnH2n+2). All of them are extracted from crude oil refinery via 
fraction distillation and have many uses within multiple industries. Some of the 
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uses and the industries that use paraffin products will be later discussed in 
section 1.3 Uses and Functions. 
The products that pharmaceutical companies are primarily interested in 
for the manufacture of ointments include the following; 
• Liquid paraffin (LP) 
• Macrocrystalline/Paraffin wax (PW) 
• Microcrystalline wax (MW) 
The degree of carbon content increases from liquid paraffin to 
microcrystalline waxes, liquid paraffin contains between C10-C18, 
macrocrystalline wax contains C18-C30 and microcrystalline wax contains 
between C40-C55. Soft paraffin/petroleum jellies are the same in makeup but 
contain a different mixture of solid waxes and liquid paraffin depending on grade 
variations but can range in carbon content between C20-C40. White soft paraffin 
is a blend of various paraffin derivatives and depending on the need for the final 
product and the mixture ratio there will be specifications for suppliers to produce 
these blends to produce ointments. As part of this report, the formulation of 
blends and the specifications for these certain blends will be covered. Figure 1.1 
shows a flowchart of paraffin derivative products available by various methods 
of production; the key materials from this will be highlighted in the following 
sections. 
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Figure 1.1 – Flowchart showing the steps of formation for different paraffin 
derivatives (Freund et al., 1982). 
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1.2.1 Liquid Paraffin/Paraffin Oil/Mineral Oil 
White soft paraffin by nature is a blend of many grades of paraffin 
derivatives, one of which is liquid paraffin, as such the scope of this project also 
includes investigation of liquid paraffin (mineral oil).  
Liquid paraffin is a light fraction of kerosene and gas oil obtained from 
crude petroleum distillation and is a mixture of hydrocarbon alkane molecules 
ranging from C11-C24 (Freund et al., 1982). The alkane mixture is liquid at room 
temperature and atmospheric pressure due to the chemical nature of the 
hydrocarbon chains in the liquid paraffin. As the chain length of the hydrocarbons 
is so low (between C11-C24) there is no ability to form crystals (waxes) in the 
mixture and lowering the temperature will only cause an increase in viscosity 
rather than formation of crystalline waxes. 
An increase in liquid paraffin viscosity is observed as the molecular weight 
increases (Freund et al., 1982). This can be explained by the increasing number 
of hydrocarbon chain length within the liquid paraffin, which in turn causes a 
greater number of interactions between countering hydrocarbon chains. On a 
molecular level hydrocarbons can interact between neighbouring molecules via 
weak attractive forces, causing the change. This phenomenon is well known and 
is the reason for the addition to crystalline wax blends that ultimately make up 
white soft paraffin. Liquid paraffin is added to white soft paraffin and is trapped 
within a three-dimensional crystal network made by crystalline waxes. When 
more liquid paraffin is added, greater slip qualities occur within the white soft 
paraffin allowing for a less viscous, more fluid, white soft paraffin to be produced. 
Liquid paraffin is mostly made up of n-alkanes (96.4 wt.%) but does 
contain some iso-/cyclo-alkane content (3.4 wt.%) and very small amounts of 
aromatic (phenyl) alkanes (0.2 wt.%) (Freund et al., 1982). This supports why 
the paraffin is liquid at room temperature and atmospheric pressure as most of 
the liquid paraffin contains short chain n-alkane molecules and lacks the quantity 
of molecules to form interactions, therefore, liquid paraffin lacks weak interaction 
force between molecules. 
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1.2.2 Macrocrystalline Wax/Paraffin Wax 
Macrocrystalline wax (also known as paraffin wax), like all paraffin 
products, consists of a mixture of hydrocarbons ranging in molecular weight 
between 250 and 450 where chain lengths range between C18–C30 (Freund et 
al., 1982). The melting points of macrocrystalline waxes are in the range 40-60 
°C with further classification of soft paraffin ≤ 45 °C and hard paraffin 45-60 °C 
Macrocrystalline wax will consist of plate and needle shape crystal habits. 
These habits will allow for certain packing formation and crystal interaction for 
the paraffin wax, this, in turn, determines the physical properties of the wax (note 
rheological and thermal properties are given in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4). 
Macrocrystalline wax consists mainly of saturated hydrocarbon alkane chains but 
will contain some low molecular weight aromatic hydrocarbons, formed mainly 
as alkylbenzene derivatives. The alkylbenzenes have a very little effect on the 
macrocrystalline wax in terms of rheological and thermal determination but could 
cause a health risk to the consumer if contained within the final products due to 
the reactive nature of the aromatic hydrocarbon. Macrocrystalline wax will form 
three dimensional crystals as the paraffin is cooled across a temperature range, 
the blend of waxes present will determine the temperature at which the blend will 
crystallise. A similar process is seen in fatty spreads and chocolate in the food 
industry with ranges of melting points for blends of lipids depending on the 
molecular weight of the lipids and the weight percentage of the product (Heertje 
et al., 1997). Physically, macrocrystalline wax is a brittle substance with very little 
elasticity; the wax will almost “flake” and will break immediately upon application 
of force. Increasing the ratio of branched hydrocarbon content, often contained 
within microcrystalline wax, will change the macrocrystalline wax. Increasing 
branched content in liquid paraffin form will cause the wax to soften, reducing 
cohesion stress. However, adding branched content in solid form will plasticise 
the wax, reducing the brittle nature of the macrocrystalline wax by filling the gaps 
between the straight chain hydrocarbons present within macrocrystalline waxes 
(Freund et al., 1982). 
1.2.3 Microcrystalline Wax 
Microcrystalline waxes are like macrocrystalline wax but contain a greater 
proportion of iso-alkanes and cycloalkanes (naphthalene) with large numbers of 
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long hydrocarbon side chains. Chain lengths of microcrystalline waxes range 
between C40-C55. These factors result in a finer crystal network with a great 
packing amount and consequently a higher molecular weight. Melting points can 
range between 60-80 °C (laminating grade), 80-93 °C (hardening grade). The 
waxy alkane hydrocarbons cooled below their melting points form crystals, 
producing a three-dimensional network, much like for the macrocrystalline 
waxes. The three-dimensional lattice network that is formed can trap liquid 
paraffin within the network due to the microcrystalline nature of the wax is much 
smaller than that of the macrocrystalline there is less liquid paraffin that can be 
trapped, resulting in the microcrystalline wax blend being more viscous and solid 
compared to the macrocrystalline. The presence within the network of liquid 
paraffin will allow for some flow properties accredited to the waxes. Depending 
on the degree of crystal growth and crystal habit will determine the flow 
properties, or rheology, of the wax. 
1.2.4 White Soft Paraffin 
White soft paraffin (WSP) is defined in “British Pharmacopoeia” as 
(Freund et al., 1982): 
“Purified and wholly or nearly decolourised mixture of semi-solid 
hydrocarbons, obtained from petroleum. It may contain suitable antioxidant.” 
WSP is a soft unctuous mass and is poorly soluble in water and alcohols 
but is soluble in methylene chloride. As such it is a useful product to use in liquids, 
creams, emulsions and ointments, of which, ointments will only be considered 
within this body of work. WSP is an excellent carrier material (base) for active 
dermatological ingredients as well as acting as a barrier to the environment, 
providing moisturising trapping, oily characteristics preventing evaporation of 
water to the environment. WSP is a mixture of hydrocarbons derived from 
petroleum. More accurately paraffin is a name given to a range of high molecular 
weight (Mw) alkanes with molecular formula CnH2n+2. Paraffin can range from 
light liquid paraffin to microcrystalline waxes with the characteristics of the 
paraffin product being determined by the alkane length, carbon number and 
saturation within the chain. 
White soft paraffin is determined by the final aspects of the blending 
paraffin derivatives of liquid paraffin, paraffin wax and microcrystalline wax, and 
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depend on the requirement of the product being manufactured which will 
determine the ratio of paraffin derivative used. A crucial factor to consider in the 
wax blend related to its physical stability is the ratio of the derivatives, with at 
least 12 % and up to 15 % being microcrystalline wax. This figure is critical as 
any less than 12 % and there will not be sufficient microcrystalline to “hold” the 
liquid paraffin within the WSP lattice network, based on information obtained 
from one WSP suppliers, Fuchs Lubricants (UK) plc, and the liquid paraffin will 
leave the blend with ease (squeezing with hand force or leaving over time will 
cause the liquid paraffin to separate from the bulk). Other considerations are the 
type of crystals that are present in the waxes these can be hexagonal or 
orthorhombic. Alkanes between C19-C29 with an odd number of carbon atoms 
tend to be orthorhombic, alkanes between C18-C26 with an even number of 
carbons are triclinic and those between C28-C36 are monoclinic (Freund et al., 
1982). Upon growth of crystals, the packing of the crystals can also determine 
the viscosity of the wax. Hexagonal packed crystals tend to flow more readily 
than orthorhombic crystals due to the ability of the hydrocarbon chains being 
able to rotate around their axis. Due to the packing nature of the orthorhombic 
crystals, these are not allowed to rotate about their axis when in a packed 
structure. A diagrammatic representation is shown in figure 1.2a and 1.2b. 
Figure 1.2a (left) – Hexagonal structure of paraffin wax crystals. (Freund et al., 
1982) Figure 1.2b (right) – Orthorhombic structure of paraffin wax crystals. (Freund 
et al., 1982) 
When considering paraffin waxes, it is also important to understand the 
phase transitions of the wax crystals. As discussed, the different paraffin 
derivatives have different melting points. This is related to the latent heat of 
fusion which is the amount of energy required per kilogram of product to effect a 
change to another phase state. The waxes also exhibit different crystal phases 
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upon changes to the latent heat of fusion, much like in chocolate with six different 
crystal phases, macrocrystalline waxes have 2 crystal phases (α- and β-) 
(Freund et al., 1982). Within macrocrystalline waxes, α-crystals are more 
predominant but it has been determined that increasing carbon chain length 
within the alkanes causes a modification to β-crystals. Lowering temperature of 
the wax will also cause a shift to the β-crystal phase. The variation in 
polymorphism in macrocrystalline waxes is another reason for why there is such 
variability in the viscosity of the wax. Due to the large molecular weight and high 
carbon length in microcrystalline wax chain lengths, there is less variation, 
therefore the waxes are much more solid under ambient conditions. 
When blending paraffin derivatives to produce WSP it will often require 
multiple types of waxes and oils to obtain the correct consistency that would be 
required by an end user.  
From discussion with suppliers, mixing two paraffin waxes with different 
congeal points is often required to give solid properties to the wax blend. Addition 
of one or multiple microcrystalline waxes with different congealing points are 
used to introduce elastic properties, followed by liquid paraffin to give a product 
the physical properties that would be required. The congealing point is an 
international testing method for paraffin wax blends; it is the highest temperature 
at which a melted solid (wax blend) will solidify. The congealing point is affected 
by the carbon chain length and saturation of the hydrocarbon present in the 
paraffin fraction; it is these factors that also help the blending process when 
producing white soft paraffin wax blends. 
One final aspect that could influence the waxes properties are the habits 
of the crystals within the wax. It has been shown that three habits exist, needle, 
plate and mal types. Figure 1.3 shows a diagram of the 3 crystal types that can 
be found. 
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Figure 1.3 – Diagram showing 3 crystal habits of paraffin waxes. (a) plate crystals, 
(b) mal crystals, (c) needle crystals (Freund et al., 1982). 
Macrocrystalline waxes contain mostly plate crystals and as such can 
form stable lattice microstructures with the capability to pack in liquid paraffin in 
these gaps, allowing for greater variation in the blends of the wax. Evidence of 
how a wax structure made of plate crystals is shown by (Jafari Ansaroudi et al., 
2013) when testing wax deposition in control flow loops. (Ashbaugh et al., 2002) 
and (Imai et al., 2001) also show images of how plates crystals form, introducing 
the term ‘house of cards’ to describe how the crystals will for a 3D network. 
Microcrystalline waxes contain a high ratio of mal and needle crystal types, 
therefore, have a greater packing density not allowing for the inclusion of liquid 
paraffin making the wax more solid with less flowing properties. 
For a crystal lattice to form the temperature of the wax would have to be 
reduced to below its melting point, and further to a supercritical temperature point 
at which supersaturation will occur in the wax melt. At this point nucleation will 
take place in the wax melt, this occurs due to microscopic crystals presence and 
the effect of Brownian motion occurring. Attractive forces between the crystals 
become greater than the energy in the force of motion allowing the crystals to 
form connections, and grow. As previously stated most wax materials are made 
of plate crystals and as such build lamellar layers to form 3D structures. 
Depending on wax boundary orientation the crystals can grow in various 
directions and can also form a ‘house of cards’ structure. These small crystals 
will always grow to reach mass volume expansion due to small crystals requiring 
large amounts of energy to hold their stability at a small size. Interfacial energies 
between the crystal molecule and the surrounding melt will be large, therefore 
the atoms in the melt will be greatly attracted to the crystal causing the growth 
with time. If the temperature is further reduced beyond nucleation temperature 
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the crystals will grow at greater rates, this rate of growth will then also affect the 
crystal habit and size, and therefore wax stability. 
Although there has not been much recent investigation, authors (Ferris 
and Cowles, 1945) show how individual crystal types can form connections and 
grown as 3D lattice networks in wax samples. (Freund et al., 1982) states sizes 
of some hydrocarbon lengths are; C15H32 21.0 Å, C17H36 23.6 Å, C19H40 26.2 Å, 
and C29H60 38.6 Å however does not indicate the distances between wax 
crystals. Multiple authors throughout this thesis will indicate the size of various 
crystal growths as well as evidence shown in this investigation that crystal sizes 
can reach up to 50 – 100 µm. (Pahlavan et al., 2016) model how wax-doped 
asphaltenes can form a variety wax crystals and effect the wax behaviour based 
on wax percentage. This model also helps to show the behaviour of the fracturing 
between wax masses when a shear force is applied. 
Fracturing of wax crystals due to the weak interactive forces between the 
crystals, these being Van der Waal forces. These forces can keep crystal 
structures in place without agitation due to the number of attraction points 
available, however, under relatively small force application these crystals will 
shear and fracture, Van der Waal forces (or London dispersion forces) are the 
weakest and arise from temporary molecular charge instigated by electron cloud 
movement around atoms and molecules and are spontaneous in occurrence. 
Dipole-dipole forces, which occur in compounds with permanent compound 
charge distribution. For example, hydrochloric acid where hydrogen and chlorine 
have different electron densities, giving rise to partial charge development. 
Hydrogen bonding, the strongest of the molecular interactive forces. Hydrogen 
bonding occurs between molecules that have hydrogen atoms bonded to an 
electronegative atom, e.g. oxygen or nitrogen, this then develops a charge 
difference in the molecule. In paraffin waxes, only London forces will be 
encounters, as only pure hydrocarbons would be useful in wax, other atoms that 
would cause dipole-dipole attractions and hydrogen bonding could cause further 
chemical breakdown and oxidation of paraffin waxes for future stability. 
1.3 Uses and Functions 
Paraffin waxes, a component of white soft paraffin (WSP) blends have a 
variety of uses in many industries including: “pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, paper 
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manufacturing, candle making, electrical goods, rubber compounding, and 
textiles” (Freund et al., 1982). 
1.3.1 Pharmaceuticals 
Paraffin wax and more commonly white soft paraffin is a product used as 
a base for production of emulsions, creams and ointments within the 
pharmaceutical industry. What makes WSP especially useful is that the it can be 
a relatively stable product and does not react with other active ingredients, such 
as the API or other components. That said, paraffin wax is a mixture of long chain 
hydrocarbons and it should be recognised that the hydrocarbon chain is 
unsaturated and can undergo oxidation to create peroxides, which can be very 
reactive species and can cause problems with other active ingredients mixed in 
with the white soft paraffin. 
Oxidation of active pharmaceutical ingredients in ointments has been 
evident for many years (Freund et al., 1982). Not only is it important to control 
the molecular components of white soft paraffin, but also the mixing process. 
When developing formulations for ointments the ratio of drug to WSP and water 
should all be considered. It has been shown that making a primary mixture of an 
ointment base and a second mixture with the API component in an oil phase, or 
contained in propylene glycol can prove efficient, helping to prevent oxidation of 
the API, improving product stability. 
White soft paraffin is often used as the base ingredient in ointments, 
creams and emulsions. Alongside the API, surfactants are vital to formulation 
with the purpose of increasing stability and emulsification ability for creams and 
emulsions, surfactants and stabilisers can be added in various forms, (Freund et 
al., 1982) using fatty amphiphiles to help stabilise wax emulsions by creating 
interfacial surfaces on oil droplets present in the emulsion. The presence of the 
several types of fatty amphiphiles can also modify the rheological properties 
through the altering of the viscosity of the emulsions depending on the 
requirement by increasing or decreasing the ratio of amphiphile. 
1.3.2 Phase Change Material Technology 
Paraffin wax has seen the application as a phase change material (PCM) 
with energy management. The advantages of the paraffin waxes as a PCM are 
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due to the latent heat of fusion. This latent heat allows the wax to hold a large 
amount of heat in the system. At this point, this heat can transfer to or from 
surrounding materials, such as clothing items or most commonly as part of 
insulated wall panels within buildings. The specific heat capacity (Cp) of paraffin 
wax has been measured at around 2.1 kJ kg-1 K-1 with the melting enthalpy 
ranging between 180 – 230 kJ kg-1 (Luyt et al., 2010). As a comparison air has 
a Cp of 1 kJ kg-1 K-1 (Al-shemmeri, 2010), oxygen has a Cp of 0.918 kJ kg-1 K-1, 
carbon has a Cp of 0.709 kJ kg-1 K-1 and water has a Cp of 4.187 kJ kg-1 K-1 (Lide, 
2003). It is the high capacities of paraffin wax that benefit the PCM aspects of 
paraffin wax as the heat input into the system will be retained for a considerable 
amount of time, slowly releasing the heat back into the surroundings.  
It was believed (Luyt et al., 2010) that polyamide 12 and maleic anhydride 
could have been blended with paraffin wax to aid with the latent heat properties 
of the paraffin wax increasing efficiencies and use of the blends as a phase 
change material. In principle, this would have helped to improve the stability of 
the paraffin wax and PCM. However, it was found that upon blending it was 
difficult to incorporate more than 30 % paraffin wax within the product matrix.  
Another use for paraffin wax as a phase change material is within the 
textiles industry creating thermo-regulating clothing by means of 
microencapsulating paraffin wax (Sánchez et al., 2010). The wax was 
encapsulated since due to the melting points of the paraffin the waxes would 
simply melt out of the textile material during production. As such the paraffin wax 
was encapsulated within a polymer coating to protect the properties of the 
paraffin wax and to keep it fixed in place. The encapsulated PCM particles were 
incorporated into the textile material which underwent certain thermal tests to 
determine the acceptability and endurance of the microencapsulated PCM. 
Although only 35 % of fabric could be coated with the microcapsules heat 
absorption of 7.6 J g-1 was attained. However, it was discovered that under 
regular treatment processes such as washing and ironing of the fabric there was 
a significant loss of microcapsules and therefore loss of heat storage capacity of 
the fabric and acting PCM. 
A further example of paraffin wax as a phase change material is with use 
within solar heat storage panels (Hawlader et al., 2003). Due to the excellent 
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heat capacity of the paraffin wax along with microencapsulation the paraffin wax 
can act as an insulator. In work conducted by (Hawlader et al., 2003), gum Arabic 
and gelatin powder were used to encapsulate paraffin wax with a melting point 
of between 60 °C and 62 °C consisting mainly of n-alkane. This would indicate 
the use of a hard paraffin macrocrystalline wax. The work used two methods of 
producing the microencapsulation upon the solar panel, spray-drying and 
coacervation. Results showed that depending on material ratio mixing and 
production type, energy storage capacities ranged between 145.28 J g-1 to 
239.78 J g-1, and energy release capacities ranged between 148.32 J g-1 to 
234.05 J g-1. The results obtained showed promise with excellent storage 
capacity for heat energy. Depending on the method of encapsulation and 
treatment of the PCM better ability as an energy storage medium within the solar 
panels was discovered. 
One possible way of improving phase change materials has been 
discussed by (Babaei et al., 2013). It was proposed that with the addition of 
graphene and carbon nanotubes into a paraffin wax the thermal properties of the 
wax could be improved, as used as a phase change material. In the paper, it was 
discovered using computer modelling that thermal conductivity could be 
improved within the paraffin wax, however, there seemed to be a dispute as to 
how the improvement was achieved, with some evidence that the improved 
ordering of the structure of the paraffin crystal lattice enhanced the thermal 
conductivity. Other variations on nano-carbon composites introduced to paraffin 
wax to improve thermal properties have been investigated (Xiang and Drzal, 
2011; Zhang et al., 2013). 
1.3.3 Medical Research 
Paraffin waxes have found a use for DNA/RNA extraction in PCR 
investigations (Lehmann and Kreipe, 2001). With limited success paraffin wax, 
could be used as an embedded medium for the extraction of RNA, however, 
methods were often based on techniques of specific investigation/research and 
could not be given a generalised methodology at this time. Further research into 
the use of paraffin wax as a growth medium would have to be carried out before 
confidence could be given as a standard method of use. 
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1.3.4 Encapsulation Technology 
(Ibrahim and Jibril, 2005) and (Al-Zahrani, 2000) conducted work on the 
encapsulation of fertilizers with the use of paraffin wax in combination with other 
polymer waxes in order to cause a timed release of fertilizer. Paraffin wax was 
believed to be a suitable product due to the stable nature of the hydrocarbon 
alkanes present in the paraffin. There is always a chance that auto-oxidation can 
take place however the risk is so low that it would have a negligible effect on the 
fertiliser and surrounding environment. Through investigation it was found that 
the paraffin wax did delay the release of the fertiliser in question, however, it was 
less efficient at delaying than other polymer waxes that were under 
consideration. It is plausible that paraffin wax can be used as a delayed released 
mechanism for certain products depending on the requirement. 
1.3.5 Paper Manufacturing 
Paraffin wax is one of the more important materials used in the production 
of paper. Although used specifically in paper products it is also used in the 
production of cardboard and corrugated paperboard. The specific use of paraffin 
wax within the paper industry is for impregnation, coatings and laminating 
(Freund et al., 1982). 
1.4 Characterisation Techniques 
WSP is a complex material used within a regulated industry. The 
characterization of the material is therefore important. 
1.4.1 Rheology 
Due to the nature of WSP, the crystalline networks can be deformed easily 
under force. Depending on the temperature of the test carried out the WSP can 
act as a Newtonian fluid (i.e. when the WSP is (≥ 80 °C) molten) or as a sort of 
solid. Rheological characterization defined as (Schramm, 1994); 
“Deformation of a body under the influence of stresses” 
It is one of the most important investigative tools that can be used for 
analysing white soft paraffin. Typically, rheometers are used to perform a variety 
of small deformation tests, including shear stress, shear strain, viscosity plus 
other oscillatory tests depending on the requirement of the product (Barry and 
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Grace, 1971a). For large deformation testing, penetration testing often using 
drop cone penetrometers (Pharmacopoeia, 2005), texture analysers or 
viscometers are used to test bulk material characteristics of products. Each one 
of these tests has its benefits and drawbacks and depending on the specific 
blend of white soft paraffin in question may determine the type of test to be used. 
These tests can also be separated into two separate forms of characterisation, 
small deformation and large deformation rheology. Frequency sweeps and 
amplitude sweeps are classed as small deformation rheology due to imparting 
only small forces on the sample. Penetration tests are an example of large 
deformation rheology, this information will record much larger magnitudes of 
force, such as maximum values of stiffness and penetration of samples, but 
results can be much more variable as the interaction of the materials on a 
chemical level are much more subjective. Continuous shear viscometry and 
creep viscometry can be tested under both small and large deformation, 
depending on the material tested and the size of deformation performed on the 
material. For example, applying a shear rate of 1 s-1 to liquid paraffin could result 
in a large deformation, however applying 1 s-1 on a solid wax could result in a 
small deformation. 
An ideal (Hookean) solid will, under given stress, deform with linear 
proportionality to the applied stress instantly and will remain deformed until the 
stress is removed. Removal of a stress will cause the solid to return to its original 
condition instantaneously. An ideal liquid will flow and will deform under any 
given stress without the ability to reform energies independently and will be lost 
to heat energy. Many materials exhibit mixtures of solid and liquid properties-
these are termed viscoelastic. These materials will flow to a certain degree, the 
factor which determines the response is applied force and time. When 
considering a solid or liquid there are two time factors to be considered; 
• Characteristic relaxation time factor (λ) 
• Characteristic observation time value (t) 
These two factors of a solid or liquid will give an important figure when 
considering the type of material being described; this is the Deborah number and 
is given in the following equation: 
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𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑎ℎ 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 =
𝜆
𝑡
 
High values for the Deborah number will describe solid like products that 
are resistance to fast flow (may take centuries to flow), while low values will 
describe liquid like products and will flow very rapidly and easily (such as water, 
λw = 10-12 s) (Schramm, 1994). 
1.4.1.1 Modulus of Elasticity 
As seen previously solids do not flow and there is a relationship between 
the stress and strain. Shear modulus is used to characterise such materials. 
𝜏 = 𝐺 ∙
𝑑𝐿
𝑑𝑦
= 𝐺 ∙ 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛾 ≈ 𝐺 ∙ 𝛾 
• τ = shear stress (= force/area) [
𝑁
𝑚2
= 𝑃𝑎] 
• G = shear modulus (relating to the stiffness of a solid [
𝑁
𝑚2
] 
• γ = 
𝑑𝐿
𝑦
 = strain 
• y = height of the solid body [m] 
• ∆L = deformation of the body due to shear stress [m] 
Figure 1.4 – Diagram of body of movement describing shear modulus. 
1.4.1.2 Viscosity 
When considering an ideal liquid (Newtonian liquid), a shear stress force 
is applied to the liquid and the deformation rate will increase linearly in proportion 
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to the force. Once the force is removed the liquid in its new state of deformation 
remains unchanged until a new shear stress force is applied. The following 
equation will show the relation for a Newtonian liquid (Schramm, 1994). 
𝜂 =
𝜏
?̇?
 
• τ = shear stress (Nm-2) 
• η = viscosity (Pa s) 
• ?̇? = shear rate (ms-1) 
Figure 1.5 – Diagram showing the actions of shear viscosity following planer 
Couette flow. 
The previous equation and figure 1.5 describe the shear viscosity of a 
body, this is the measurement of the resistance to flow. As a shear stress (τ) is 
applied to a fluid body then the body will effectively move in planes at greater 
velocity (u) the further away from a stationary phase. The distance travelled by 
a point over a measured amount of time will give the shear rate (?̇?), indicated by 
the gradient in figure 1.5. 
Continuous shear viscometry testing is a method that will provide data 
about the viscosity of the white soft paraffin, while oscillatory tests can provide 
data on viscoelastic modulus. Under continuous shear, care must be taken when 
testing materials as this method is in its nature is destructive, where increasing 
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the shear rate will cause a greater amount of breakdown in the materials 
microstructure. It is also possible if using a cone and plate method that the white 
soft paraffin can be squeezed out of the gap of the equipment which can cause 
erroneous results when sampling the white soft paraffin. Therefore, following the 
equipment’s standard operating procedures is crucial when carrying out testing. 
Another common test that can be used to determine consistency at a 
production plant level is the Falling-Ball viscometers. This type of viscometer 
operates on the principle of measuring the time for a ball to fall through a liquid, 
or a semisolid in this case, under the inﬂuence of gravity. The falling ball reaches 
its terminal velocity when the acceleration due to the force of gravity is exactly 
compensated for by the friction of the ﬂuid on the ball (Bourne and Bourne, 2002). 
In this test, a large graduated glass cylinder is filled and a steel ball is gently 
dropped in the centre of the cylinder. Then, with the use of a stopwatch, the 
velocity of the fall of the ball is measured.  
1.4.1.3 Viscoelastic Response 
Ointments are a type of material that are considered non-ideal, they are 
neither fully solid or fully liquid but instead, contain both mechanical concepts 
within their physical properties. To represent the viscoelastic response of 
materials two models were developed by considering a spring and dashpot 
(Schramm, 1994). 
• Kelvin-Voigt model (for solids) 
• Maxwell model (for liquids) 
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Figure 1.6 – Schematic of Kelvin-Voigt model of spring and dashpot response for 
viscoelastic solid materials (Schramm, 1994). 
The Kelvin-Voigt model (figure 1.6) considers a spring and dashpot model 
that will relate to a simple viscoelastic solid. The strain in both elements must be 
the same, therefore the stresses shared unequally.  The force applied to both 
spring and dashpot will result in an immediate response shown in the spring, 
which will be delayed and slowed by the dashpot present. Over time a larger 
deformation will occur at a slower rate as the dashpot experiences a response 
to the force applied. When the force is removed, the spring will have a large initial 
deformation while the dashpot will again offer resistance slowing the response 
from the loss of force. The response of force applied and the material extensional 
response is shown graphically in figure 1.7. 
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Figure 1.7 – A graph showing the Kelvin-Voigt model for a solid (Schramm, 1994). 
Figure 1.8 – Schematic of Maxwell model of spring and dashpot in series response 
for viscoelastic liquid materials (Schramm, 1994). 
For a Maxwell model system (figure 1.8), when a force is applied, the 
spring will deform over a small time period with immediate effect while a delayed, 
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longer time, the response from the dashpot will be observed. The strain in both 
elements can be different but the stress over each element is the same.  After 
the initial response from the spring, the deformation would increase uniformly 
with time, as force would be applied in proportion. On removal of the force, there 
will be an initial and immediate reduction in the shear stress experienced by the 
spring over a short time, followed by a delayed, longer time response from the 
dashpot. The response of force applied and the material extensional response is 
graphically represented in figure 1.9. 
Figure 1.9 – A graph showing the Maxwell model for a liquid. (Schramm, 1994) 
Kelvin-Voigt and Maxwell models test the viscoelastic response of a 
material in extreme states of solids and liquid, respectively, but still only consider 
the creep and recovery response of which is still a static test model. Together a 
‘real’ viscoelastic model would be considered in figure 1.10. 
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Figure 1.10 – Schematic of Burgers real viscoelastic model taking both Kelvin-Voigt 
and Maxwell models into account (Schramm, 1994). 
. The real viscoelastic tests would be found using oscillatory model tests 
which consider the more dynamic factors. Oscillatory tests measure the small 
deformations in the material, giving a more real or dynamic simulation, which 
would govern changes experienced in a viscoelastic material. Due to the 
chemical nature, it is possible to go beyond the yield point when testing with 
creep and recovery tests and break the material and further testing possibilities. 
1.4.1.4 Oscillatory testing 
Testing using oscillatory methods will exert a shear force on a material 
with small deformations using a sinusoidal motion. A common method is on a 
rheometer where a cone attached to a motor on the rheometer will oscillate at 
different frequencies and with varying shear stress/strains (amplitude). As 
previously mentioned frequency and amplitude sweep tests are commonly used 
oscillatory methods. A frequency sweep would apply an oscillatory deformation 
to a material, where one frequency step would involve one sinusoidal motion and 
the sweep would increase the number of sinusoidal deformations per frequency 
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step increase. An amplitude sweep would incur an oscillatory test that per step 
increase the force applied to a sample will increase. Figure 1.11a and figure 
1.11b give examples of the waveforms expected from these types of tests. 
Figure 1.11a – Plot of sinusoidal waveform for changing frequencies. 
Figure 1.11b – Plot of sinusoidal waveform for changing amplitudes. 
Figure 1.12 shows a typical rheometer with a cone and plate setup and a 
diagram of typical expected force application and response. 
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Figure 1.12 – Representation of cone and plate rheometer (Schramm, 1994) 
This sinusoidal motion will generate a viscoelastic response from the 
tested material sample which will give information of a phase angle (σ) based on 
graphical representation from the degree of amplitude exerted on the material 
from the rheometer and the delay in response detected from the material. The 
degree of phase angle is an indication of the material property, whether it is solid 
like (σ = 0°) or liquid like (σ = 90°). This method can be illustrated in a similar 
way to the Kelvin-Voigt and Maxwell model where the behaviour of a purely 
elastic material would give the response strain in figure 1.07, for a Newtonian 
liquid the response is shown in figure 1.09. 
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Figure 1.13 – Graphical representation of a spring model system determining the 
strain/stress response of an ideal solid against time (Schramm, 1994). 
Figure 1.14 – Graphical representation of a dashpot model system determining the 
strain/stress response of a Newtonian liquid against time (Schramm, 1994). 
As can be seen in figure 1.13 an ideal solid will act with an immediate 
strain response when a shear force is exerted on the sample material, this 
indicates that there is no phase angle (σ = 0°) experienced by the sample, 
therefore, showing an entirely elastic solid. Figure 1.14 shows a Newtonian liquid 
where there is a maximum phase angle present (σ = 90°). When a material 
demonstrates this phase angle it is a pure liquid. With white soft paraffin, a 
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viscoelastic material phase angle between 0° and 90° will be expected, i.e. a mix 
of viscous and elastic response. 
Further parameters from carrying out oscillation testing are the complex 
modulus (G*) of a material. The complex modulus is an indication of the total 
resistance of a material when a force is applied to the material and strain is 
experienced, τ0 represents the stress applied at 0 phase angle, γ0 represents the 
strain experienced at 0 phase angle. G* is defined by the following equation; 
𝐺∗ =
𝜏0
𝛾0
 
With the knowledge of phase angle, the complex modulus and the input 
of angular velocity/frequency it is possible to calculate two factors; 
• G’ – The elastic modulus (storage modulus) 
• G’’ – The viscous modulus (loss modulus) 
Figure 1.15 – Diagram representing the calculation of phase angles based on the 
data for G’ (elastic modulus) and G’’ (viscous modulus). Using Pythagoras theory of 
a2 + b2 = c2. 
As the names indicate the elastic modulus is a value that will correspond 
to the degree of elasticity that a material will have and the more solid like it may 
be. The viscous modulus is a value corresponding to the viscosity of a material 
an indication of how liquid like a material is. The connection between elastic, 
viscous and complex modulus is as follows (Schramm, 1994): 
𝐺∗ = 𝐺′ + 𝑖 ∙ 𝐺′′ 
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From the determination of the complex modulus it is then possible to 
calculate the elastic and viscous moduli (Schramm, 1994): 
𝐺′ = 𝐺∗𝑐𝑜𝑠σ =
𝜏0
𝛾0
∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠σ 
𝐺′′ = 𝐺∗𝑠𝑖𝑛σ =
𝜏0
𝛾0
∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛σ 
When carrying out oscillatory viscoelastic tests, measurements are ideally 
reported in the linear viscoelastic region (LVER). This is where the moduli are 
constant and independent of the magnitude of strain. Due to the nature of the 
WSP being investigated determination of LVER is important to consider before 
carrying out further oscillatory rheological tests, to ensure reproducible data. It is 
also important to consider the angular frequency of testing for WSP, and a 
frequency sweep will be carried while testing WSP. Changing the angular 
frequency will change G’ and G’’ response in a viscoelastic material, shown 
previous by (Park and Song, 2010). By increasing the frequency of testing 
interactions between particles within the WSP can be disrupted increasing the 
fluid nature of the material, showing an increase in G’’ values. Figure 1.16 shows 
a plot of a material that has undergone an amplitude sweep test to determine the 
LVER. 
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Figure 1.16 – Plot showing an exact example of a materials linear viscoelastic and 
non-linear viscoelastic response to an amplitude sweep test. 
When testing future materials, LVER regions should always be used for 
parameter setup, when materials are tested in the NON-LVER it is more likely 
that the material can deform beyond that force applied by the equipment in use. 
Such as the strain experienced by a material will not behave with a linear 
response to the stress. Therefore, results of frequency tests would not be 
representative of true results as the error possibilities are large and unknown. 
When testing dissimilar materials, it is also important to re-test the LVER, 
this is due to varied materials having different molecular interactions, a liquid oil 
sample would have much less interaction compared to a solid wax sample, and 
as such a liquid material is likely to have an LVER in a region of less amplitude 
force. When testing materials, it is then valid to explain a force applied as 
proportional to the material, due to the molecular interaction of one material to 
another. 
1.4.1.5 Creep viscometry 
Creep viscometry can provide reproducible data as the test does not 
damage the sample under testing. Creep viscometry has been used to test the 
viscoelastic region of white soft paraffin (Genovese and Shanks, 2007). The test 
is carried out by applying step strain and maintained for a period of time and the 
recorded data of strain response versus time determines a creep curve.  
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Figure 1.17 – Graph showing a standard creep curve (Genovese and Shanks, 
2007). 
A previous study has shown viscoelastic behaviour was found in White 
Soft Paraffin B.P. (Barry and Grace, 1971b) where creep tests conducted up to 
and including 25 °C showed linear viscosity at 900 dyn cm-2 (90 N m2). Between 
30 °C and 40 °C linear viscosity existed for stresses up to 150 dyn cm-2 (15 N 
m2) however become non-linear above 150 dyn cm-2 (15 N m2). At 45 °C stress 
of 100 dyn cm-2 (10 N m2) showed evidence of non-linear viscosity and for 
temperature 50 °C and above non-linear viscosity was almost instant where the 
white soft paraffin could only withstand 1.5 dyn cm-2 (0.15 N m2). While different 
techniques may play a role, it is also evident that temperature plays a significant 
role in white soft paraffin behaviour.  
1.4.1.6 Large Deformation Rheology 
In addition to fundamental rheological analysis, other empirical tests are 
typically performed to assess the mechanical properties of WSP. Large 
deformation analysis in WSP is needed because during transportation or use 
(i.e. removal from a container or a tube and application to the human body or 
skin) WSP experiences a wide range of stresses (Park and Song, 2010). Due to 
its paramount importance in pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries, many 
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attempts have been made to investigate the large deformation properties of 
WSP. The ASTM (ASTM, 2016) provides a Standard Test Method for Needle 
Penetration of Petroleum Waxes. (Pharmacopoeia, 2005) also shows British 
standard testing for penetration tests for paraffin wax, used within the 
pharmaceutical industry for products designed for use in the UK and an example 
of equipment used is seen in figure 1.18. 
Figure 1.18 – Diagram of equipment used for penetration testing (Pharmacopoeia, 
2005). 
To test a sample, three sample will be prepared in containers using one 
of three methods detailed in the standardised test. The sample will then be 
placed on the base of the penetrometer ensuring the sample is flat and 
perpendicular to the testing probe. In this test, all penetrations are to be carried 
out where the sample and the penetration tip is equilibrated to 25 °C ± 0.5 °C. 
the tip will be adjusted so that it just touches the surface of the sample. The 
penetrator will then be released and allowed to penetrate the sample, where it 
will be left for five seconds before being clamped in place so an accurate reading 
of penetration depth can be measured. Results are given in tenth of millimetres 
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as a mean of the three sample container measurements, and if results deviate 
by greater than 3 %, the experiment must be repeated. 
Penetrometer tests are relatively easy to use as a technique in 
comparison to small deformation tests carried out on a rheometer. There are a 
number of studies that have evaluated WSP in this way. (Van Ooteghem, 1965) 
derived yield values for petrolatum and (Berneis et al., 1964) found a linear 
correlation between penetration data and the dilution of petrolatum with liquid 
paraffin. Later (Delonca et al., 1967) employed a modified form of penetrometer 
to determine the thixotropy of petrolatum. (Cerezo and Suñe, 1970) used 
penetrometer tests to evaluate semisolid preparations for topical application. The 
effect of temperature on the penetration depth of petrolatum was also 
investigated (Mutimer et al., 1956). Later authors studied the dependence of 
penetration on temperature and composition of paraffin waxes (Matthäi et al., 
2001), it was found that at 25 °C penetration depth ranged between 0.14 to 0.21 
mm for macrocrystalline waxes and 0.15 to 0.29 mm for microcrystalline wax. As 
temperatures were increased to 45 °C penetration depth reached up to 1.69 mm 
for macrocrystalline wax and 0.57 mm for microcrystalline wax. 
In this work, the relationship of small and large deformation will be 
explored with the aim to improve the knowledge of their relationship and to 
establish the feasibility and information of each one of the techniques. Until now 
research has not related the findings of small and large deformation rheology in 
white soft paraffin. 
1.4.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
Differential scanning calorimetry is a method of thermal analysis often 
used on samples that display changes in phases and states of matter against a 
function of temperature. White soft paraffin is such a product and depending on 
WSP type and blend can contain few or many changes in phases. These phase 
changes, indicate crystal melting or crystallisation of WSP. DSC measures the 
change in heat flow within the test material as a function of time. After analysis, 
a measured curve (see figure 1.19) will be produced showing change in heat flow 
(for the differences between the sample and reference furnaces), measured in 
milliwatts (mW) against time in seconds (s). In figure 1.19 the measured curve 
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Equation 1 
shows a typical endothermic response from the DSC analysis, this would indicate 
the crystallisation process in WSP. 
Figure 1.19 – Example of a power compensated DSC furnace and a typical 
thermograph (Gallagher et al., 1998). 
Figure 1.19 is an example of a double furnace power compensated DSC. 
In a power compensating DSC, the tested samples are placed in two furnaces 
both with their own heating unit and temperature sensors (figure 1.19). As such 
the two furnaces are temperature controlled by power control loops (P) that will 
aid in keeping temperature difference between the sample and reference 
furnaces to a minimum. Measurement of thermal analysis is possible as the 
control of power is measured so that there is always a residual temperature 
difference between the sample and reference furnaces. If the differences have 
thermal symmetry, then the recording data is shown as a standard heating 
change in the reference and sample furnaces and proportional to the difference 
in heating powers to the system. If thermal differences are recorded due to the 
difference in heat capacity or endothermic/exothermic phase transitions in 
reference and samples furnaces, the difference is proportional to the additional 
power required (to maintain a minimum difference in temperature between 
sample and reference furnace). Heat flow rates supplied to the sample and 
reference furnaces (∆𝜙𝑆𝑅) are given by: 
∆𝜙𝑆𝑅 = ∆C𝑝×𝛽 ∝ ∆𝜙𝑡𝑟𝑠 
Where ∆Cp= change in heat capacity and 𝛽 = heat/cooling rate. This is 
also proportional to the heat flow rate of transition (∆𝜙𝑡𝑟𝑠) (Gallagher et al., 1998). 
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Equation 2 
Equation 1 is specific to power compensated DSC, in general equation 2 gives 
the thermodynamic heat flow equation for all DSC. When heat flow from a sample 
is experiencing a linear (constant) heating, or cooling, the sample will comprise 
of a heat capacity component and a contribution from a thermal event, the total 
heat flow is therefore shown by the following equation. Where δq is the change 
in heat, δt is the change in time, Cp is the heat capacity of the sample and δT is 
the change in temperature experienced by the sample/system.  
𝛿𝑞
𝛿𝑡
= 𝐶𝑝×
𝛿𝑇
𝛿𝑡
 
The thermal data changes will be recorded by the DSC program software 
and measured curves will be represented graphically, shown in a similar fashion 
to those shown in (figure 1.20 and figure 1.21). When considering the known 
mass of a substance the equation can be written as follows. Q is the energy 
transferred, m is the mass of the sample, Cp is the heat capacity of the sample 
and ∆T is the change in temperature. 
𝑄 = 𝑚×𝐶𝑝×∆𝑇 
DSC has many uses and has been used by many researchers for 
investigation into thermal properties of polymers (Flaherty, 1971; He et al., 2004; 
Matthäi et al., 2001; Hawlader et al., 2003). DSC is frequently used with other 
tests to provide results for polymer characteristics, and it has been shown that 
DSC is capable of correlating differences in penetration tests for petrolatum 
(Matthäi et al., 2001). In this work, DSC testing helps to define the crystalline 
structure of the WSP in question, indicating that as crystal lattices grow in 
number, penetration depths are not as deep, this indicates that there is greater 
hardness in the paraffin wax. 
An important use of DSC testing can be seen when considering phase 
change materials for energy storage devices (Hawlader et al., 2003). DSC scans 
will show the difference in phase changes within the product often indicating an 
increase in heat flow as an endothermic change, such as melting points of 
crystals within paraffin wax, and exothermic changes, such as crystallisation of 
paraffin wax phases. Figures 1.20 and 1.21 show DSC scans for heating and 
cooling stages respectively. Previous authors have also studied the effect of 
phase change materials (PCM) when analysed by DSC, based on ratio 
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composition of paraffin waxes in the PCM (Zhang et al., 2013). The authors found 
that increasing wax ratio into the PCM blends increased potential for latent heat 
storage, a key factor in PCM’s. 
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Figure 1.20 – DSC of a heating cycle for a phase change material (Hawlader et al., 
2003). 
Figure 1.21 – DSC of a cooling cycle for a phase change material (Hawlader et al., 
2003). 
As can be seen in figures 1.20 and 1.21 areas under peaks for both 
endothermic (figure 1.20) and exothermic (figure 1.21) can be calculated giving 
the enthalpy of that thermal event recorded. These peaks will give an indication 
of the total energy required by the sample/system to cause a phase change to 
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the material. Depending on the sample being tested the enthalpy changes can 
be indicated by large or small energies. It would be expected that high molecular 
weight samples would require a greater enthalpy to apply a phase change due 
to the greater number of chemical bonds present within the sample. As such 
samples, such as the paraffin oil would require a small enthalpy when high Mw 
samples like microcrystalline wax would require a large enthalpy. 
1.4.3 Microscopy 
Figure 1.22 – Image of microscopy techniques used by optical microscopy, SEM 
and TEM (Dudkiewicz et al., 2011) 
1.4.3.1 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 
SEM is an electron microscope that will generate images by scanning 
products with a focused beam of electrons, which will interact with atoms within 
the sample to produce signals that will be detected by a sensor and will display 
a rendered image of the surface of the products atoms that is being viewed. SEM 
has a resolution of approximately 1 nm (Dudkiewicz et al., 2011) allowing for high 
magnification images indicating the structural makeup of the product in question, 
although electron beam damage can be a problem. Generally, samples are 
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imaged under vacuum or low pressure in the case of the Environmental SEM. 
Previous authors (Luyt et al., 2010; Hawlader et al., 2003; Krupa et al., 2007) 
have used SEM to image paraffin waxes for use in phase change materials. 
(Laux et al., 2005) used SEM to correlate to other characterisation techniques to 
analysis paraffin wax. 
1.4.3.2 Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) 
TEM is a microscopy technique like SEM, however, in TEM a beam 
of electrons is transmitted through a sample that has been layered out onto a 
medium with a very small thickness. The electron beam will interact with the 
sample as it passes through it. An image is then formed from the interaction of 
the electrons with the sample and is projected onto a detection device such as a 
fluorescent screen. TEM has a very good resolution of samples and can achieve 
resolution around 0.07 nm (Dudkiewicz et al., 2011). It is possible for the TEM to 
scan a single layer of atoms due to de Broglie wavelength of electrons. TEM can 
also be used to observe modulations in chemical identity, crystal orientation, 
electronic structure and sample induced electron phase shift as well as the 
regular absorption based imaging, these will help to define the different blends 
white soft paraffin on a molecular level. However, could not be used on a regular 
basis due to time consumption and difficulty in preparing samples for routine 
measurements. Previous work has shown paraffin wax crystal morphology in 
crude oils through use of TEM (Kané et al., 2003) and gives a good indication of 
the different types of crystals present in paraffin products. 
1.4.3.3 Optical Microscopy 
This is the simplest form of microscopy available and is dependent on light 
transmittance from a sample. The resolutions of optical microscopes are very 
limited in comparison with electron microscopy, the best being around 1 µm. It is 
often recommended that the use of polarised filters should be used with optical 
microscopy when working with wax hydrocarbon products as this will help to 
define the crystals present much more effectively. (Mahmoud et al., 2005) 
showed that asphaltenes, a paraffin product, is visible at x100 magnification 
under optical microscopes 
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1.4.3.4 Confocal Microscopy 
Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) is used for obtaining high-
resolution images with the ability to scan into and through required depths of a 
sample, known as optical sectioning. Images are obtained point-by-point and the 
data is analysed by computer software that will render an image on the 
computer's display. Analysis by a computer can allow for complex 3D images of 
the topology of the sample. CLSM can scan through images with use of a laser 
this would be useful for some blends of white soft paraffin as the CLSM could 
provide a detailed 3D image of the interior of the crystalline network. Work carried 
out by (Pu and Severtson, 2009) helps to correlate thermal techniques and 
confocal microscopy by using Raman confocal microscope analysis to determine 
crystallinity in paraffin wax before and after heat treatment. 
1.4.3.5 Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) 
AFM is a very high-resolution type of scanning probe microscope, 
reaching resolutions as small as fractions of nanometres. The AFM works by 
feeling the surface with a mechanical probe and collecting the data of the surface 
topology. Piezoelectric elements allow small precise movements on (electronic) 
command, enabling the very precise scanning. The data is then analysed 
computationally and an image is generated and displayed to give an accurate 
render of the sample surface often showing molecular detail. Figure 1.23 shows 
the setup of an AFM instrument. The AFM consists of four major components; a 
cantilever with a sharp tip (typically silicon), a piezo-scanner that drives the 
cantilever, based on a voltage passing through the piezo-material, moving the 
cantilever; a laser diode and a position sensitive detector. AFM consists of three 
mode types, (i) non-contact mode, (ii) contact mode, and (iii) tapping mode (Jalili 
and Laxminarayana, 2004). The cantilever tip will move over the surface of a 
material in contact mode, tapping the surface, or will hover just over the surface 
in non-contact mode. With the cantilever being attached to a piezoelectric 
element, the attractive interactions with the material cause a natural resonance 
in the piezoelectric element allowing the measurement of the surface of the 
material. As the tip is displaced a weak laser beam measures the surface 
contours, this is detected by a reflection of the laser beam movement by a 
photodiode detector. The movement of the laser then allows computational 
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software to create topographic images of the surface of the material (Chang et 
al., 2012)(Jalili and Laxminarayana, 2004). 
Figure 1.24 shows an image of paraffin wax mounted a testing plate for 
AFM analysis (Zbik et al., 2006), the study was carried out to observe the surface 
roughness of paraffin wax detected by AFM analysis when using different 
mounting materials with the paraffin wax. (Pu and Severtson, 2009) also showed 
how AFM can be used in correlation with other microscopic and thermal analysis 
techniques. Work by (Li et al., 2009) shows the use of multiple microscopy 
techniques to analyse the use of paraffin wax as a stabilising material in 
emulsions, including optical cross polar microscopy, TEM and confocal 
microscopy. 
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Figure 1.23 – Schematic diagram of a typical AFM setup (Chang et al., 2012). 
Figure 1.24 – AFM image of paraffin wax mounted on a Slygard cast, mounted on 
a silicon wafer (Zbik et al., 2006). 
1.4.4 Chemical Analysis 
There are multiple methods used for chemical characterisation of paraffin 
waxes (Speight, 2011). Some more specialist techniques used mainly in the 
petrochemical industry include Field Ionisation Mass Spectrometry (FIMS) and 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (H-NMR), these offer a highly 
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accurate form of compound analysis within petrochemicals and paraffin 
derivatives, these methods are easily able to identify impurities within samples 
compared with other chemical analysis techniques. Other methods implemented 
include solubility based testing including Hildebrand and Hansen Solubility 
Parameters (HP and HSP). Solubility parameters have been introduced with the 
idea of “like dissolves like” and the use of solvents to dissolve other chemicals, 
most specifically hydrocarbons. As solubility is a possibility this also allows the 
use of spectrometry methods, such as Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry 
(GCMS) or High Temperature-GCMS, Raman Spectroscopy (RS) and with some 
effectiveness photospectrometry. While these techniques offer quality analysis, 
they may lack some finer identification tools that are implemented by FIMS and 
H-NMR. 
1.4.4.1 Field Ionisation Mass Spectrometry (FIMS) 
Used mainly in petrochemical industry, it gives detailed carbon chain 
length and characteristics which make up the variety of alkane hydrocarbons that 
form paraffin. FIMS works by supplying energy to the molecules of the sample 
being tested producing molecular ions and therefore reduces the amount of 
fragmentation of the sample giving a higher molecular analysis compared to 
methods of electron ionisation analysis (Briker et al., 2001). Gas chromatography 
field ionisation mass spectroscopy (GC-FIMS) can determine iso- and normal 
paraffin separately and as stated can analyse separate molecules with the use 
of chromatograms obtained from gas chromatography. The analysis of 
hydrocarbon mixtures is based on the z-number where CnH2n+z in a hydrocarbon 
molecular formula (Briker et al., 2001). The requirement of gas chromatography 
is evident when hydrocarbons can have the same mass but have differing 
structure (e.g. nonane and naphthalene). FIMS is not a sufficient tool to separate 
out the two hydrocarbon isomers but with GC separation will occur giving 
definition to the isomer (Briker et al., 2001). Figure 1.25 shows an example of an 
ion chromatogram of a hydrocarbon mixture with C13-C16. 
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Figure 1.25 – Ion chromatogram showing short and long retention times for a 
hydrocarbon mixture of C13-C16 (Briker et al., 2001). 
1.4.4.2 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (H-NMR) 
This is a testing method used to analyse the type of carbon bonds present 
in the paraffin products. H-NMR is a useful tool to determine the chemical 
makeup of the white soft paraffin and can be used alongside other tests to show 
the types of bonds present possibly indicating any degree of crystalline structure. 
• Aliphatic (in the high field, 0.4 – 4.2 ppm). 
o These contain no carbon double bonds and can be cyclic or 
acyclic. 
• Olefinic (in the mid field, 4.5 – 5.3 ppm). 
o These are linear carbon chain molecules with areas of carbon 
double bond unsaturation. 
• Aromatic (in the low field, 7 – 8 ppm). 
o These structures tend to be cyclic, planer and contain a high 
amount of conjugation. 
Although H-NMR is a very useful technique and is highly accurate, it is an 
expensive test and is not used to carry out quantitative measurement of white 
soft paraffin. H-NMR has been used in the petroleum industry to detect for the 
makeup of wax deposits present from crude oils (Musser and Kilpatrick, 1998), 
and other crude oil fractions (Martos et al., 2008). H-NMR may be a useful 
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Equation 3 
method to understand the underlying structure of WSP as part of a detailed 
scientific study but is unlikely to become a pharmaceutical industry standard test. 
1.4.4.3 Hildebrand Solubility Parameters (HP) 
Solubility parameters are a way of measuring the ability for at least two or 
more substances to be miscible within each other or a combination of various 
solvents. A solute is generally the material under test mixed with either one or a 
combination of solvents, solubility parameters will determine the solutes 
solubility. Whilst there are many solubility parameter theories, the focus of this 
work will be the Hildebrand Solubility Parameters (HP) and Hansen Solubility 
Parameters (HSP). The overall idea of mixing solutes and solvents is that ‘like 
dissolves like’ and products that are similar will be miscible (Hansen, 2000; 
Barton, 1975). 
Even though the experimental work carried out in this thesis will focus 
mainly on Hansen Solubility Parameters (HSP), before working with HSP, 
understanding of previous work by (Hildebrand, 1916) is required. It was shown 
in previous work that initial derivation of Solubility parameters (SP(δ)) are a 
measure of cohesive energy density and can be shown in equation 3 (Barton, 
1975);  
𝛿 = (
𝐸
𝑉
)
1
2⁄
 
Values for E determine the measurable energy of vaporisation and V 
determines the molar volume of the tested solvent, the SI units of solubility 
parameters are Pa1/2. In normal practice liquid-liquid or liquid-solids are 
considered with measurable solubility parameters, this is due to the condensed 
nature of the molecules within the solute/solvent. As such this creates strong 
attractive forces between molecules, leading to strong negative potential energy, 
this is the molar cohesive energy, -E (J), (also commonly written as E in equation 
3) (Barton, 1975). 
From equation 3 it can be seen that solubility parameters are derived from 
thermodynamic laws based on vaporisation energies, molar fractions and 
temperature changes based on previous work by (Hildebrand, 1979; Hildebrand 
and Lamoreaux, 1974; Hildebrand, 1934; Hildebrand, 1916; Hildebrand and 
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Equation 4 
Equation 5 
Equation 6 
Equation 7 
Equation 8 
Scott, 1979). The following series of equations (4-8) (Barton, 1975) will show the 
steps to reach that of equation 3, all which have been derived from the previous 
various sources.  
−𝐸 = ∆𝑖
𝑔𝑈 + ∫ (𝜕𝑈 𝜕𝑉⁄ )𝑇𝑑
𝑉=∞
𝑉=𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑝
𝑉 
Molar cohesive energy, -E (J), consists of two components, energy 
needed for vaporisation of a liquid to saturation point (∆𝑖
𝑔𝑈), and the isothermal 
energy needed for expansion of volume, infinitely, for saturated vapour to fill 
(∫ (𝜕𝑈 𝜕𝑉⁄ )𝑇𝑑
𝑉=∞
𝑉=𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑝
𝑉). When the temperature of the system is less than the 
boiling point of the solvent, the isothermal energy for expansion of vapour can 
be ignored, giving equation 5. 
−𝐸 ≈ ∆𝑖
𝑔𝑈 
If the rules of ideal gas constants are followed, then equation 6 can be 
considered as correct as the change of volume or pressure will not influence the 
energy of the system, which is demonstrated in the equation below, leading to 
equation 6. 
− ∫
𝑅𝑇
𝑉
𝑑𝑉 = −ln
𝑉𝑓
𝑉𝑖
𝑉=∞
𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑝
 
−𝐸 ≈ ∆𝑖
𝑔𝐻 − 𝑅𝑇 
The cohesive energy density is defined in equation 7, where V is the molar 
volume (cm3 mol-1) and as such with relation to ideal gas equations is also 
approximate to the solubility parameter in equation 8.  
𝑐 =
−𝐸
𝑉
 
𝛿2 = 𝑐 ≈
∆𝑖
𝑔𝑈
𝑉
 
Hansen Solubility Parameters (HSP) – As defined by Hildebrand the 
solubility parameter in equation 8 it has also been stated by Hansen that the 
cohesive energy density is made of three (Barton, 1975; Abbott et al., 2013; Sato 
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Equation 9 
Equation 10 
Equation 11 
Equation 12 
et al., 2014), (i) dispersion (London) forces (dispersion cohesive energy, Ed) that 
arise from fluctuating dipole movements between atoms in molecules, (ii) polar 
interactions such as permanent dipole-permanent dipole interactions (polar 
cohesive energy, Ep) caused by sharing of charge between positive and negative 
dipole in separate molecules, (iii) hydrogen bonding (Eh).  
𝐸 = 𝐸𝑑 + 𝐸𝑝 + 𝐸ℎ 
The total energy is made of the three components indicated by Hansen. 
If we take equation 7 and 8 stated by Hildebrand and divide the energies in 
equation 9 by the molar volume, we can state equations 10 and 11 are true (Sato 
et al., 2014; Abbott et al., 2013).  
𝐸
𝑉
=
𝐸𝑑
𝑉
+
𝐸𝑝
𝑉
+
𝐸ℎ
𝑉
 
𝛿2 = 𝛿𝑑
2 + 𝛿𝑝
2 + 𝛿ℎ
2
 
Due to the statement that the cohesive energy density of a molecule could 
be separated into three components, it would then be possible to test these 
individual energies with a variety of solvents, with solvent selection based on the 
type of interaction for the specified cohesive energy. It is possible to plot the 
solubility parameter of the various solvents on a 3D axis of x, y, z with δd vs. δp 
vs. δh. Based on how the solute dissolves in the respective solvents if a solute is 
fully dissolved a mark of 1 is give and a solute not dissolved is marked 0, as bad. 
The good solvents used for a particular solute are important as they will drive the 
production of a solubility sphere. The distance of the good solvents (of known 
HSP) will allow the calculation of the sphere, for example, the middle point of the 
two maximum solvents will give the centre of that solute’s HSP sphere, the 
greater the number of solvents used with good solubility will give greater distance 
calculations to give a better accuracy of the solutes HSP sphere. When the plot 
is produced either by computer software or by manual calculation it is required 
and possible to find the distance between the solute and solvent, based on the 
solubility of the two materials, to calculate this distance of HSP (Ra (MPa1/2)) we 
can use the equation 12 (Sato et al., 2014; Abbott et al., 2013).  
𝑅𝑎 = [4(𝛿𝑑1 − 𝛿𝑑2)
2 + (𝛿𝑝1 − 𝛿𝑝2)
2
+ (𝛿ℎ1 − 𝛿ℎ2)
2]
1
2⁄
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Equation 13 
Small Ra values will favour solubility of the material in the inspected 
solvent, and subsequently, the opposite is true of large Ra values. Figure 1.26 
shows an example of a Hansen Solubility Parameter sphere that has been 
created using the software package from Hansen and his team (Abbott et al., 
2013). 
Figure 1.26 – Plot of a Hansen Solubility Parameter sphere (Abbott et al., 2013). 
This example of a solubility sphere in figure 1.26 shows red squares that 
represent poor solvents, mostly found outside the green sphere, and blue small 
spheres indicating good solvents, often found inside the green sphere, the green 
sphere indicates the solute material (small green sphere) at the centre of the 
large green sphere (distance of HSP ability). The relevant software used to 
create this plot will use equation 12 to calculate the maximum solubility distance 
for various solvents tested with the solute under investigation.  
𝑅𝐸𝐷 =
𝑅𝑎
𝑅𝑜
 
The radius (Ro (M Pa1/2)) of this sphere is the indication for solvents of 
good and bad solubility, based in and out of the sphere respectively using the 
radius and the distance of HSP (equation 12) the relative energy density (RED) 
can be calculated (equation 13), this is a useful technique the can be used by 
software to calculate good and bad solubilities when using large datasets that 
may reach into the 100’s. When calculating the RED, a value of 0 indicates there 
is no energy difference between solute and solvent and the solubility is good, a 
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RED value above 1 and increasing are poor, with reducing affinities the large the 
number becomes. Values close to but below 1 are solvents close to the boundary 
regions (Sato et al., 2014; Abbott et al., 2013). 
1.4.4.4 Raman spectroscopy (RS) 
This is a method of vibrational spectroscopy allowing identification 
molecules and their structure, even when testing large or microscopic sample 
amounts. To identify samples, changes in energy of molecules are measured by 
observing the changes in vibrational states induced in molecular bonds due to 
the energy increase or decrease caused by incident photons directed at the 
samples (Larkin, 2011; Lide, 2003). Raman spectroscopy is a process that will 
require two photons of light and is a measure of the inelastic light scattering 
between the photons and sample matter. That being, as the photon incident on 
the sample interacts with the sample and energy is passed to and absorbed by 
the sample from the photon, causing the molecule to vibrate about the 
connecting bonds present within the molecule. The energy not absorbed is then 
scattered away from the sample as a photon with reduced frequency, indicating 
the energy absorbed and identifying the molecules and bonding present in the 
sample (Larkin, 2011). Raman spectroscopy is often used as a fingerprint 
method of identification for samples since all molecules are unique to themselves 
and the bonding within these molecules, also being unique, will allow for easier 
identification. The energy of molecular bonding as already stated can act as a 
fingerprint for most different bond types present. Figure 1.27 shows the energy 
wavenumber that will best represent the molecules and bonding present in 
samples being tested. 
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Figure 1.27 – Regions of the fundamental vibrational spectrum with some named 
characteristic group frequencies (Larkin, 2011). 
Due to working with samples of paraffin waxes and their blends it would 
be expected that most wavelength number will be found around 3000 cm-1 to 
symbolise aromatic and aliphatic –CH, and 1500 cm-1 to symbolise CH2 and CH3 
that would be expected a part of paraffinic hydrocarbons. Other sources, (Zheng 
and Du, 2006; Edwards and Falk, 1997), also collaborate that this would be 
expected from paraffinic samples tested as part of this project. 
Often classified along with infrared (IR) as they are a part of the 
electromagnetic spectrum and are techniques used to characterise chemicals 
based on the vibrational movements from the induction of energy upon the 
chemical being characterised when using RS only the electrical field of the 
spectrum is considered. 
Previous authors have used Raman spectroscopy to help characterise 
paraffin waxes, (Clavell-Grunbaum et al., 1997) used Raman to determine 
physical characteristics of n-alkane waxes and model combinations of multiples 
of those waxes. Saturated and unsaturated waxes were analysed with Raman 
spectroscopy, determining the difference in peaks and band spectra between 
multiple plant based waxes (Edwards and Falk, 1997). Later (O Faolain, 2005) 
used Raman spectroscopy to determine the ability of dewaxing agents on 
formalin-fixed paraffin processed tissue sections, using different solvents to 
dewax the tissue sections Raman was then used to analyze the different solvent 
treatments. In 2006 (Zheng and Du, 2006) used Raman spectroscopy to identify 
multi-component paraffin waxes, with the identification of phase behaviour being 
apparent within Raman spectroscopy scans. 
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1.5 Project Considerations 
When considering the makeup of the ointment mixtures, there are many 
variables that must be considered including materials/ingredients and production 
processes which all have a direct impact on the final product. When mixing 
ingredients to produce ointments the source of the raw materials and their 
chemical nature may vary depending on the source, this can cause different 
characteristic of the final ointment product. For example, obtaining stocks of 
WSP from two different suppliers can result in two completely separate products 
on a microstructural level (GlaxoSmithKline, 2013). This would influence the 
mixing ratios of ingredients, such as water and API when making the final 
products. 
Considering the many variables of product manufacture, focusing on 
ointments, within this project the following key areas will be considered. 
• Supply 
o Who is the supplier? 
o What is the supplier’s specification? 
▪ Is this transferred to the pharmaceutical company? 
▪ How far back does due diligence go? 
o What is the variability in the batches from the supplier? 
▪ Can this be standardised or reverse engineered to give a 
required specification? 
• Formulation 
o What purpose is the product designed for? 
o What raw materials are included in the WSP? 
▪ What ratios are used? 
o What are the concentrations of WSP and other ingredients? 
• Process 
o What steps are involved and how does it affect the WSP and other 
ingredients? 
▪ Storage 
▪ Heating 
▪ Cooling 
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• Do repeat temperature cycles cause degradation of 
WSP? 
• Do cooling rate effect the WSP? 
▪ Mixing 
▪ Filling/finishing 
• Stability/Storage 
o How long will the product store? 
o Does the product separate under different conditions? 
o What keeps the product stable? 
• Patient Consideration 
o What is the appearance of the product? 
o What is the texture of the product? 
o How does the product feel? 
o How does the product flow? 
o What is the efficacy of the product? 
Due to the nature of these products and their roles within the 
pharmaceutical market, the scope of this project must consider the patient, and 
their experience when using the final product. A patient-centric focus requires, 
for example, that a material substitution still gives a product close to those 
already represented on the market. Therefore, it is important that any 
characterisation is representative of current models and recipe ratios already 
used as standard and that testing must be compared with the commercial 
pharmaceutical grade WSP. 
1.6 Research Objectives 
The aim of the project is to apply a range of characterisation techniques 
to both white soft paraffin and its constituent components to define a basis for a 
functional specification. As paraffin products are a range of hydrocarbon alkanes, 
the belief that characterisation will allow the combination of these constituent 
components to produce WSP blends. It is proposed that paraffin products of 
different carbon length when combined will change the physical and chemical 
characteristics of the blended WSP. Paraffin oil, macrocrystalline and 
microcrystalline waxes when combined will lead to a range of WSP products with 
different stiffness and rheology properties. this theory will be investigated within 
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the scope of this thesis by using the objectives mentioned below. By also relating 
the characteristics of the constituent components to the WSP blends made of 
those components it should be possible to test unknown WSP blends and 
reverse engineer or hypothesis the components contained within those WSP 
blends. It should be possible with understanding the characteristics of 
components to be able to model specific blend types suitable for consumer end 
products, such as with use in an ointment relating to a pharmaceutical product, 
within the scope of this thesis. 
The objectives are: 
1. To use a range of techniques to explore physical characteristics of WSP  
a. Rheology 
b. DSC 
c. Microscopy 
2. To address the chemical makeup and characterisation of WSP using: 
a. Raman spectroscopy 
b. Solubility 
3. To explore the blending of WSP from constituent components. This will 
necessitate the study of both underlying components and formulated 
material 
4. To relate WSP materials to key requirements of stability and process 
changes. 
In this report, several topics will be covered giving an overview of the 
relevant research that has been completed. White soft paraffin products, their 
derivatives and their use in the production of ointments. The range of low 
molecular weight liquid paraffin to high molecular weight microcrystalline paraffin 
will be detailed in this report also. Showing what has been covered previously, 
the types of products that have been discovered and the makeup of those 
products will be explained. The chemical and physical nature will also be 
discussed to show how the differences in white soft paraffin can be determined, 
while also considering what these differences will mean for the final product 
being made. 
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1.6.1 Thesis Makeup 
Chapter one will introduce background information about paraffin 
products and white soft paraffin. Covered in this chapter will be techniques 
already implemented to characterise these and similar materials/derivatives. 
Information will be given about how the techniques used could help this project 
to achieve its objectives to be able to characterise WSP in the scope of 
ointments. 
The second chapter will focus on the blending of constituent components 
to produce WSP blends made to simulate those of commercial grade. These 
blends will be used to mimic commercial blends to determine if quality assurance 
techniques currently in use could be improved or extended to aid in the 
manufacture of WSP in the future. 
The third chapter will explain the rheological characterisation of WSP and 
constituent components, this will include large deformation rheology; cone 
penetration testing and small deformation rheology; oscillation cone and plate 
rheology. Viscosity testing will also be carried out as a comparison with existing 
standardised methods used for paraffin like materials. 
Chapter four will focus on the thermal analysis of WSP and constituent 
components by use of differential scanning calorimetry. Analysis of the latent 
heats contained within samples will be carried out and comparisons will be made 
between the constituent components and the WSP blends made from them. 
WSP blends made within the laboratory will also be compared against 
commercial WSP blends, to help distinguish energy differences between the 
samples, this will be with the hope of determining a quality method of 
identification, possibly a fingerprint for a WSP or constituent component type. 
In chapter five chemical analysis will take place, investigating the solubility 
of the constituent components and WSP samples, this will help to explain the 
homogeneity of the paraffin products, based on the idea of “like dissolve like”. 
Within this chapter, Raman spectroscopy will also be carried out with the hope 
of further analysis these compounds contained within the paraffin products. The 
observation of specific compounds could also aid in the identification of 
impurities or atypical compounds prevalent in paraffin products that would help 
the manufacture of WSP blends. 
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The sixth chapter will concentrate on stability and storage testing carried 
out on selected commercial WSP and model WSP blends. Within the 
pharmaceutical industry, storage testing will take place over several years, to 
successfully pass quality assurance so products are suitable for consumer use. 
Although in industry WSP would be tested over numerous years, this is not 
possible within the scope of this project due to time limitations. Therefore, an 
accelerated test will be performed over the space of 12 months allowing for the 
rise of potential problems with physical and chemical stability within the sample. 
WSP blends will undergo full characterisation testing, that has previously been 
explained, allowing for a full comparison of before and after storage conditions.  
Chapter six will also concentrate on factory processing and how it impacts 
on the model WSP blends. The exact process cannot be replicated due to lack 
of manufacturing equipment, however, a close example of process mixing times 
and temperatures, and mixing ratios will be investigated. At this point of the 
investigation carrying out purposefully destructive experiments by overloading 
the blends with excess excipients, will be carried out. The purpose of this is also 
to investigate the stability of the WSP blends available and to find the limitations 
of the blends within the protocols of the factory processes deciding upon for 
these experiments. The purpose of this chapter is to investigate how the 
materials and blends made up will affect the process of mixing, theoretically, this 
could then influence the factory equipment if the wrong materials were used, or 
materials that do not follow quality assurance protocols are used. 
1.7 Conclusions 
The evaluation of white soft paraffin (WSP) and paraffin derived materials 
(paraffin and microcrystalline wax) will be mostly based on rheological 
properties, this is due to the viscoelastic nature of WSP, however, due to the 
chemical nature of the wax materials, chemical and thermal analysis are also a 
requirement. 
With a combination of rheological, thermal and chemical analysis it is 
hoped that a fingerprint of material characteristics can be achieved, to aid in the 
manufacture of WSP within an industry setting. 
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Paraffin wax materials and their derivatives are not simple materials, and 
the production of WSP is not as simple as mixing the waxes together with the 
hope they will produce a consumer safe material. With this in mind the analysis 
will help to guide blending of wax materials in the production of model WSP 
blends to mimic commercial blends, to be able to describe the differences 
between the known model blends and unknown commercial blends. 
As this project is designed to answer the WSP product in terms of use for 
ointments, it is important to consider the end use consumer and the suitability of 
the WSP in terms of long time storage/use. This will be achieved with storage 
experiments, as well as processing investigations with the purpose of sample 
destruction, to determine a top end limit of constituent component use within 
WSP blends. This will ultimately also guide the production of WSP blends for 
future manufacturing within the pharmaceutical industry. 
Chapter 2 Blending Plan and White Soft Paraffin 
Development 
2.1 Introduction 
As part of my PhD, the investigation of a commercial pharmaceutical 
grade white soft paraffin (WSP) was fundamental. However, to understand the 
role of the main WSP constituent components in the final product, model WSP 
blends were created. Furthermore, the possibility to produce model WSP blends 
without the strict control of a pharmaceutical industry process was assessed, 
using fewer constituent components with a blending ratio. If these blends passed 
the standard tests for WSP products, then these would be good systems to try 
and understand the key characteristics of WSP required from suppliers. 
It has been previous stated (Freund et al., 1982) that WSP is made of 
various components including liquid paraffin (oil) (LP), paraffin (macrocrystalline) 
wax (PW) and microcrystalline wax (MW), all of which are various fractions of 
crude oil (Freund et al., 1982). Commercial WSP consists of blends of these 
ingredients in various ratios. The overall physical characteristics of the WSP are 
believed to depend on the composition of the mixture and the characteristics of 
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the individual components. Information obtained from one WSP suppliers, Fuchs 
Lubricants (UK) plc, indicated that the blends and the components used could 
be quite complex, consisting of numerous waxes and oils, all with different 
melting/crystallisation points, viscosities and molecular weights.  
In designing a simpler blend for laboratory studies, it should be noted the 
aim was to design a WSP blend for use in ointments, i.e., oleo-continuous 
mixtures. This is important because the ratio of the constituent components will 
change depending on the intended product use (Sarker, 2013). Ointments are 
usually a mixture of high molecular weight hydrocarbons, paraffinic waxes and/or 
polyethylene glycols, but can also contain beeswax, plant wax, wool fat and 
vegetable fats (Sarker, 2013). They can include up to 20 % water as a water-in-
oil emulsion (Buhse et al., 2005), whereas creams can contain 50 % to 75 % 
water where the WSP is present as an oil-in-water emulsion (Sarker, 2013). To 
produce a more understandable model WSP for ointments only oil, paraffin wax 
and microcrystalline wax were blended, without any other oils, waxes, water, 
stabilizers or other additives.  
The WSP to be used in pharmaceutical products must pass various 
standardised tests set by pharmacopoeia editions for different consumers on 
different continents: British Pharmacopoeia (BP), European (EP), United States 
of America (USP) and Japan (JP), which cover most of the world when testing 
pharmaceutical products. The pharmacopoeia standards are based on human 
product use and human health based on the medicinal properties of the product 
in question. The standardised tests in relation to WSP are congeal point tests 
and penetration tests. Failure to meet such tests could result in misuse or 
misapplication of possibly life-saving medicines. 
Figure 2.1 shows a matrix of idealised paraffin product characteristics 
suitable for the WSP blends to be produced in the laboratory.  
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Figure 2.1 – Chart showing the basic matrix of constituent components required to 
make satisfactory blends of WSP within Leeds. cSt = Centistokes, CGP = Congeal 
Point. 
Information from industry sources suggested that at least 10 % of the 
WSP blend must be microcrystalline wax (MW) and a maximum 15 %, to allow 
enough structure forming material to be present to trap liquid paraffin whilst at 
the same time give rheological properties suitable for product use, i.e., not too 
viscous or rigid. Bearing this in mind, the % of oil, PW and MW were fixed at 70, 
15 and 15 %, respectively, believed to be representative of typical commercial 
WSPs. 
There are many possible ratios that can be made from the 8 materials. To 
reduce complexity further, a blend of half high viscosity and half low viscosity oil 
was used as the oil phase, a so-called ‘ideal’ viscosity oil. This was justified on 
the basis that the oil phase was the component least like to contribute to the 
structure and rigidity of the blend. Figure 2.2 shows the final matrix of WSP 
blends that were made up and tested against the commercial blends provided.  
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Figure 2.2 – Matrix of Leeds produced WSP blends, based on extreme variations 
of theoretical blends. 
Figure 2.3 – Flow Diagram of the production of soft paraffin in a Fuchs production 
plant. 
Figure 2.3 shows an outline of the soft paraffin factory production by 
Fuchs. As can be seen, there are many steps involved including some intensive 
processes that would have been difficult to replicate accurately in the laboratory, 
including the final bleaching process to make white soft paraffin. The WSP Leeds 
blends (WSP1-9) were produced by a much simpler process, outlined below. 
The aim of blending constituent components is to produce model WSP 
blends that would closely mimic commercial WSP blends used by the 
pharmaceutical industry. Commercial WSP must pass strict testing regulations 
set in place by multiple Pharmacopoeia and regulatory bodies, depending on the 
1 OIL MW PW 2 OIL MW PW 3 OIL MW PW
LOW x LOW LOW
MED x x MED x x x MED x x
HIGH HIGH HIGH x
4 OIL MW PW 5 OIL MW PW 6 OIL MW PW
LOW x x LOW x LOW x
MED x MED x x MED x
HIGH HIGH HIGH x
7 OIL MW PW 8 OIL MW PW 9 OIL MW PW
LOW x LOW LOW
MED x MED x x MED x
HIGH x HIGH x HIGH x x
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destination of the WSP based product. However, with multiple components being 
used it was theorised that a model WSP blend could be made to pass these tests 
but lack the stability and homogeneity characteristics of those of commercial 
blends that would be existent in long term storage and usage. It is believed that 
blending paraffin products of known Mw, those of lower and higher Mw, it would 
be possible to produce a WSP blend with required characteristics suitable for a 
consumer end use product. As such, based on materials available and paraffin 
component supplier’s information a variety of WSP blend would be producible 
based on extremes of wax physical, thermal and chemical properties. 
2.2 Materials and Method 
Samples of microcrystalline wax, paraffin wax and paraffin oils were 
provided by Kerax Limited, Cowling Road, Chorley, Lancashire, PR6 9DR. 
Keratech 15 is a light paraffin oil with an average viscosity of 15 cSt (1.5x10-2 Pa 
s) at 40 °C, Keratech 68 is an oil with an average viscosity of 70 cSt (7x10-2 Pa 
s) at 40 °C, Kerawax 2245 is a paraffin wax of a congeal point average of 42 °C, 
Kerawax 482 is a paraffin wax with an average congeal point of 53 °C, Kerawax 
1301 is a paraffin wax with an average congeal point of 65 °C, Techniwax P9805 
is a microcrystalline wax with an average congeal point of 70 °C, Techniwax 
P9820 is a microcrystalline wax with an average congeal point of 77 °C and 
Techniwax P9830 is a microcrystalline wax with an average congeal point of 85 
°C. 
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Table 2.1 – Table of constituent components used to make WSP(lab) blend. 
Sample Description Acronym 
Keratech 15 Low viscosity oil LO 
Keratech 68 High viscosity oil  HO 
Kerawax 2245 Low congeal point paraffin wax PWL 
Kerawax 482 Medium congeal point paraffin wax PWM 
Kerawax 1301 High congeal point paraffin wax PWH 
Techniwax P9805 Low congeal point microcrystalline wax MWL 
Techniwax P9820 Medium congeal point microcrystalline wax MWM 
Techniwax P9830 High congeal point microcrystalline wax MWH 
 
WSP1-9 blends were made from a 70 % by mass mix of the two oils (LO, 
HO) blended in a ratio of 1:1 to give a target viscosity ≈ 45 cSt, 15 % by mass of 
a paraffin wax (PW) and 15 % by mass of microcrystalline wax (MW). The 
components were first weighed out into screw-top glass bottles, before heating 
in an oven to 110 °C. The oven was fitted with four thermocouples logged to a 
Datatracker to ensure uniformity of heating. The components were then mixed 
in the 300 ml glass bottles, manually stirred to ensure good homogeneity and 
then cooled for 24 h at ambient temperature before use. Each WSP blend made 
was placed in a separate container and fully labelled for identification. This 
process was carried out twice, where one set of WSP1-9 was stored in ambient 
conditions, where a second set of WSP was stored in an oven at 100 °C over a 
period of 12 months with intermittent testing as described later.  
2.3 Summary 
Table 2.2 shows the full blends available for testing, and their acronyms 
used throughout the remainder of this thesis. 
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Table 2.2 – Table of total model blends corresponding to figure 2.2, with included 
commercial blends. 
Sample/Acronym Description 
Constituent 
Component Ratio 
70:15:15 
WSP1 Leeds white soft paraffin blend 1 OIL:PWM:MWL 
WSP2 Leeds white soft paraffin blend 2 OIL:PWM:MWM 
WSP3 Leeds white soft paraffin blend 3 OIL:PWM:MWH 
WSP4 Leeds white soft paraffin blend 4 OIL:PWL:MWL 
WSP5 Leeds white soft paraffin blend 5 OIL:PWL:MWM 
WSP6 Leeds white soft paraffin blend 6 OIL:PWL:MWH 
WSP7 Leeds white soft paraffin blend 7 OIL:PWH:MWL 
WSP8 Leeds white soft paraffin blend 8 OIL:PWH:MWM 
WSP9 Leeds white soft paraffin blend 9 OIL:PWH:MWH 
WSP10 
Typical commercial sample of 
relevance to pharmaceuticals in 
general. 
UNKNOWN 
WSP11 
Same as WSP10 but after 
significant storage at variable 
temperatures for extreme lengths 
of time  
UNKNOWN 
 
All samples were prepared together from the same stock materials. 
Samples of WSP tested at 0 months are intended to give baseline, standard 
sample results. Other samples were tested monthly over 12 months via 
techniques described later. 
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Chapter 3 Rheological Characterisation 
3.1 Large Deformation: Cone Penetration Tests 
3.1.1 Introduction 
Large deformation rheological measurement of materials allows detection 
of large inhomogeneities in the material as well as the testing force needed to 
break or penetrate a sample. Penetration by a cone is an empirical method that 
breaks the surface of the WSP (Barry and Grace, 1971c). It is commonly used 
in the pharmaceutical industry to test white soft paraffin (WSP) and is part of 
standardised quality testing for WSP (Pharmacopoeia, 2005). Despite its 
widespread practice, up to date information about cone penetration results in 
WSP is scarce. 
This chapter will investigate the large deformation rheology of WSP and 
the constituent components of the model blends. Testing was based on 
standardised quality testing used in industry but adapted using texture analyser 
equipment (figure 3.1) to make the test more reproducible and the results more 
quantitative. For example, with the texture analyser, it is possible to control the 
probe with speed, penetration depth and maximum force applied. Use of 
standardised equipment has been altered and a 60 ° Perspex cone has replaced 
the penetration cone described in pharmacopoeia (Pharmacopoeia, 2005), the 
cone lacks a pointed tip found in standard tests, and as such will measure the 
force of surface deformation, instead of the direct penetration. 
It has been hypothesised that when testing penetration forces, constituent 
components will increase in penetration force recorded as congeal points 
increase. When testing model WSP blends this theory is believed to also occur, 
however, there may be possible inhomogeneities experienced when mixing 
constituent wax components of extreme congeal point values, due to their stark 
difference in chemical and thermal characteristics, such as mixing PWL and 
MWH. 
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3.1.2 Materials and Methods 
Penetration force tests were carried out using a TA-XT plus texture 
analyser (Stable Micro Systems, UK) with a 60 ° Perspex cone (Pharmacopoeia, 
2005) (figure 3.1). 
Figure 3.1 – (1) TA-XT Plus texture analyser, (2) 60 ° Perspex cone, (3) PTFE 
container; All used for penetration testing of all constituent wax and white soft 
paraffin products. 
Exponent software and Microsoft Excel were used for analysing the 
resulting data. PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) containers of diameter 100 mm 
and depth of 50 mm were chosen to hold the WSP sample while testing to allow 
repeats within the same container and to minimise interference from the wall. 
The depth of the sample was at least 30 mm.  
Samples were first melted in an oven at 100 °C and left until transparent. 
The sample was then transferred to the PTFE container. The testing container 
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was cooled to 25 °C in ambient conditions. The European Pharmacopoeia 
standard for penetration testing (Pharmacopoeia, 2005) was used as a guide to 
derive the test protocol. After positioning the tip approximately 25 mm from the 
edge of the container and 1 mm from the surface, the tip was driven into the 
sample at a constant speed of 1 mm s-1 to a depth of 5 mm. The sample was 
deemed under test once the force was greater than 0.01 N. After the test, the 
cone was withdrawn at 5 mm s-1. The sample container was rotated 45 º. To 
obtain a reasonably small standard deviation, six replicates were taken at least 
for each sample. The temperature was controlled for all experiments that were 
performed at 25 °C according to standard testing (Pharmacopoeia, 2005). The 
maximum force at penetration (N) was recorded as a measure of sample 
'hardness'. 
3.1.3 Results 
Figure 3.2 – Force versus distance penetration curve. Effect of constituent 
components’ penetration force at month 0. 
Typical results of penetration force versus penetration into the individual 
components of the constituent components are shown in figure 3.2. MWM and 
MWH have the greatest penetration maximum forces (281.62 and 273.67 N 
respectively). MWL has the lowest penetration force overall (20.40 N). PWL 
(69.12 N), PWM (141.64 N) and PWH (173.77 N) fall between the other two sets 
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of data. For figure 3.2 for all samples, there is a change in gradient after 0.2 mm 
of penetration. This change is more obvious in the harder samples (MWH, MWM, 
and PWH). Thereafter, all samples show a slight increase of gradient over the 
remaining penetration. This is more obvious for PWL, PWM and PWH samples. 
There is greater variability in recorded values for PWL and MWM, where lowest 
variability is recorded for samples MWL and PWH.  
Figure 3.3 – Force versus distance penetration curve. Model blend WSP 
penetration forces at month 0. 
Figure 3.3 shows the penetration curves for the model WSP blends made 
in the laboratory in Leeds. Unlike in figure 3.2, there are distinct differences in 
each of the curves. For all samples except WSP4 and WSP5, there is a degree 
in jaggedness in the curves, most prominent in WSP3 and WSP9. There are still 
large fluctuations in the force versus penetration curves for other WSP samples: 
WSP1, WSP2, WSP6, WSP7, WSP8. However, overall the penetration forces 
for model WSP blends are lower than the constituent components, since the 
largest penetration force recorded is WSP9 with a maximum force of 29.92 N. 
The WSP blend with the lowest penetration force is WSP4 with a maximum force 
of 0.87 N. It should be noted that, as this set of samples are so soft, they did not 
pass the initial texture analyser threshold of 0.01 N, therefore penetration of the 
samples is not recorded at first contact with the probe and WSP. WSP1 starts at 
0.60 mm, WSP2 starts at 0.85 mm, WSP3 starts at 0.65 mm, WSP4 starts at 0.8 
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mm, WSP5 starts at 0.71 mm, WSP6 starts at 1.24 mm, WSP7 starts at 1.74 
mm, WSP8 starts at 1.43 mm and WSP9 starts at 1.37 mm. 
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Figure 3.4 – Force versus distance penetration curve. WSP blends at month 0 (0 N 
– 30 N scale). 
Figure 3.5 – Force versus distance penetration curve. WSP blends at month 0 (0 N 
– 1 N scale). 
Figure 3.4 and figure 3.5 show the results from WSP10 and WSP11, these 
being commercial pharmaceutical grade WSP blends. As shown in table 2.2 
WSP10 and WSP11 are white soft paraffin taken from stock before manufacture 
temperature profile experience and white soft paraffin taken from stock after 
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manufacture temperature profile experience, respectively. Figure 3.4 shows the 
penetration force of the WSP blends and commercial samples on the same scale 
for comparison. However, some of the differences are hard to discern, and so 
figure 3.5 also shows results on a smaller scale. As it can be seen the maximum 
penetration for WSP10 is 1.41 N and for WSP11 is 0.97 N. 
Figure 3.6 – Maximum peak penetration forces (N) for all constituent components. 
Figure 3.6 shows a comparison of maximum penetration forces for 
constituent components, MWM shows the largest penetration for, while MWL 
shows the overall lowest penetration force. 
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Figure 3.7 – Plot of maximum penetration force versus the congeal point for 
constituent components. 
Figure 3.7 shows that in general as congeal point increases with 
constituent components, so does the penetration force. There is one obvious 
exception for MWL where congeal point is 70 °C but penetration force is only 
20.40 N, giving the lowest force of all constituent components. 
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Figure 3.8 – Maximum peak penetration forces (N) for all WSP blends. 
It can be seen in figure 3.8 that WSP4 and WSP5 are closest in maximum 
penetration force to the commercial pharmaceutical grade blends of WSP10 and 
WSP11. WSP9 as previously stated has the highest penetration force and WSP3 
is only slightly less than that, but these are far stiffer samples than the remaining 
WSP model blends and commercial pharmaceutical grade blends. 
3.1.4 Discussion 
Figures 3.6 and 3.8 shows a summary of all maximum penetration forces 
of the white soft paraffin (WSP) and the constituent components. The larger 
resistance to penetration was for samples, MWM and MWH, along with WSP3 
and WSP9. This occurrence is to be expected as both WSP3 and WSP9 contain 
MWH. WSP6 is the third blend to contain MWH, however as it also contains PWL 
(figure 2.2) the penetration force drops. 
MWM, which has the largest penetration force, is contained in samples 
WSP2, WSP5 and WSP8. The difference in microcrystalline wax, therefore, 
seems to be the main determinant of the maximum force. Thus, WSP2 shows a 
maximum force of ≈ 10.5 N and contains PWM, WSP5 has a maximum force of 
≈ 2 N and contains PWL. Interestingly, WSP8 contains PWH and only has a 
penetration force ≈ 7.5 N, a relatively small value compared to the high forces 
experienced by PWH and MWM. 
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 WSP7 has a higher maximum force of ≈ 8 N, slightly higher than WSP8 
containing MWM. The higher force for WSP7 is likely due to PWH, which has a 
very high maximum penetration force of ≈ 175 N. 
In summary, the maximum penetration force seems to be largely 
determined by the hardness of the constituent waxes: the penetration force of 
the WSP blends is in the order, WSP4 < WSP1 < WSP7 (containing MWL); 
WSP5 < WSP8 < WSP2 (containing MWM); WSP6 < WSP3 < WSP9 (containing 
MWH). The only sample which does not seem to fit in with this trend is WSP8, 
where from the results of the other samples one might have expected a 
penetration force of ≈ 15 - 20 N. From figure 2.2 it can be seen the WSP7 has 
the same oil content and PW content, but contains MWL, whereas WSP8 
contains MWM and thus would be expected to result in higher penetration forces.  
One other cause of the low penetration force for WSP8 could be due to 
the microstructure of the blend. It is seen in figure 3.3 that for some of the 
samples there is a lot of variability in the gradient and the onset and persistence 
of force is variable. This indicates that the surface of the WSP is not as stiff as 
the bulk material, i.e., it could be collapsing under the first part of the test and as 
such, the trigger point of the texture analyser failed to recognise full contact with 
the material. Cooling of the WSP blend after placing in the test dish will be more 
rapid at the surface than that of the bulk material, especially possible for WSP 
due to their thermal retentive properties, which is why they are used as phase 
change materials (Luyt et al., 2010; Sánchez et al., 2010; Hawlader et al., 2003). 
If a WSP blend is cooled too rapidly there will be a promotion of growth of 
different crystal shapes and habits at the surface compared to the bulk. Rapidly 
cooling WSP produces crystals that are not conducive to forming a stable lattice 
network, causing surface softness. Slower cooling rates will promote large plate 
and needle shaped crystals, and this will allow the growth of a stable lattice, while 
also allowing time for the full formation of the interlaced network to trap oil within 
cavities leading to a fully developed WSP blend. It is possible that when the rapid 
cooling occurs high melting components crystallise as small plate crystal, ones 
that may even transfer into mal crystals if also in contact with a molten bulk WSP, 
as in the case of cooling here, without agitation. When WSP cools with greater 
amounts of mal crystals, lattice networks do not form, or very few will form as 
some plate and needle crystal will still manage to form lattice networks.  
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The zig-zag variations in the curves in Figure 3.3, especially in the 
samples that have a greater stiffness such as WSP3 and WSP9, is also evident 
in softer samples like WSP2, WSP7, WSP8 and to some extent WSP1. On the 
other hand, WSP4, WSP5 and WSP6 all give relatively smooth curves, indicative 
of a more uniform structure from the surface the bulk. The zig-zag pattern could 
also arise due to the cone used in this penetration test, the use of a cone without 
a tip will cause the sample to simply displace. Due to the chemical nature of the 
paraffin waxes, on a microscopic level, the wax could fracture in larger group 
motions at extended times, rather than small individual small movements, overall 
causing the variation and the jumps in penetration force recorded. Unfortunately, 
errors cannot be plotted in figure 3.3 as the data was not available, and would 
have to be repeated in the future to show true repeatable results. 
Figure 3.4 and figure 3.5 show that, compared to other lab WSP blends, 
the commercial pharmaceutical grade blends are softer samples comparable to 
lab samples WSP4 and WSP5. The WSP10 and WSP11 curves are smooth and 
show no signs of oscillation on the curve, indicating the samples are 
homogenous, a key factor to be expected from factory manufactured samples, 
that will have passed through quality assurance to be consumer ready. 
3.1.5 Conclusions 
• MW plays a leading role in structure formation, increase in MW congeal 
point = increase in stiffness 
• PW plays secondary role, in general, increase PW = increase in stiffness, 
but change is less than MW 
• Cooling process/rates could influence crystal habit and effect overall 
structure of WSP 
• Surfaces appear softer than bulk WSP, probably because they were not 
agitated during cooling. 
• Crystals layers may laminate, possibly in plate layers with some needles 
and mal shaped crystals will interrupt the lattice structure, making it 
weaker and causing disjointed layer systems in the WSP blends. 
• Factory produced WSP is homogenous 
• Classic penetrometer tests deform the surface of the paraffin wax as well 
as the underlying layers but such tests do not actually record any force-
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distance data. As such the tests will only give a qualitative result of 
hardness of the white soft paraffin, whereas the simple procedure adopted 
here gives far more information on the overall 'strength' and uniformity of 
the material. 
3.2 Small Deformation Rheology  
3.2.1 Introduction 
Within this investigation, only the dynamic elastic modulus (G’) is to be 
reported in detail (see Chapter 1), due to the nature of the product in its normal 
mode of use, where the 'solidity' of the material is key to its functional properties. 
G’ is a measure of the stiffness of a material this is more important when 
considering the viscoelastic nature of the WSP rather than the viscosity of the 
WSP at high temperatures when 'fully' melted. The choice to concentrate on G’ 
was also made because molten WSP is only utilized during storage and pumping 
in the factory, whereas in all other stages of manufacture WSP is within a 
viscoelastic region. From initial tests, it was also seen trends in G' were simply 
mirrored in G’’, i.e., if G' went down, e.g., due to an increase in temperature, G'' 
concomitantly became more dominant over G', as expected. The exact cross-
over points of G' and G'' in terms of temperature were not as important as the 
absolute values of G' above these points. 
Although in this chapter the focus was on oscillatory testing, some 
measurements of viscosity at a constant shear rate as a function of temperature 
(20 °C to 100 °C) were also made, to mimic testing standards for viscosity 
performed by the petrochemical companies that supply WSP and its constituent 
components. 
When testing viscosity, it was hypothesised that wax constituent 
components of higher congeal point and Mw would also have greater viscosity 
values, the greater Mw and molecular contained within the constituent 
components would generate more interactions between molecules, therefore, 
affecting the increase in viscosity. 
Considering the G’ oscillatory values, it is believed that those blends made 
of higher Mw constituent components and will show to have higher G’ values and 
record these values at higher temperatures. It is also believed that as the 
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temperature is altered in carrying out the experiment, the G’ value will decrease 
as temperature increases. 
By carrying out oscillatory testing it is the belief that the information can 
be related to large penetration data, as well as viscosity data, to be able to carry 
out a quick simple test on constituent components and relate those results to 
hypothesis WSP and wax constituent component behaviour, based on the small 
molecular deformation observed in the rheological oscillatory testing. 
3.2.2 Materials and Methods 
All rheological measurements were carried out using a Kinexus ultra+ 
(Malvern Instruments Ltd.). The analysis was carried out using a cone and plate 
geometry, CP2/60 : PL65 (with the inbuilt Peltier plate used to heat the sample) 
and the rSpace software and Microsoft Excel to analyse data.  
Testing the viscosity of waxes was carried out by following the rSpace 
software standard test for viscosity. A sample was applied to the plate, already 
set to 100 °C (this is so the sample becomes fully molten to achieve ‘bright and 
clear’ to remove any stored history), the viscosity protocol was applied and 
followed on rSpace. For oil samples shear rate was set to start at 0.1 s-1 and 
finish at 100 s-1; for waxes to start at 0.01 s-1 and finish at 100 s-1. 
Preliminary measurements suggested the most useful testing protocol for 
WSPs would be to monitor G’ and G’’ from 80 °C to 20 °C and back to 80 °C (in 
10 °C intervals) and for 3 cycles to assess any thermal history effects, which 
might also mimic typical temperatures during ointment manufacture. Prior to 
routine testing, the linear viscoelastic region (LVER) was established to ensure 
that measurements were made in a region independent of strain up to a critical 
strain level. Beyond this critical strain level, the material behaviour was non-
linear and G' decreased. Measurements over a wide range of conditions 
established a frequency range of 0.1 – 10 Hz and a strain of 0.04 % was within 
the LVER, and consequently, these conditions were used for all routine data 
collection. Of course, WSP materials may be subjected to stresses and strains 
far outside the LVER in product manufacture, but the objective here was to obtain 
reproducible measurements that might explain the fundamentals of how 
composition and temperature cycling affects WSP rheology. Measurements of 
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these complex materials in the LVER are therefore required as the first step 
towards this understanding.  
As mentioned above, viscosity as a function of shear rate was also 
measured using the test protocol Viscosity Shear Rate Table template in the 
rSpace software between 0.01 and 100 s-1 at 100 °C. All samples were loaded 
into the rheometer at 100 °C prior to carrying out rheological testing. 
3.2.3 Results  
3.2.3.1 Viscosity Measurements 
Figure 3.9 – Viscosity versus shear rate at various temperatures for oil components. 
Line values indicate results obtained from Kinexus rheometer. Single markers 
indicate data obtained from supplier MSDS. 
Figure 3.9 shows viscosity values obtained for the oil samples supplied 
by Kerax Ltd. Data supplied on the MSDS by Kerax Ltd. only shows one data 
point per sample, as it is likely they would use a single point measurement device 
such as a viscometer, not a rheometer. HO 40 °C (MSDS) shows the greatest 
viscosity of all samples (0.61 Pa s), independent of shear rate. For HO at 100 °C 
(MSDS), the viscosity is 0.08 Pa s, a reduction in 0.53 Pa s. LO 40 °C (MSDS) 
is close to the high temperature HO viscosity giving a value of 0.13 Pa s. For all 
oil samples above 0.01 Pa s results were mostly independent of shear rate. 
Measurements below 0.01 Pa s had increasing noise as viscosity decreased and 
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the noise decreased as the shear rate increased, as expected due to limits in 
instrument sensitivity and accuracy. Water viscosity at 20 °C has been added to 
figure 3.9 as a point of reference of a Newtonian fluid, it should be noted that as 
oil values at 100 °C contain large amounts of noise, these are close to Newtonian 
fluid values. 
Figure 3.10 – Viscosity versus the shear rate of constituent wax components at 100 
°C. 
Figure 3.10 shows viscosity results for the constituent PW and MW 
components supplied by Kerax Ltd. All samples were tested just at 100 °C 
because all these samples were too viscous or completely solid at 20 °C to room 
temperature. In contrast to the oils, all samples showed shear thinning, indicative 
of persistent internal structure even at this high temperature. 
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Table 3.1 – Table showing viscosity values and differences at extreme values of 
shear rate measurements, relating the figure 3.8. 
Sample 
Viscosity at 0.01 
s-1 
Viscosity at 100 
s-1 
Difference 
Difference 
(%) 
PWL 0.27 0.001 0.27 99.63 
PWM 0.15 0.002 0.15 98.67 
PWH 0.08 0.004 0.08 95.00 
MWL 0.12 0.015 0.10 87.50 
MWM 0.34 0.009 0.33 97.35 
MWH 2.59 0.015 2.57 99.42 
 
Table 3.1 helps to show the differences in viscosity changes when 
increasing shear rate. The greatest change is experienced by MWH and least by 
PWH. It is also noted that PWL, the sample with the lowest viscosity at almost 
all shear rates, also shows the largest amount of noise in the data, particularly 
between 0.5 s-1 and 5 s-1. It can be seen in figure 3.10 that for all samples apart 
from MWH, after shear rate values of 5 s-1 the values of viscosity reach a plateau 
and there is a slight change in the viscosity as the shear rate is increased. This 
plateau could be extended to 1 s-1 for samples of MWL and MWM. 
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Figure 3.11 – Viscosity versus shear rate of commercial pharmaceutical grade 
samples at various temperatures. 
Figure 3.11 shows the viscosity versus to shear rate for WSP10 and 
WSP11 at 80 °C and 100 °C. At 80 °C and 100 °C WSP10 show very similar 
curves, with values of 0.29 Pa s and 0.24 Pa s at 0.01 s-1, respectively, starting 
the curve and reaching a plateau of 0.01 Pa s at 1 s-1 at 80 °C. For the 100 °C 
curve, a plateau of 0.006 Pa s is achieved at 0.22 s-1. For WSP11 the results 
again are like WSP10 at both 80 °C and 100 °C. At 80 °C the plateau is achieved 
at a value of 0.008 Pa s at 0.25 s-1 and at 100 °C a viscosity value of 0.006 Pa s 
is achieved at 1 s-1. These values are subtly different, but when looking at figure 
3.11 the plateaus are achieved at similar times. 
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3.2.3.2 Oscillation Measurements 
Figure 3.12 – G’ values for WSP1 at 5 Hz frequency with three temperature cycle 
completions. 
Figure 3.12 shows G’ values when ramping temperature between 30 °C 
and 90 °C for WSP1. The temperature cycle had to be altered from the standard 
method due to errors of the rheometer when recording data at 20 °C. Figure 3.12 
shows that at 30 °C the sample is solid, with G’ values of ≈ 1000000 Pa, as 
temperature increases to 40 °C, G’ decreases by a magnitude of three with a 
value of ≈ 1000 Pa, this will mean the sample is semi-solid and will contain part 
of the material in a liquid phase. As the temperature continues to increase, G’ 
decreases with the same linearity reaching a fully molten stage at 60 °C where 
G’ has a value of ≈ 1 Pa. it should also be noted that between the three 
temperature cycles used with this sample there is good repetition between 
cycles, with only a slight variation in G’ values at 40 °C between the heat and 
cooling cycles. Cool cycles show values of ≈ 1000 Pa, while heat cycles have 
values ≈ 5000 Pa. 
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Figure 3.13 – G’ values for WSP2 at 5 Hz frequency with three temperature cycle 
completions. 
Figure 3.13 shows G’ values when ramping temperature between 30 °C 
and 90 °C for WSP2. WSP2 at 30 °C is very stiff with a G’ values of ≈ 1000000 
Pa, at 40 °C the sample is still relatively stiff with G’ value of ≈ 500000 Pa while 
cooling, but ≈ 100000 Pa while heating, indicating a more liquid phase affinity 
while heating at this temperature. At 50 °C the sample shows good homogeneity 
as both heating and cooling cycles have a G’ value of ≈ 1000 Pa. At 60 °C the 
sample is molten with cooling cycle G’ values being ≈ 1 – 10 Pa. 
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Figure 3.14 – G’ values for WSP3 at 5 Hz frequency with three temperature cycle 
completions. 
Figure 3.14 shows G’ values when ramping temperature between 40 °C 
and 100 °C for WSP3. The temperature had to be increased once again for this 
sample as it was not possible to run rheology testing below 40 °C. We see that 
WSP3 is a stiff sample, at 40 °C G’ is ≈ 1000000 Pa and achieves liquid phase 
at 70 °C where G’ for cooling is ≈ 1 Pa and while heating is ≈ 10 Pa. WSP3 shows 
good homogeneity until 70 °C where there is a slight difference in G’ values while 
heating and cooling the sample. 
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Figure 3.15 – G’ values for WSP4 at 5 Hz frequency with three temperature cycle 
completions. 
Figure 3.15 shows G’ values when ramping temperature between 20 °C 
and 80 °C for WSP4. This sample has a G’ value of ≈ 500000 Pa at 20 °C and ≈ 
5 Pa at 60 °C. WSP4 shows a more gradual change in G’ values with increasing 
temperature compared to other samples. Figure 3.15 also shows that after the 
third cycle there is an increase of G’, achieving 100 Pa at 80 °C. 
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Figure 3.16 – G’ values for WSP5 at 5 Hz frequency with three temperature cycle 
completions. 
Figure 3.16 shows G’ values when ramping temperature between 20 °C 
and 80 °C for WSP5. WSP5 shows a G’ value of ≈ 1000000 Pa at 20 °C and 
shifts to fully molten at 60 °C with a G’ of only ≈ 2 Pa. It can be seen at 30 °C 
there is a large difference in G’ values between the heating and cooling cycles, 
whilst at other temperatures, there is good agreement between the cooling and 
heating values of approximately 500000 Pa and 20000 Pa, respectively, except 
for heat cycle 1. It can also be seen that there is an increase in G’ for WSP on 
heat cycle 3, rising from ≈ 6 Pa at 60 °C to ≈ 10 Pa at 70 °C and finally ≈ 100 Pa 
at 80 °C. 
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Figure 3.17 – G’ values for WSP6 at 5 Hz frequency with three temperature cycle 
completions. 
Figure 3.17 shows G’ values when ramping temperature between 30 °C 
and 90 °C for WSP6. WSP6 has minor difference in heating and cooling cycles, 
the starting temperature of 30 °C shows a G’ of ≈ 800000 Pa and then fully molten 
at 70 °C with a G’ value of 1 Pa. (It was not possible to go below 30 °C due to 
the very high rigidity of the samples below this temperature). 
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Figure 3.18 – G’ values for WSP7 at 5 Hz frequency with three temperature cycle 
completions. 
Figure 3.18 shows G’ values when ramping temperature between 20 °C 
and 80 °C for WSP7. For WSP7 the sample is very stiff with a G’ value of 
1000000 Pa up to 40 °C where heating starts to decrease G’ value to ≈ 200000 
Pa. There is a dramatic drop in G’ between 40 and 60 °C, where values reach ≈ 
1 Pa. Heating/cooling cycle three shows some differences with G’ increasing to 
1000 Pa in the final stages of heating and then jumping back down between 0.1 
Pa to 10 Pa on cooling. 
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Figure 3.19 – G’ values for WSP8 at 5 Hz frequency with three temperature cycle 
completions. 
Figure 3.19 shows G’ values when ramping temperature between 30 °C 
and 90 °C for WSP8. In general, there is good agreement between the values 
on heating and cooling for all 3 cycles. There is a steep drop in G’ between 40 
and 60 °C, though not as steep as for some of the other samples. 
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Figure 3.20 – G’ values for WSP9 at 5 Hz frequency with three temperature cycle 
completions. 
Figure 3.20 shows G’ values when ramping temperature between 50 °C 
and 110 °C for WSP9. WSP9 is a very stiff sample, the first temperature able to 
record a G’ value was 50 °C where G’ was 1000000 Pa, dropping to 100 Pa at 
60 °C and the sample apparently finally molten at 70 °C, with G’ values of ≈ 1 Pa 
to the end of recording. 
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Figure 3.21 – G’ values for WSP10 at 5 Hz frequency with three temperature cycle 
completions. 
Figure 3.21 shows G’ values when ramping temperature between 20 °C 
and 80 °C for WSP10. Between the two cycles, there is a good agreement but 
the heating and cooling cycles do differ at 40 °C and 60 °C. At 20 °C G’ values 
are ≈ 1000000 Pa and remain high at 30 °C; at 40 °C heating cycles show G’ 
values of ≈ 10000 Pa, while cooling cycles show G’ values of ≈ 1000 Pa. 50 °C 
shows similarity in G’ values but at 60 °C again there is a large difference. G’ 
values for heating cycles are ≈ 100 Pa while for cooling cycles they are ≈ 2 Pa 
and the sample is apparently fully molten at 70 °C. 
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Figure 3.22 – G’ values for WSP11 at 5 Hz frequency with three temperature cycle 
completions. 
Figure 3.22 shows G’ values when ramping temperature between 20 °C 
and 80 °C for WSP11. As stated in previous chapters WSP11 is the same sample 
as WSP10, but taken after undergoing temperature storage and cycling 
treatments that would be expected in a manufacturing process. We see that 
figure 3.21 and figure 3.22 are alike, but with a variation at 50 °C, for WSP11 G’ 
at 50 °C is ≈ 5 Pa on the cooling cycle, while on the heating cycle G’ remains ≈ 
500 Pa. At 60 °C there is variation in heating and cooling cycles, with G’ values 
of ≈ 50 Pa and ≈ 1 Pa respectively. At 70 °C and above the sample is fully molten. 
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Figure 3.23 – G’ values for WSP3, WSP4, WSP5, WSP9, WSP10 and WSP11 (0.04 
% Shear Strain, 5 Hz Frequency,): G' vs. Temperature 
To try and summarize all the different rheological behaviour of the 
samples as seen in figures 3.12 to 3.22, in figure 3.23 the maximum G’ values at 
5 Hz and 0.04% strain amplitude for WSP3, WSP4, WSP5, WSP9, WSP10 and 
WSP11 have been plotted. Both WSP3 and WSP9 have high G’ values across 
the temperature range. WSP3 shows similar values to WSP4, WSP5, WSP10 
and WSP11 at 70 °C with a G’ value of ≈ 3 Pa while WSP9 still has a value of ≈ 
20 Pa. At 80 °C all samples have become fully molten with G’ value lower than 
1 Pa but for samples WSP4, WSP5, WSP10 and WSP11 G’ drops to ≈ 1 Pa at 
60 °C. WSP4 has the lowest G’ values of all samples at all temperatures when 
the samples are solid, however, at 50 °C and 60 °C, WSP11 shows a lower G’ 
values. The sudden drop in G’ values for WSP11 is experienced between 40 °C 
and 50 °C, unlike WSP10 which is the same sample as WSP11 (without going 
through a manufacturing temperature cycle). It is interesting that WSP5 shows a 
similar drop, whilst for WSP4 a sharp drop occurs between 30 °C and 40 °C, of 
≈ 500000 Pa, like the values for WSP5, WSP10 and WSP11 between 40 °C and 
50 °C. 
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Figure 3.24 – Difference of G’ in heating and cooling cycles for WSP3. 
Figure 3.24 shows there is little hysteresis experienced by WSP3, the 
greatest difference in heating a cooling is experienced at 70 °C. Between the 
three cycles, the first cycle also contains the greatest hysteresis at each 
temperature point for WSP3. 
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Figure 3.25 – Difference of G’ in heating and cooling cycles for WSP4. 
Figure 3.25 shows that WSP4 contains much hysteresis, in this samples 
the difference in heating a cooling is evident in cycle 1, with the greatest 
difference occurring at 50 °C. However, in cycle 2 there are greater differences 
of G’ values, especially prevalent at higher temperatures. 
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Figure 3.26 – Difference of G’ in heating and cooling cycles for WSP5. 
Figure 3.26 shows that WSP5 again has more hysteresis on the first cycle, 
with the great differences in G’ values at 40 °C and 50 °C. At 80 °C, a large 
difference in G’ values is obvious on the third temperature cycle. 
Figure 3.27 – Difference of G’ in heating and cooling cycles for WSP9. 
Figure 3.27 shows that WSP9 experiences little hysteresis, but still has 
some contained in the first temperature cycle, especially at 70 °C and 80 °C. 
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Figure 3.28 – Difference of G’ in heating and cooling cycles for WSP10. 
Figure 3.28 shows that WSP10 experiences great hysteresis in cycle 1, 
as does WSP11 in figure 3.29. For WSP10 there is greater hysteresis at 40 °C, 
however, for WSP11 there is greater hysteresis experienced at 50 °C, 60 °C and 
70 °C. for cycles 2 and 3 the differences in G’ values are alike. 
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Figure 3.29 – Difference of G’ in heating and cooling cycles for WSP11. 
3.2.4 Discussion 
3.2.4.1 Viscosity Measurements 
In chapter 3 the physical characteristics of white soft paraffin and their 
constituent components have been studied. Figure 3.9 shows the results of 
measuring the viscosity of the oil components used for making WSP blends, the 
two oil grades supplied were tested at 20 °C, 40 °C and 100 °C and these results 
were plotted against supplied MSDS information from the supplier, Kerax Ltd., 
which were assumed to be measured at 1 s-1. 
It can be seen in figure 3.9 that measured values for LO and HO at 40 °C 
do not correspond to the MSDS information. At 1 s-1 the measured LO at 40 °C 
is 0.015 Pa s, while the MSDS states that the viscosity is 0.13 Pa s, almost a 
difference of 0.1 Pa s. The difference for the HO at 40 °C is ≈ 0.6 Pa s. This 
suggests that the testing method/conditions were most likely different. 
As expected HO is shown to have the highest viscosity values, with larger 
viscosities at lower temperatures. HO at 20 °C and 40 °C show constant and 
Newtonian behaviour, with a slightly increased viscosity at 0.1 s-1. As the 
temperature is increased to 100 °C there is a large drop in viscosity, to around 
0.01 Pa s. Below 1 s-1 the data is noisy, no doubt due to instrument sensitivity 
and temperature control limitations at low shear rate values. 
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LO follows a similar trend to HO, with a small decrease in viscosity from 
20 °C to 40 °C, then a large decrease in viscosity at 100 °C. At 20 °C, the data 
is very stable, with a slightly higher viscosity value recorded at 0.1 s-1. As the 
temperature increases and viscosity decreases, more data noise is for HO, 
except that for LO at 100 °C this noise extends to higher shear rate values, e.g., 
5 s-1. Another reason for data noise in this range may be a slip between the cone 
and plate at these low viscosities for such ‘lubricating’ materials.  
In figure 3.9 a value for water viscosity has been given as a reference, for 
LO, especially, and partially HO at 100 °C the viscosities are like water. As such 
this could explain why values are noisy at low shear rates for the oils. At such 
low viscosity values, the use of a cone and plate rheometer is not ideal as the 
liquid being tested could be forced out of the testing area when interfacial 
energies are too low to keep the liquid on the flat plate geometry. It would be of 
greater use to use a capillary viscometer, that could be used with the known 
values of density of the oil and pressure implemented for the use of the 
viscometer. 
Figure 3.11 shows the viscosities recorded for constituent component 
waxes obtained from Kerax Ltd. All tests for the paraffin wax (PW) and 
microcrystalline wax (MW) were carried out at 100 °C due to the solid nature of 
the waxes at lower temperatures of 40 °C or 20 °C. 
Figure 3.11 shows that there is a reduction in viscosity for all samples as 
the shear rate increases. In general, PW has lower viscosities than MW, and 
MWH has the highest viscosity of all samples. Table 3.1 shows the differences 
between low shear and high shear. 
MWH has a continuous decrease in viscosity as shear rate increases, 
whilst all other samples experience a large drop in viscosity between 0.01 s-1 and 
1 s-1 after which the viscosity remains relatively stable. The high congeal point of 
the MWH suggests a greater crystal content and probably explains the 
continuous shear thinning nature of this sample across the wide range of shear 
rates, even at this high temperature, whereas as the other samples probably 
have very limited amounts of solid (wax) structuring agents. Any weak network 
present in the other samples is thus more easily completely broken down at low 
shear rates. 
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It is likely that the first measured values (at the lowest shear rate) for PWM 
and PWH are not accurate, due to the noise in the data. It might be expected 
that the viscosities would decrease in the order as PWH > PWM > PWL but as 
can be seen, the trend is the opposite.  
Figure 3.11 shows the viscosities of commercial pharmaceutical grade 
samples WSP10 and WSP11. As expected the viscosities at 80 °C are slightly 
higher than at 100 °C, even though all the recorded plots start very low at ≈ 0.3 
Pa s. At 80 °C the samples plateau at 0.01 Pa s, while at 100 °C they plateau at 
0.006 Pa s. As might be expected, being the same sample, the curves are very 
alike, with almost the same values of data. Higher temperatures for both samples 
give lower measured viscosities, no doubt due to more residual solid crystalline 
elements being melted. Below 1 s-1 there is a lot of noise for the sample WSP11 
at both 80 °C and 100 °C. Again, such large drops may be indicative of slip 
occurring. 
3.2.4.2 Oscillatory Measurements 
Figures 3.12 – 3.20 show oscillation plots or WSP blends 1-9; figures 3.21 
and 3.22 show commercial pharmaceutical grade samples WSP10 and WSP11 
respectively. There are differences in most of the samples, with various 
maximum melting temperatures, melting force gradients, solid material 
components and hysteresis in samples, seen in figures 3.24 – 3.29. 
Figures 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17 (WSP4, WSP5 and WSP6) are all samples 
that contain PWL and the results indicate that these samples are ‘softer’, since 
the gradient of the G’ versus temperature curves are gradual and do not shift 
dramatically like other samples, such as WSP9 (figure 3.20), which contains 
PWH and MWH. Considering model blends WSP1, WSP2 and WSP3 containing 
PWM (see figures 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14, respectively), the gradient is higher, i.e., 
the phase change (solid to liquid) occurs over a more narrow and specific 
temperature range. In the same vein, considering model blends WSP7, WSP8 
and WSP9 containing PWH (see figures 3.18, 3.19 and 3.20, respectively) the 
gradient of change in G’ with temperature is even steeper. In these samples at 
no temperature below 40 °C is the sample liquid or semi-solid, and it became 
increasingly difficult to measure G’ due to high sample stiffness. 
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In summary, the PW component seemed to have a large controlling effect 
on the temperature range of transition between a stiff sold and liquid molten 
sample. 
As stated previously MW also influences the overall stiffness and melting 
range of the WSP blends. Figures 3.12, 3.15 and 3.18 (WSP1, WSP4, WSP7) 
show samples that contain MWL. Figures 3.13, 3.16 and 3.19 (WSP2, WSP5, 
WSP8) show samples that contain MWM. Figures 3.14, 3.17 and 3.20 (WSP3, 
WSP6, WSP9) show WSP blends that contain MWH. There is a definite trend for 
MW to increase G’ more at the higher temperature end of the tests compared to 
PW. WSP7 shown in figure 3.18 contains MWL and PWH and indicates that there 
is a rapid change in rheology from high to low G’ values within 20 °C between 40 
°C and 60 °C. Figures 3.14 and 3.20 show WSP3 and WSP9, and contain MWH 
along with PWM and PWH, respectively. Both WSP3 and WSP9 have high G’ 
values as well as higher melting temperatures. Figure 3.17 (WSP6) contains 
MWH and PWL, in this plot the G’ values have slightly decreased over the whole 
temperature range, however, the melting points have increased to a range 
between 30 °C and 90 °C. WSP6 implies that a combination of high congeal point 
and low congeal point of alternative waxes has a cancelling out effect on the 
WSP blend, imparting characteristics of both singular waxes within the blend. 
This makes sense in terms of the accepted chemical differences between PW 
and MW, the latter thought of as consisting of higher molecular weight and higher 
melting point components. The high melting components might, therefore, be 
expected to persist as solid crystals at the higher temperatures and maintain a 
network with some residual elasticity. Although it was not possible to know if 
there is a presence of crystalline network within the WSP, as the currently used 
testing methods (seen following) were not carried out.  Possible methods of 
testing wax crystalline material, to be able to measure the concentration of wax 
present within the WSP have been shown by previous authors, and have shown 
that it is possible to change concentration of wax present within oil mixtures, as 
such, the wax appearance temperature (WAT) was measured giving standard 
curves of temperatures vs wax concentration (Ijeomah et al., 2008)(Jiang et al., 
2001)(Kok et al., 1996)(Neto and Neto, 2009). Following the known quantity of 
wax with WSP blends 1-9 it could also be possible to measure the wax 
concentration against measured G’ values if a WAT had been completed within 
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this body of work. Although theoretically, this could be possible, it would be a 
very difficult multi-step process to be able to identify the wax presence and wax 
types present, in order to detail the quality and structure of the crystalline 
network. 
 It can also be observed that in some WSP blends there are synergistic 
effects on G’. For example, WSP5 (see figure 3.16) includes MWM, a wax that 
might be expected to induce a very stiff WSP blend with a high melting point 
range. However, there is also PWL present in this sample, and this apparently 
helps to reduce the melting temperature whilst an extended viscoelastic region 
occurs (on heating) between 30 °C to 60 °C. This behaviour on heating would be 
desirable in terms of consumer application to the skin (from a cooler spot of 
sample) and aid incorporation of active pharmaceutical ingredients during mixing 
and manufacture, whilst a lower temperature generally gives improved shelf life, 
appearance, acceptability and uniformity of product efficacy. The interactions 
between the different wax components will be discussed later, but clearly, it may 
be related to the mutual solubility (or not) of the different WSP components in 
each other, which is expected to be complicated. 
Clearly, some data is lacking on the actual stiffness of the samples at 
room temperature (below 30 °C say) due to limitations on the instrument and 
some samples containing MWM and MWH maybe unacceptably stiff at these 
temperatures.  
Figure 3.21 shows WSP10 and figure 3.22 shows WSP11, these two plots 
show the results for commercial pharmaceutical grade samples, these samples 
contain constituent components that are unknown but when comparing with 
WSP blends made in laboratory WSP10 and WSP11 are like WSP5. When on 
heating cycles there is greater stiffness in the WSP10 and WSP11 especially at 
60 °C, however, WSP10 and WSP5 when considering cooling, cycles are very 
alike. 
In figures 3.15, 3.16 and 3.18 (WSP4, WSP5 and WSP7) there is the 
presence of erroneous values in G’ at temperatures ≥ 60 °C, especially after a 
third temperature cycle. This increased error seen in the figures is not seen in 
first and second temperature cycles, indicating that after extended testing there 
is a change to the WSP under testing. Due to the small sample size in use 
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through one test cycle (≈ 2 ml), it is possible that evaporation has become an 
issue. As these samples are particularly ‘soft’ samples with lower congeal point 
waxes present within the WSP blend ratio, the evaporation of the molten WSP 
phase at high temperatures is an added factor. Another possible cause of these 
high error value is, as the testing cycle is increased the molten WSP contained 
on the testing plate of the rheometer could be expelled from the testing plate 
area due to the relatively high shear oscillation implemented in the testing 
protocol. At these higher temperatures, the WSP is mostly molten and liquid-like, 
as such, the testing method using a plate-plate rheometer may not be the most 
suitable in this exact, liquid, state. With the WSP being in a liquid state the 
rheometer records large values of ‘noise’ within the sample due to the testing 
geometry’s inability to gain sufficient friction on the WSP surfaces. 
Figure 3.23 shows the maximum G’ values at 5 Hz of frequency and 
0.04% strain when running oscillation rheology tests for the WSP blends, blends 
chosen based on extremes of sample data recorded, such as for WSP3 and 
WSP9, the two stiffest samples, and WSP4 and WSP5 as the two softest 
samples. WSP10 and WSP11 were the commercial pharmaceutical grade 
samples used to compare laboratory made samples for future possible consumer 
quality assurance. In figure 3.23 WSP4 is shown to be the softest and reaches 
G’ ≈ 1000 Pa at 30 °C whereas WSP5, WSP10 and WSP11 reach this region at 
40 °C and WSP3 and WSP9 reach this region at 60 °C. At 50 °C, there is a drop 
of G’ for WSP11 compared to WSP10 and WSP5 that could indicate some 
hysteresis in the commercial pharmaceutical grade sample due to temperature 
cycling it may have experienced in the manufacturing process, plus the additional 
temperature cycling within the experiment. It is possible that WSP10 may contain 
a similar (unknown) mixture of an MWM and a PWL wax as to WSP5, although 
manufacturers (e.g., Fuchs) often maintain that commercial products are blends 
of several different MWs and PWs, rather than just one of each. 
Figures 3.24 to 3.29 show difference in G’ values between the three cycles 
completed for each tested WSP. All the WSP blends shown, show that in the first 
temperature cycle the blends contain hysteresis, as the differences are greater 
on average than other cycles. There are exceptions to the differences, seen in 
figures 3.25 (WSP4) and at higher temperatures in figure 3.26 (WSP5). In figure 
3.25 there is evidence of greater G’ difference above 60 °C on the second 
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temperature cycle, this is possibly still some remaining hysteresis within the 
blend, however it is more likely, due to the softness of the blend, the G’ values 
recorded show greater variation when the WSP blend is in a molten state. This 
molten factor creating variability in G’ value data is also seen within WSP5 seen 
in figure 3.26 in cycle 3, where it would be expected that any hysteresis would 
now have been removed from the WSP blend. 
Figure 3.24 and 3.27 show WSP3 and WSP9 respectively, both blends 
show little hysteresis apart for the first temperature cycle, this is to be expected 
of the first cycle as the processing method used to make this blend did not 
contain a homogenisation stage, enough mixing was done to ensure turbidity 
was not visible but there was not time dependent high shear mixing to ensure 
homogenisation. 
Figure 3.28 and 3.29 show plots for WSP10 and WSP11, both plots are 
similar, with a slight difference in the first temperature cycle at 50 °C, that being 
there is greater G’ difference for WSP11. At 60 °C and 70 °C there is also greater 
difference in G’ value for WSP11 in figure 3.29, indicating the repeat temperature 
cycling can induce crystal memory in a WSP blend when the sample is stored 
for prolonged periods, as is the case with WSP11, a commercial blend that has 
been through a manufacturing temperature profile. 
3.2.5 Conclusions 
3.2.5.1 Viscosity Measurements 
• As temperature increases, the viscosity of samples decreases. 
• After 1 s-1 (shear rate) most samples reach a plateau in viscosity that does 
not change as the shear rate is increased, indicating that there is no further 
solid structure to break down. 
• Some samples, notably MWH, show viscosity decrease with increased shear 
rate up to high temperatures and therefore probably still contain solid crystal 
material that heavily influences the viscosity. 
3.2.5.2 Oscillatory Measurements 
• Paraffin wax (PW) influences the viscoelastic region of the model WSP 
blends as a function of temperature: the higher the melting point of the PW, 
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the narrower the temperature transition from solid- to liquid-like viscoelastic 
behaviour. 
• Microcrystalline wax (MW) has a greater effect on the structure and overall 
stiffness of the model blends, particularly in the higher temperature regions.  
• The three temperature cycle oscillatory tests developed is probably a better 
indicator of WSP performance during manufacture and usage than simple 
congeal point and penetrometer data.  
• Hysteresis is prevalent in most WSP blends on temperature cycles directly 
after blends have been stored. 
o Hysteresis is seen in 1st temperature cycles. 
• Softer WSP blends show greater potential for hysteresis after sample storage 
and repeat temperature cycling. 
Chapter 4 Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
Characterisation 
4.1 Introduction 
Differential scanning calorimetry is a method of thermal analysis with the 
ability to link energy requirements changes in a materials thermal properties 
including change of temperature and phases. This technique is well suited to 
materials incorporating divergent phases and has found application in industries 
such as food (chocolate, margarine, etc.) or the pharmaceutical sector (white soft 
paraffin (WSP)). These phase changes, indicate crystal melting, crystallisation 
temperature points of WSP and will also show the total energy of the WSP 
system to effect a complete change in phase. 
Following previous work (Matthäi et al., 2001), using DSC to test WSP 
characteristics is often implemented and is used to correlate with other testing 
methods such as rheology and chemical analysis techniques, some of these 
techniques can be seen in chapter 3, and chapter 5. 
Preliminary testing was carried out with WSP samples and from these 
previous conclusions, a testing method was developed and used for all further 
tests. Sampling is problematic with viscous substances such as waxes 
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(Gallagher et al., 1998), including WSP and as such, the use of large sample 
pans (40 µl) and a heating rate of 5 °C per minute was used to simulate the best 
temperature change used in manufacture. The method adopted for use also 
included a 6-step cycling method allowing for removal of hysteresis in the sample 
and taking one recording of endo- and exothermic reactions in the WSP.  
Chapter 3, details of the differences between samples the WSP1-9 were 
clear to see. From this work, WSP5 is selected as having similar rheological 
properties as compared to plant grade material (WSP10). There is a vast 
difference between samples when considering the rheology of the WSP blend 
and the constituent components. It was proposed to use DSC to help 
characterise the constituent components and the corresponding WSP blends 
made of those components, it is theorised that the combination of the constituent 
components could be used to determine the thermal characteristics of the WSP 
blends. 
Figure 4.1 – Graph showing the enthalpy of fusion for hydrocarbon standards 
(HIMRAN et al., 1994). 
Figure 4.1 gives the enthalpy of fusion required for increasing carbon 
length hydrocarbons, the chart starts with methane (CH4), ending with hectane 
(C100H202). Pentacosane (C25H52) represents the average hydrocarbon and 
carbon length suitable to indicate ‘paraffin wax’. Figure 4.1 shows that the 
enthalpy energy has a generally increasing trend, however, there is an oscillation 
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of energy, increasing, and decreasing through each addition of carbon to the 
hydrocarbon length. The increasing energy points represent even carbon 
numbers, while energy points that show a slight decrease in energy transition 
represent odd carbon length numbers. This fluctuation in enthalpy is due to the 
steric effect within the hydrocarbon chain. As these are alkanes they contain no 
double bonds and groups can rotate about the carbon backbone. It is also 
possible that isomers of hydrocarbons can occur, this can cause the steric effect, 
as a repulsion force between isomeric groups contained on the hydrocarbon 
chain that line up along the hydrocarbon backbone. 
With the use of DSC, it may be possible to calculate the enthalpy of wax 
materials and corresponding WSP blends since the constituent components of 
WSP5 are available it is possible to assess the unformulated parts and the 
formulated WSP5. A key question is to relate the behaviour of the individual 
elements to the final blend of WSP. 
4.2 Materials and Method 
Differential scanning calorimetry was carried out using an ‘Excellence 
DSC1 Differential Scanning Calorimeter’ with HSS8 Sensor for Ultra Low Noise 
and Ultra High Sensitivity (Mettler Toledo), with a robotic arm autosampler. The 
DSC1 uses a power compensating method of analysis using a sample and 
reference thermograph to provide accurate results. Sample pans had a 40 µl 
capacity. A Mettler Toledo crucible sealing press was used to seal the sample 
pans. Results were analysed using the STARe evaluation software (Mettler 
Toledo).  
Samples of paraffin wax, microcrystalline wax were provided by Kerax 
Limited, Cowling Road, Chorley, Lancashire, PR6 9DR. Kerawax 2245 is a 
paraffin wax of a congeal point average of 42 °C, Kerawax 482 is a paraffin wax 
with an average congeal point of 53 °C, Kerawax 1301 is a paraffin wax with an 
average congeal point of 65 °C, Techniwax P9805 is a microcrystalline wax with 
an average congeal point of 70 °C, Techniwax P9820 is a microcrystalline wax 
with an average congeal point of 77 °C and Techniwax P9830 is a 
microcrystalline wax with an average congeal point of 85 °C. These waxes were 
then used to produce WSP blends, WSP(1-9) (see Chapter 2), also to be tested 
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by DSC was WSP10 and WSP11, commercial pharmaceutical grade plant grade 
WSP blends. 
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Figure 4.2 – Plot of commercial pharmaceutical grade plant grade WSP tested at 2 
°C min-1. 
Figure 4.3 – Plot of commercial pharmaceutical grade plant grade WSP tested at 
10 °C min-1. 
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Figure 4.4 – Plot of commercial pharmaceutical grade plant grade WSP tested at 
20 °C min-1. 
Through preliminary testing, seen in figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, where higher 
temperature rates caused peak merging and loss of information, and lower 
temperature rates did not impart enough energy to observe suitable peaks 
heights for important phase changes in materials. The following protocol was 
therefore adopted using 5 °C min-1 based on criteria speed of analysis and 
repeatability of results: 
1. Increase the temperature from 25 °C to 100 °C at a rate of 5 °C per 
minute. 
2. Hold the temperature at 100 °C for 5 minutes. 
3. Decrease the temperature from 100 °C to -25 °C at a rate of 5 °C per 
minute. 
4. Hold the temperature at -25 °C for 5 minutes. 
5. Increase the temperature from -25 °C to 100 °C at a rate of 5 °C per 
minute. 
6. Hold the temperature at 100 °C for 5 minutes. 
This protocol allowed distinct peak observation, as well as closely 
mimicking the approximate temperature changes experienced in manufacturing 
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of WSP materials within a pharmaceutical production process. Both WSPs and 
the paraffin and microcrystalline wax components of WSP(1-9). It was not 
possible to test oils samples due to sealing within the pans however significant 
phase changes were not expected for the oils over the temperature ranges 
investigated, where they appeared as clear liquids throughout. The reference 
pan used was with air, both pans were crimp sealed to ensure that the soft WSP 
samples were not extruded, pans were also without a pinhole to allow for a fully 
sealed environment. 
It was decided that the use of industry standard protocol was best for the 
use of DSC, this means the temperature was reduced to -25 °C. Protocol for 
chapters generally keeps low range temperatures to 20 °C. as such it should be 
noted that as the temperature is reduced to supercritical temperatures there is 
high chance that there is greater crystal presence within the WSP blend being 
tested. Also, any liquid paraffin oil present will remain trapped within the crystal 
lattice and movement of the crystals due to oil presence will be at a minimum as 
the crystals are too rigid. This process is carried out within the industry to ensure 
that all hysteresis is removed from a sample upon testing, as previously stated 
the supercritical temperatures will ensure crystal growth in the entirety of the 
sample, instead of the growth from crystal within the wax melt at higher 
temperatures. 
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4.3 Results & Discussion 
4.3.1 DSC of Paraffin Wax Components 
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Figure 4.5 – Graph showing DSC thermograph of (a) PWL, (b) PWM and (c) PWH. 
Black peaks (exothermic) denote the crystallisation peaks, and red peaks 
(endothermic) denote the melting peaks. 
Figure 4.5a and table 4.1 show that there are distinct peaks for melting at 
42.38 °C and crystallisation at 38.45 °C for PWL. there are also secondary peaks 
at 29.53 °C for melting and 28.03 °C for crystallisation. Although these secondary 
peaks are combined with the larger primary peak. 
Figure 4.5b shows that there are two sets of two distinct peaks and table 
4.1 shows the corresponding temperatures for PWM. The two melting peaks 
appear at 36.18 °C and 55.18 °C and for crystallisation peaks appear at 33.11 
°C and 51.14 °C. 
Figure 4.5c shows that there is one large peak observed when measuring 
PWH with the DSC. The peak temperature obtained for melting is 66.76 °C and 
peak temperature for crystallisation is 61.77 °C. It can be seen though, these 
peak temperatures are misrepresentative as the area (equating to total energy) 
under the graphs is large and these peaks could be hiding smaller conformational 
changes for the crystals within the constituent component. 
Table 4.1 – Table showing melting and crystallisation temperature peaks for PW 
samples tested using DSC, and the weights of those samples. 
Sample 
Melting Temperature 
Peaks (°C) 
Crystallisation Temperature 
Peaks (°C) 
Weight 
(mg) 
PWL 29.53 42.38 n/a n/a 38.45 28.03 11.64 
PWM 36.18 55.18 n/a n/a 51.14 33.11 11.42 
PWH n/a n/a 66.76 61.77 n/a n/a 10.91 
 
When considering the paraffin wax (PW) that the increasing congealing 
point of the grade (PWL < PWM < PWH) shows a change in the thermograph 
plots. Figure 4.5a shows a large peak at a low melting range and low 
crystallisation range, 42.38 °C and 38.45 °C respectively, for PWL there can also 
be seen a small initial peak, however, these are likely solid-solid phase changes 
within the PWL (Luyt and Krupa, 2007). This is followed by a large enthalpy peak 
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which would represent the solid-liquid melting phase and liquid-solid phase upon 
crystallisation. 
PWM in figure 4.5b shows the same pattern seen in figure 4.5a, there is 
an initial enthalpy peak with a melting peak of 55.18 °C and a crystallisation peak 
of 51.14 °C. Here the temperature lag that was seen in PWL (3.93 °C) is also 
evident here with a difference of 4.04 °C. What should be noted is that both 
curves in figure 4.5b have more defined solid-solid phase orientation peaks, 
these are likely due to the greater molecular weight of components within PWM 
compared to PWL. 
Figure 4.5c shows the thermograph for PWH, we see that the peaks of 
both melting and crystallisation curves, seen in figure 4.5a and figure 4.5b have 
combined. The melting curve has a temperature peak of 66.76 °C and the 
crystallisation curve has a peak temperature of 61.77 °C. These curves again 
show that there is a thermal lag between the melting and crystallisation of PWH, 
with a difference of 4.99 °C, greater lag is due to the increased molecular weight 
of the PWH compared to the other PW samples. 
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4.3.2 DSC of Microcrystalline Wax 
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Figure 4.6 – Graph showing DSC thermograph of (a) MWL, (b) MWM and (c) MWH. 
Black peaks (exothermic) denote the crystallisation peaks, and red peaks 
(endothermic) denote the melting peaks. 
Figure 4.6a shows that there are two distinct peaks observed for the 
melting curve, at 44.38 °C and secondly at 81.99 °C, however, there is a small 
peak contained within the higher temperature peak area which is observed at 
73.32 °C. For the crystallisation curve temperature peaks, it can be observed at 
43.19 °C and 78.05 °C. 
Figure 4.6b shows that there are two sets of distinct peaks observed for 
both melting and crystallisation curves. For the melting curve, there is a large 
primary peak observed at 59.93 °C and a smaller secondary peak at 80.91 °C. 
for the crystallisation curve there is a large primary peak observed at 54.84 °C 
and a smaller but pronounce peak at 75.66 °C. 
Figure 4.6c shows the curve obtained for MWH, these curves are 
pronounced but are not very distinctive. There are singular large peaks observed 
for both melting and crystallisation curves. Using the STARe software, it was 
calculated that the peak temperatures obtained were 65.38 °C for the melting 
curve and 66.39 °C for the crystallisation curve. Within the melting curve there 
are three other smaller peaks observed, one within the larger peak at 81.36 °C, 
and two others outside the larger peak at 93.88 °C and 101.00 °C. for the 
crystallisation curve there are two other smaller peaks observed within the larger 
singular peak, these are found at 52.31 °C and 78.16 °C. 
Table 4.2 – Table showing melting and crystallisation temperature peaks for MW 
samples tested using DSC, and the weights of those samples. 
Sample 
Melting Temperature 
Peaks (°C) 
Crystallisation 
Temperature Peaks 
(°C) 
Weight 
(mg) 
MWL 44.38 73.32 81.99 78.05 n/a 43.19 10.60 
MWM n/a 59.93 80.91 75.66 54.84 n/a 11.72 
MWH 65.38 81.36 93.88 78.16 66.39 52.31 10.25 
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MW follows a similar trend to that of the PW and the temperature 
increases can be seen in figure 4.6a, figure 4.6b and figure 4.6c for MWL, MWM 
and MWH, respectively. What should be noted is that for MWL and MWM the 
thermograph curves show a different shape to that of the PWL and PWM. Figure 
4.6a and figure 4.6b (MWL and MWM) show that there are two defined peaks of 
enthalpy for both melting and crystallisation curves. 
Figure 4.6a, MWL, shows temperature peaks experienced are slightly 
higher compared to PWL, with initial peaks of 44.38 °C (melting) and 43.19 °C 
(crystallisation) giving a thermal lag of 1.19 °C. When considering the melting 
curve for figure 4.6a there is also a secondary enthalpy peak containing two 
temperature peaks of 73.32 °C and 81.99 °C, these temperature peaks are likely 
due to phase transition shifts in crystals and the melting of the high melting point 
crystals contained within the microcrystalline wax. Microcrystalline wax is made 
of a combination of n-alkanes, naphthalic hydrocarbons and branched 
hydrocarbons, and while comparing PWH and MWL, molecular weight may be 
similar, it is likely the chemistry is different. Within the melting curve, it is likely 
the first enthalpy peak is due to melting of low melting point crystals and straight 
chain hydrocarbons, while the second enthalpy peak will show the energy and 
the melting points of branched hydrocarbons (Luyt and Krupa, 2007). The 
crystallisation curve shows two peaks of enthalpy with peak temperatures, an 
initial small peak at 78.05 °C, this is likely to be crystallisation of high melting 
point wax crystals, while the second smaller enthalpy peak is the further full 
crystallisation of wax crystals and the main structure formation, with a peak 
temperature of 43.19 °C. The increasing trend in the crystallisation curve 
indicates that the heating capacity of MWL is increasing also, this is a property 
expected in MW as when used as a phase change material within thermal 
insulation. 
Figure 4.6b shows that on melting and crystallisation curves there are two 
distinct enthalpy peaks, melting has one large enthalpy peak of peak 
temperature 59.93 °C and a second small peak at 80.91 °C, like MWL this is 
likely high melting point crystals transitioning to liquid oil. On the crystallisation 
curve, there are two distinct enthalpy peaks with peak temperatures of 75.66 °C 
and 54.84 °C. Between these curves, we see that there was a thermal lag of 5.09 
°C for melting and crystallisation of wax crystals, an increase from MWL. 
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However, one difference in MWL and MWM is that the enthalpy peaks appear to 
be beginning to merge, moving closer together possible indicating an increased 
similarity of chemistry in the molecules with increasing molecular weight. The two 
distinct enthalpy peaks can be an indication of distillation of the MW sample, as 
the temperature is increased lower fractions of the wax could be separating from 
the bulk leaving higher melting point materials still unaffected. 
Figure 4.6c, the MWH thermograph shows that enthalpy peaks have 
merged and there is one large peak enthalpy for both melting and crystallisation 
curves. There are slight changes on the melting curve occurring near the end of 
the peak, the peak temperature of the enthalpy peak is 65.38 °C, at 81.36 °C 
there is a small transition peak within the larger enthalpy curve, likely wax 
crystals of greater melting point and high Mw transitioning into a liquid phase. 
Finally, at 93.88 °C, there is a small enthalpy peak, which could indicate the final 
melting of high melting point crystals. The crystallisation curve shows that there 
is one large enthalpy curve with two other small transition peaks contained within, 
first at 78.16 °C and secondly at 52.31 °C, with the main peak temperature of 
66.39 °C. Here it is calculated, that there is a thermal lag of -1.01 °C, indicating 
that when crystallising the peak effect would occur at a temperature higher than 
the melting peak, this is obviously not possible and as such these curves cannot 
be considered truly accurate and that multiple repeats would be required to 
obtain a true result. The other peaks mentioned are good examples of transition 
temperatures for higher melting point crystals at 78.16 °C and lower melting 
crystals at 52.31 °C. 
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4.3.3 DSC of White Soft Paraffin Blends 
4.3.3.1 WSP1, WSP2, WSP3 
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Figure 4.7 – Graph showing DSC thermograph of (a) WSP1, (b) WSP2 and (c) 
WSP3. Black peaks (exothermic) denote the crystallisation peaks, and red peaks 
(endothermic) denote the melting peaks. 
Figure 4.7a shows that there are early set primary peaks observed for 
both melting and crystallisation curves, the melting curve has a primary peak at 
33.89 °C, containing a small step peak at 42.69 °C. There is also a small 
secondary peak observed at 72.57 °C. for the crystallisation curve there are two 
peaks observed, a large peak with temperature 34.77 °C and a secondary peak 
with a temperature of 63.98 °C. 
Figure 4.7b shows that there are multiple peaks observed for both curves 
like figure 4.6a. the primary temperature peak on the melting curve is a little more 
elongated in range, there is a singular peak observed at 44.29 °C, however, there 
is a smaller peak contained within this large peak range, at 34.49 °C. There are 
then also two smaller peaks observed at 58.22 °C and 71.14 °C. on the 
crystallisation curves the peaks are more defined, there is a large primary peak 
with a temperature peak at 40.13 °C and a smaller secondary peak at 63.98 °C. 
Figure 4.7c shows that there are large peaks observed on both curves, 
however, are smaller than the previous one observed in other figures within this 
chapter. On the melting curve, there is a primary peak observed with a 
temperature of 35.92 °C, but also contains smaller temperature peak at 42.60 
°C, there is also a smaller peak observed at 79.55 °C, however, this is very small 
and could be a sampling error. On the crystallisation curve, there are two peaks 
observed, a primary peak at 36.11 °C and a secondary peak at 67.83 °C. 
Table 4.3 – Table showing melting and crystallisation temperature peaks for WSP1, 
WSP2 and WSP3 tested using DSC, and the weights of those samples. 
Sample 
Melting Temperature 
Peaks (°C) 
Crystallisation Temperature 
Peaks (°C) 
Weight 
(mg) 
WSP1 33.89 42.69 72.57 63.98 60.89 34.77 11.90 
WSP2 34.49 44.38 71.14 63.98 40.13 34.93 10.30 
WSP3 35.92 n/a 79.55 67.83 n/a 36.11 9.53 
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WSP1 and WSP2 show great likeness within the thermograph curves and 
the melting and crystallisation peaks being within ± 1 °C, WSP3 shows slightly 
similar thermographs, however, enthalpy peaks are not as defined as in WSP1 
and WSP2, as well as the melting and crystallisation peaks being slightly shifted, 
as seen in table 4.3, by up to 6 °C difference on the secondary melting peak. 
Within all plots, there are small transition states, mostly within the larger enthalpy 
peaks. These transitions are evidence of crystal morphology and phase change 
within a melting and crystallisation region. 
When considering the contribution from PW, as seen in figure 4.5b, PWM 
for these three WSP blends, it appears that there is little similarity in thermograph 
shape and melting/crystallisation peaks. There are two peaks observed in PWM 
which could add a small contribution to the thermographs as they all experience 
two main melting and crystallisation peaks. 
When considering the MW contribution (figure 4.6) of MWL, MWM and 
MWH for WSP1, WSP2 and WSP3 respectively, there is a distinct correlation in 
the thermographs of MW and WSP blends. For WSP1 there is an apparent shift 
of melting and crystallisation peaks to lower points of both PWM and MWL. For 
MWM there is a slight increase in melting and crystallisation peaks observed in 
synergy in WSP2. However, WSP3 shows little or no correlation with MWH and 
PWM, with the apparent loss of a large amount of enthalpy from the constituent 
components. 
Overall WSP1 and WSP2 show similarities where peaks from WSP1 
begin to move closer together in WSP2, much like that of the enthalpies of MW. 
In WSP3 there are distinct large peaks at low melting and crystallisation 
temperatures but with the presence of elongated, small enthalpies. MWH 
contributes a region of elongated enthalpy, however, there is a loss of energy 
from MWH to the results WSP3 blend. 
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4.3.3.2 WSP4, WSP5, WSP6 
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Figure 4.8 – Graph showing DSC thermograph of (a) WSP4, (b) WSP5 and (c) 
WSP6. Black peaks (exothermic) denote the crystallisation peaks, and red peaks 
(endothermic) denote the melting peaks. 
Figure 4.8a shows peaks are observed for both curves however these are 
very small indicating little energy use in DSC experiment. On the melting curve, 
there is a primary peak observed at 22.46 °C with a closely connected secondary 
peak with a temperature of 30.48 °C. There is also a smaller tertiary peak 
observed at 72.25 °C. On the crystallisation curve, the peaks observed are small 
with the largest peak being observed at 64.63 °C and a very small peak observed 
at 27.99 °C. It is possible that at 27.99 °C this small peak is part of a larger peak 
that is not observable on this scale due to the limitation of the experimental 
protocol used for these DSC thermographs. 
Figure 4.8b shows that on the melting and crystallisation curves there are 
multiple peaks observed. On the melting curve, a broad range primary peak is 
observed with a peak temperature of 41.14 °C, then secondary and tertiary 
peaks observed at 52.32 °C and 70.92 °C. On the crystallisation peak, there are 
two main peaks observed, a primary peak at 36.35 °C and a secondary peak at 
64.46 °C. On the crystallisation peak, there are also multiple small artefacts 
observed on the curve between temperatures 76.02 °C and 83.35 °C. 
Figure 4.8c shows the thermograph for WSP6 and shows that there is a 
definite peak observed on the crystallisation curve, however on the melting curve 
it is difficult to define an absolute peak. Using the STARe software, three peaks 
were observed, at 27.08 °C, 47.97 °C and 76.89 °C but all these peaks contain 
smaller peaks within the range of energy change recorded. On the crystallisation 
curve, there are two defined peaks, a broad range primary peak with a peak 
temperature of 61.23 °C and a small secondary peak at 30.67 °C. 
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Table 4.4 – Table showing melting and crystallisation temperature peaks for WSP4, 
WSP5 and WSP6 tested using DSC, and the weights of those samples. 
Sample 
Melting Temperature 
Peaks (°C) 
Crystallisation 
Temperature Peaks (°C) 
Weight 
(mg) 
WSP4 30.48 69.41 72.25 71.20 64.63 27.99 9.39 
WSP5 41.14 53.32 70.92 83.35 64.46 36.35 9.71 
WSP6 34.80 63.56 76.89 70.47 61.23 30.67 10.79 
 
Once again there is a likeness between the first two blends of this family, 
in WSP4 and WSP5, with WSP6 showing different thermograph curves. In WSP4 
and WSP5 there are distinct curves for melting and crystallisation, with WSP4 
exhibiting peaks with lower enthalpies than those of WSP5. The peaks of WSP5 
are also showing the slight merging of peaks seen in WSP2 in figure 4.7b. WSP6 
shows a small elongated peak while crystallising and many small enthalpies very 
closely linked with an onset of 25.28 °C to an end set of 79.73 °C. 
In the WSP blends, there is little correlation between them and the 
constituent components of PWL and MWL, MWM and MWH for WSP4, WSP5 
and WSP6, respectively. The only small likeness that exists is that the WSP 
blends show similar peak trends to those of the MW but no melting or 
crystallisation peaks of the waxes match those of WSP blends. 
For WSP4, WSP5 and WSP6 there is a great loss of enthalpy from the 
wax components to the WSP blends, the minor differences that exist in the WSP 
appear to be contributed from MW. The inclusion of PWL within these blends 
appears to affect the loss of enthalpy in the WSP blends, much more than that 
experienced by WSP1, WSP2 and WSP3, which included PWM.  
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4.3.3.3 WSP7, WSP8, WSP9 
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Figure 4.9 – Graph showing DSC thermograph of (a) WSP7, (b) WSP8 and (c) 
WSP9. Black peaks (exothermic) denote the crystallisation peaks, and red peaks 
(endothermic) denote the melting peaks. 
Figure 4.9a shows that there are three peaks observed on the melting 
curve, one broad range peak with a temperature of 41.19 °C then a following 
secondary and tertiary peak with temperatures observed at 53.39 °C and 70.48 
°C respectively. On the crystallisation curve, two peaks are observed, one 
primary peak at 36.14 °C and a secondary peak at 64.15 °C 
Figure 4.9b shows that on the melting curve there are two main peaks 
observed, a primary one with a temperature of 49.03 °C and a secondary peak 
at 69.47 °C. The primary peak does, however, contain a small temperature peak 
at 55.81 °C. On the crystallisation curve, there are two temperature peaks 
observed at 47.70 °C and 62.82 °C. 
Figure 4.9c shows that there are singular peaks observed on both melting 
and crystallisation curves, on the melting curve there is a large peak range with 
a temperature of 51.65 °C and on the crystallisation curve there is a broad range 
with a temperature peak at 48.99 °C. There are other smaller peaks observed 
on both curves, however, these are very small and may be errors with the 
experimental run, or software analysis. 
Table 4.5 – Table showing melting and crystallisation temperature peaks for WSP7, 
WSP8 and WSP9 tested using DSC, and the weights of those samples. 
Sample 
Melting Temperature 
Peaks (°C) 
Crystallisation 
Temperature Peaks (°C) 
Weight (mg) 
WSP7 41.19 53.39 70.48 64.15 36.14 31.62 11.04 
WSP8 49.03 55.81 69.47 75.97 62.82 47.70 11.14 
WSP9 51.65 n/a 79.82 80.79 70.64 48.99 10.43 
 
In figure 4.9a, WSP7 demonstrates different behaviour to those of WSP8 
and WSP9 in figures 4.9b and 4.9c, respectively. WSP7 shows that similar trends 
to previous WSP blends are observed where there are distinct peaks with smaller 
enthalpies compared to its constituent components. WSP7 contains PWH and 
MWL and in figure 4.9a there is a strong correlation in peaks placement with that 
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of MWL while the WSP blend is melting when crystallising there is a slight 
decrease in peak placement in the blend, however, the contribution of PWH 
could allow that change to occur. PWH appears to also contribute to the 
increased enthalpy peaks seen in WSP7 compared to previous WSP blends, 
where loss of enthalpy occurred. There is still a great loss of enthalpy values in 
WSP7 compared to the constituent components. 
In figure 4.9b and 4.9c, WSP8 and WSP9 respectively, there are strong 
similarities in the blends, both exhibiting one large enthalpy peak in melting and 
crystallisation curves, with small phase transition peaks following the larger 
peaks. In WSP8 there are still two enthalpy peaks for both curves, a contribution 
from MWM with two distinct peaks, while here PWH contributes to the increased 
overall enthalpy experienced by WSP8. In WSP9 the contribution from both PWH 
and MWH are evident in both the single large enthalpy peak on both curves for 
WSP9. 
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4.3.4 Commercial Plant Grades 
4.3.4.1 WSP10, WSP11 
 
 
Figure 4.10 – Graph showing the DSC thermograph of (a) WSP10 and (b) WSP11. 
Black peaks (exothermic) denote the crystallisation peaks, and red peaks 
(endothermic) denote the melting peaks. 
Figure 4.10a shows that there are main temperature peaks on both 
curves, also with small secondary peaks. On the Melting curve, there is a one 
large primary peak at 33.00 °C and a smaller secondary peak at 72.92 °C, there 
is also a small peak step contained within the primary peak with a temperature 
of 42.70 °C. on the crystallisation curve there are two peaks present only, one 
primary large peak at 30.85 °C and a smaller secondary peak at 61.58 °C. 
Figure 4.10b indicates that on the melting curve there are two distinct 
peaks, one large peak at 35.99 °C and a second smaller peak at 71.57 °C, using 
the STARe software there was recognised a small peak at 59.07 °C, however, 
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this is possibly just an artefact in the experiment and not dependent on the 
sample. On the crystallisation curve, there are only two distinctive peaks, one 
large primary peak at 33.19 °C and a second smaller peak at 58.93 °C. 
Table 4.6 – Table showing melting and crystallisation temperature peaks for WSP10 
and WSP11 tested using DSC, and the weights of those samples. 
Sample 
Melting Temperature 
Peaks (°C) 
Crystallisation 
Temperature Peaks (°C) 
Weight 
(mg) 
WSP10 31.67 42.70 71.25 61.42 n/a 30.85 9.52 
WSP11 35.49 59.07 71.07 58.93 n/a 33.02 10.01 
 
When comparing WSP blends with the two plant grade samples (WSP10 
and WSP11), WSP1, WSP3 and WSP8 show similarities. When looking at the 
thermographs for these samples, in figures 4.7a, 4.7c and 4.9b there are 
differences in the temperature peak heights and energy peaks for both melting 
and crystallisation curves. 
However, when comparing data on figure 4.12 we see that for enthalpy of 
formation values for WSP3 and WSP9 are like WSP10, while WSP1 is like 
WSP11. When considering the enthalpy of fusion WSP10 and WSP11 are alike, 
but the closest blends to them are WSP1 with 30.02 J g-1 or WSP3 with a value 
of 11.94 J g-1. 
The large differences in the enthalpy value to the industry samples may 
well be due to the few constituent components used to produce the laboratory 
made WSP blends, and that WSP made within the industry are likely to contain 
a greater amount of waxes with better homogenisation methods used to produce 
these blends. 
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4.3.5 Enthalpy of Fusion Comparison 
Table 4.7 – Table of Melting and crystallisation energy peaks for samples tested 
using DSC, and the weights of those samples. 
Sample Melting Energy Peaks (mJ) 
Crystallisation Energy 
Peaks (mJ) 
Weight 
(mg) 
PWL 0 -2006.53 0 0 1959.25 7.97 11.64 
PWM 0 -2405.17 0 0 1799.18 333.98 11.42 
PWH 0 -2331.55 0 2289.38 0 0 10.91 
MWL 0 -389.13 0 39.08 0 145.72 10.60 
MWM 0 -1732.58 0 66.78 830.41 0 11.72 
MWH 0 -1698.09 0 38.26 1623.91 3.88 10.25 
WSP1 -351.60 0 -5.76 10.90 0 257.23 11.90 
WSP2 -338.93 0 -8.63 12.31 0 332.83 10.30 
WSP3 -108.59 0 -5.16 25.27 0 205.72 9.53 
WSP4 -25.13 -19.65 -4.18 0.25 7.74 1.58 9.39 
WSP5 -54.82 -6.58 -7.73 10.21 0 13.21 9.71 
WSP6 -11.04 -21.89 -4.72 62.30 0 3.54 10.79 
WSP7 -69.85 -6.67 -16.35 14.45 31.60 0.54 11.04 
WSP8 -491.47 -287.80 -9.79 0 5.65 317.70 11.14 
WSP9 -375.47 -317.19 -2.75 0.81 1.20 251.03 10.43 
WSP10 -175.09 0 -7.78 16.10 0 223.86 9.52 
WSP11 -184.72 -0.99 -8.41 18.11 0 208.17 10.01 
 
Table 4.7 shows the energies required for WSP samples and constituent 
components to achieve a full phase change, we see that the energy increases 
with increasing congeal point of samples. This is due to the increased molecular 
weight of the constituent components. The increase of Mw corresponds to the 
increasing length of hydrocarbon and the greater number of bonds between all 
molecules within the wax products, as these bonds are broken, as the heat 
increases to melt the product, greater energy is required overall. 
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Figure 4.11 – Graph showing the change in total energy per gram experienced for 
samples WSP1, WSP2, WSP3, WSP4, WSP5, WSP6, WSP7, WSP8, WSP9, PWL, 
PWM, PWH, MWL, MWM and MWH using the DSC protocol. 
Figure 4.11 shows the difference in energy levels experienced by WSP 
samples and constituent components, these figures represent the data shown 
also shown in table 4.7, in the figure representation of energies was given as the 
energy per gram for each sample. Figure 4.11 shows that WSP4, WSP5, WSP6 
and WSP7 have the lowest energy requirements when both melting and 
crystallising the samples. PW has the greatest energy needs within the DSC, 
when crystallising samples, increasing the order of sample energy shows PWL 
< PWM < PWH, and for melting PWL < PWH < PWM. MW follows a similar trend 
to PW, however, requires less energy overall to affect a change in phase of the 
samples. In order from lowest to highest, crystallisation energy MWL < MWM < 
MWH and melting energy PWL < PWH < PWM. For all samples, more melting 
energy is required rather than that required for crystallisation. 
In table 4.7 and figure 4.11 we see the energy required for PW and MW, 
when considering melting curves, both PW and MW follow an interesting pattern, 
where energy transitions from PWL < PWM > PWH, this also occurs for MW, 
where MWL < MWM > MWH however for MW there is a much greater jump in 
energy from MWL to MWM with a difference of 1343.45 mJ. This difference 
between PW and MW could indicate that paraffin waxes are in general very 
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similar in chemistry, shape and molecular weight across different congeal point 
ranges. 
For microcrystalline waxes, there is a big difference between low congeal 
point wax compared with medium and high congeal point waxes. Previously it 
has been stated that “energy associated with solid-liquid phase change is much 
higher in case of pure microcrystalline wax compared to paraffin wax and wax 
blends” (Kumar et al., 2004), however within this investigation this was not true 
and in fact the opposite is true, with MWL having the lowest energy requirements 
of all samples. The same samples were not used in this investigation as with the 
previous author and it is possible there is a difference in specification causing 
different in results. 
When considering the crystallisation peaks shown in figure 4.11 we see 
that for both PW and MW follow the trend that would be expected, increasing 
energy with increased Mw, is true. The increase for PW is less compared to MW, 
where the increase in energy for PW goes from 1965.22 mJ to 2133.16 mJ to 
2289.38 mJ and for MW the energy increases from 184.80 mJ to 897.19 mJ to 
1666.05 mJ according to table 4.7. Crystallisation is an easier energy process, 
as bonds are forming in the hydrocarbon releasing energy from the surroundings, 
this is likely the reason for the uniform change in energy levels compared to the 
melting process that is requiring energy to break bonds. As PW has a greater 
content of n-alkane, energy requirements for melting increases linearly with 
increasing mW, the same is true for MW, however, the chemistry of MW has a 
greater component of branched hydrocarbons and as such could be easier to 
break down compared to the larger more stable straight chain hydrocarbons in 
PW. 
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Figure 4.12 – Graph showing the change in total energy experienced for samples 
using the DSC protocol with a 15% calculated correction for constituent 
components, considering the ratio makeup of the WSP blends. 
Figure 4.12 and Table 4.7 give the same data as figure 4.11 however for 
the constituent components the overall energy has been reduced to represent 
15 % of the data from figure 4.11, this has been done to help represent the 
possible contribution of energy for the constituent component as the WSP blends 
are made of 15 % of the two waxes PW and MW plus 70 % of oil, not tested 
under DSC due to technical difficulties. We see that the PW and MW in figure 
4.12 follow the same trend as figure 4.11 however with less energy contribution. 
It should be noted that the wax components now show great similarity with 
the WSP blend contribution. However, even when combining the two wax 
components to equal the WSP contribution, the WSP would be expected to be 
greater than the wax parts but in figure 4.12 this is shown not to be true. 
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Table 4.8 – Table of melting and crystallisation energy peaks for constituent 
components tested using DSC, also including a calculated 15 % of the total energy 
recorded, to correspond with WSP blend ratio contribution. 
Sample Melting Energy Peaks (mJ) Crystallisation Energy Peaks (mJ) 
 100 % 15 % 100 % 15 % 
PWL -2006.53 -300.98 1965.22 295.08 
PWM -2405.17 -360.78 2133.16 319.97 
PWH -2331.55 -349.73 2289.38 343.41 
MWL -389.13 -58.37 184.80 27.72 
MWM -1732.58 -259.89 897.19 134.58 
MWH -1698.09 -254.71 1666.05 249.91 
 
Previous authors have stated the use of DSC for the characteristic 
analysis of waxes and their WSP blends they can make (Flaherty, 1971), 
however greater detail and additional study may be required when dealing with 
certain samples, for example high congeal point microcrystalline waxes as seen 
in figure 4.6c within this study. This is also true of the blends made from the 
constituent components of paraffin and microcrystalline waxes. Figures 4.7 – 4.9 
show the blends made from the combination of constituent components using 
the blending chart figure 2.3 within Chapter 2.  
We see that when blending constituent components, the ideal energy 
output calculated from the thermal analysis of the constituent components does 
not equal the thermal analysis of the individual blends, as seen in figure 4.13. 
To be able to represent figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 data of energy values 
from table 4.7 were all combined to give a total energy (mJ) for enthalpy curves 
for specific samples1. The total energy was then divided by 1000 to give the 
value in joules (J). Next, the weight (mg) of the samples measured in the DSC 
was divided by 1000, to give the weight by grams (g). The energy in joules was 
then divided by the weight of the sample that was measured in grams giving the 
enthalpy of fusion measured in J g-1. As this value will only give energy in joules 
per the whole sample weighed, each value was divided by the recorded mass 
for each sample to give an energy value of joules per one gram of sample. 
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Figure 4.13 – Graph showing enthalpy of fusion and formation for, WSP blends and 
modelled enthalpies of WSP blend (based on constituent component results) 
corresponding to the left Y-axis. 
Figure 4.13 shows the results of enthalpy of fusion and formation required 
for WSP blends and the model of blends, based on enthalpies of constituent 
components. Modelled enthalpies for WSP samples have been calculated based 
on previous DSC thermograms seen in figure 4.5 – 4.6 of the individual 
constituent components, the enthalpies have been calculated basing 15 % of two 
constituent components’ enthalpies added together to give the enthalpy of the 
model. Ultimately, we can see that the modelled values do not show the true 
values of WSP taken from the DSC results, only WSP1, WSP2 and WSP8 have 
values like the modelled system. 
In figure 4.13 we see that WSP1, WSP2 and WSP8 show the closest 
correlation with the modelled WSP results in terms of enthalpy of fusion, these 
blends also require the greatest amount of energy to become fully molten within 
the DSC, seen in figure 4.11. Curiously the melting points of WSP1 and WSP2 
are not as high as the energy required would suggest, while WSP8 has the 
lowest melting point of all the WSP blends tested. 
The relative closeness of enthalpy values of modelled values and 
recorded data for WSP1, WSP2 and WSP8 could be indicated by the similarities 
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in chemical components within the wax components. Theoretically, it is possible 
that chemically the waxes are similar and based on ideas of solubility these like 
materials could be dissolving into each other causing enthalpies to be similar as 
the mixture is much more likely to achieve a homogeneous phase compared to 
other samples that may require greater energy to cause a phase change of 
multiple system blends. 
The belief that material is being ‘lost’ in the mixture within DSC scans is 
implied by the results shown for blends made with PWL, WSP4, WSP5 and 
WSP6. It is believed that PWL is most like an oil phase when in a fully molten 
state, considering carbon chain length and molecular weight, as such it is 
proposed that the crystals contained within the blend are dissolving within the oil 
phase, which then upon crystallisation remain, and reform within the oil phase 
(Freund et al., 1982). This ‘loss’ of crystals reduces the crystal content to produce 
lattice structures within the WSP blend, causing the sample to lose structure in 
rheological tests, and to require/store less energy in thermal testing. 
4.4 Summary 
In this section, differences in thermodynamics caused by WSP and their 
constituent components have been studied. As previously expressed in Chapter 
2, the purpose of WSP1-9 was introduced, to try and mimic the blends that are 
manufactured by the pharmaceutical industry, such as WSP10 and WSP11. 
Following initial testing of various temperature rates, 2 °C, 10 °C and 20 
°C per minute, it was found that the best rate was 5 °C per minute, based on 
manufacturing conditions and finding the best enthalpy peaks on the resulting 
thermographs. 
Paraffin wax showed a trend of increasing melting and crystallisation 
points as congeal point of the wax increased from PWL, PWM, PWH. 
Microcrystalline wax showed that at low congeal point two peaks of melting and 
crystallisation were observed which came closer in MWM and finally merged in 
MWH. 
When combining wax components to produce the WSP blends, in 
general, the melting and crystallisation point ranges appeared to be controlled 
by MW, while enthalpy peaks as the energy contained within the WSP blend 
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were controlled more by PW. However, there will be some obvious contribution 
from MW, the most obvious changes appeared in enthalpy and PW congeal point 
was increased. 
When comparing commercial pharmaceutical grade plant grade WSP 
blends with those made in Leeds from wax components, there was little similarity 
in peaks of enthalpy and melting/crystallisation point ranges. Plant grade blends 
showed like values for WSP blends’ enthalpy (WSP3) but then appeared like 
other blends in terms of thermograph appearance (WSP8). 
From the analysis of wax WSP thermographs, analysis of the enthalpies 
of the materials was carried out, it was found that similarities in enthalpies existed 
for some blends, WSP1, WSP2, WSP9, WSP10 and WSP11. However, there 
was no collaboration between the wax enthalpies and that of WSP blends made 
from the specific wax components. 
By using enthalpies of wax components calculated modelled WSP blends 
were assessed and compared with the data for the real WSP blends, it was found 
though that only few showed similarities (WSP1, WSP2 and WSP8). When 
comparing the melting point ranges of these blends they were found to have 
some of the lowest of all the recorded data for melting point ranges. 
Following the DSC investigation carried out there is an obvious loss of 
material when combining wax components to produce blends, the expected 
enthalpies and thermal characteristics of the waxes were reduced. It is seen 
though, that there are some similarities in properties of WSP blends, therefore 
moving forward further testing has been proposed for greater chemical analysis. 
Raman spectroscopy and investigation of solubility parameters are expected to 
show the chemical nature of the wax components and their possibility of 
dissolving into each other depending on their chemical likeness. 
4.5 Conclusions 
• The energy associated with solid-liquid phase change would be expected to 
be much higher in microcrystalline wax compared to paraffin wax and wax 
blends, and while MW generally requires greater energy than WSP blends, 
in the case of this investigation it does not require more than PW. Therefore, 
the spectrum of wax products is evident here and that obtaining the same 
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grade of material is important when trying to replicate testing methods 
previously used by other authors. 
• Primary melting peaks for the low congeal point paraffin wax is due to solid-
solid transitions, while secondary melting peaks are due to melting. 
• In microcrystalline wax, there were no solid-solid transitions evident, and 
melting peaks found to the end of a DSC endothermic curve were due to the 
melting of different molar mass fractions, at the higher molecular weight.  
• PW helps to contribute to WSP blends enthalpy increase, as PW congeal 
point increases. 
• MW contributes to melting and crystallisation points of WSP blends, while 
also partly contributing to the energy content of WSP blends. 
• Increasing Mw of materials also leads to a general increase in energy 
required for melting and increased energy of fusion for crystallisation. 
• When combining constituent components to make WSP blends, it was found 
that the combination of enthalpies or energy requirements did not equal that 
of a calculated model for the WSP blend. 
• It is likely that crystalline material is being dissolved within the oil phase when 
the WSP blends become molten, where the crystals will remain and reform 
once the crystallisation process begins on cooling. 
• Crystalline interactions break in the waxes as the energy increases in 
the system, these individual crystals can later reform when energy is 
reduced and cooling is occurring. 
• Materials of very large Mw do not always give representative results, leading 
to large energy peaks, and information can be lost without a true definition of 
thermal properties. 
• Maybe further testing of MS/GCMS is required. 
• When comparing to industry standard WSP blends the comparison found in 
other characteristic tests is not represented here in DSC thermal testing. 
• In rheological testing WSP10 is like WSP5, however, within DSC 
testing, WSP10 is most like WSP3 in terms of energy and enthalpy 
results. 
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Chapter 5 Chemical Analysis; Solubility 
Parameters and Raman Spectroscopy 
5.1 Solubility Testing 
5.1.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, Chapter 4, the differences between theoretical 
and experimental enthalpies were shown. As such it was proposed that wax 
hydrocarbons were being ‘lost’ in the mix as the temperature of the DSC scan 
was increased. It was uncertain as to the reason of why the enthalpy of the model 
blends changed so much compared to the theoretical calculations. It was 
hypothesised that this might be due to the different mutual solubility of the 
different wax components. 
Much previous work has been done on measuring the solubility of 
compounds in different solvents as a way of characterizing their overall 
physicochemical properties (Ruoff et al., 1993; Carvalho et al., 2013; Hansen 
and Smith, 2004; Freund et al., 1982; Jennings and Weispfennig, 2005). For 
hydrocarbons the theory of ‘like dissolves like’ was first proposed by Hildebrand 
(Hildebrand, 1916; Hildebrand and Scott, 1979). Based on this well-known theory 
and on the work of previous authors (Carvalho et al., 2013), a series of 
experiments were proposed with the aim of investigating the solubility of the 
model WSP blends, their constituent components and commercial 
pharmaceutical grade supplied WSPs in solvents possessing a range of 
chemical structures and polarity, as a way of understanding their different 
chemical profiles and mutual solubility. This also required measurement of the 
solubility of various pure standard compounds of known chemical structure in the 
same solvents.  
It is believed that by testing the solubility of components and WSP blends 
there should be similarities in soluble components seen in solvents between the 
components and the blends they make. Such as seen similarities in solubility 
between PWL, MWL and WSP4. 
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5.1.2 Materials and Method 
Components were dissolved in a range of solvents and solubility was 
determined by measuring UV/Vis absorbance with the pure solvent as the blank, 
via a JENWAY 6715 UV/Vis. spectrophotometer (Bibby Scientific Limited, Stone, 
UK) using two calibrated quartz cuvettes.  
Due to the large number of samples available only a certain number were 
selected for testing. All constituent components PWL, PWM, PWH, MWL, MWM, 
MWH, LO, and HO were tested and WSP blends WSP5, WSP9, WSP10 and 
WSP11 as blends most like commercial samples, also the ‘extreme’ blends. Pure 
hydrocarbons were also tested as reference materials of ‘known’ solubility 
parameter (Carvalho et al., 2013). These included hexadecane (C16H34), 
isocetane (2,2,4,4,6,8,8-heptamethylnonane) (C16H34), octadecane (C18H38), 
eicosane (C20H42), and toluene (C7H8). Solvents included heptane, toluene, 
carbon disulphide, 1-chloronaphthalene, decahydronaphthalene, acetonitrile, 
nitromethane, diethyl ether, ethyl L(-)-lactate, propylene carbonate, formamide, 
glycerol, ethanol, methanol, propylene glycol, and 1-butanol. 
To prepare samples for measuring absorbance, 5 mg of sample were 
placed into a 20 ml volumetric flask which was then filled to the calibrated line 
with one of the selected testing solvents, this gave an overall concentration of 
0.25 g per 1 L sample in tested solvent. Glass stoppers were placed in the neck 
of the flask to give a hermetic seal and then the flask was shaken to ensure the 
sample was fully mixed with the solvent. The sample/solvent mixture was then 
left at room temperature for 24 h to ensure a standard time of solvation for all 
mixtures. All sample preparations were carried out within a fume cupboard for 
safety reasons regarding the evaporation of solvents into the atmosphere. After 
24 h, a cuvette was filled with the mixture to its marker line and a blank cuvette 
with pure solvent. Both cuvettes were sealed with a lid comprised of a layer of 
aluminium foil, Parafilm and a PTFE cuvette lid, to prevent solvent evaporation.  
The order of cuvettes was kept the same for all measurements and the 
difference between them was considered by filling both cuvettes with pure water 
and recording the difference between them and taking this into account when 
calculating the true absorbance of the mixtures. All scans for calibration, baseline 
and sample measurement scans were carried out between 200 nm – 800 nm. 
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To measure the samples the blank solvent standard was first scanned then the 
cuvette containing the mixture was scanned. Data was saved via the JENWAY 
software and then later downloaded and analysed with Microsoft Excel. 
5.1.3 Results 
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Figure 5.1a – Graph showing the spectroscopic scan of constituent components 
and WSP blends within solvent heptane. Figure 5.1b – Graph showing the 
spectroscopic scan of pure hydrocarbons within solvent heptane. 
Figure 5.1a shows the solubility of constituent components and WSP 
blends within heptane, figure 5.1b shows pure hydrocarbon materials in heptane. 
In figure 5.1a LO has the largest peak absorbance around 225 nm, also the 
largest area under the curve. Other samples showing peaks and areas are 
WSP10 and WSP11, which have curves that are alike. WSP9 also has an 
absorbance like WSP10 and WSP11; MWL has a large area with a medium sized 
peak of 1.5 around 210 nm; finally, HO also shows absorbance at 225 nm of 1.4. 
In figure 5.1b eicosane and isocetane have the highest peaks at 225 nm 
of 2.4. The start of the curve also shows that octadecane has a large area, but 
small peak. There is also a small peak of absorbance around 275 nm for toluene. 
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Figure 5.2a – Graph showing the spectroscopic scan of constituent components 
and WSP blends within solvent toluene. Figure 5.2b – Graph showing the 
spectroscopic scan of pure hydrocarbons within solvent toluene. 
Figure 5.2a shows that all samples have little absorbance in toluene. The 
most soluble in toluene is WSP11 around 280 nm, with other samples showing 
low absorbance at 285 nm, of which WSP10 shows the next highest peak, of 
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around 0.2. Figure 5.2b shows that there is no solubility of any pure hydrocarbon 
in toluene.  
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Figure 5.3a – Graph showing the spectroscopic scan of constituent components 
and WSP blends within solvent carbon disulphide. Figure 5.3b – Graph showing 
the spectroscopic scan of pure hydrocarbons within solvent carbon disulphide. 
Figure 5.3a shows that no sample gives absorbance and therefore they 
have no solubility in carbon disulphide. In figure 5.3b there is a small area peak 
between 225 nm and 260 nm, also a small absorbance peak at 375 nm for 
isocetane. 
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Figure 5.4a – Graph showing the spectroscopic scan of constituent components 
and WSP blends within solvent 1-chloronapthalene. Figure 5.4b – Graph showing 
the spectroscopic scan of pure hydrocarbons within solvent 1-chloronapthalene. 
Figures 5.4a and 5.4b show that there is no absorbance/solubility for WSP 
blends, constituent components or pure hydrocarbon standards within 1-
chloronapthalene. 
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Figure 5.5a – Graph showing the spectroscopic scan of constituent components 
and WSP blends within solvent decahydronaphthalene. Figure 5.5b – Graph 
showing the spectroscopic scan of pure hydrocarbons within solvent 
decahydronaphthalene. 
Figure 5.5a shows that many samples are soluble in 
decahydronaphthalene, the highest peak is experienced by MWL, while also 
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PWH, LO and PWM have high absorbance peaks, MWM also has an absorbance 
peak at 225 nm, but also has a large second area peak from 230 nm to 325 nm. 
Figure 5.5b shows that there is absorbance for isocetane at about 220 nm 
and 240 nm, there is also a large absorbance peak for hexadecane at 300 nm. 
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Figure 5.6a – Graph showing the spectroscopic scan of constituent components 
and WSP blends within solvent acetonitrile. Figure 5.6b – Graph showing the 
spectroscopic scan of pure hydrocarbons within solvent acetonitrile. 
Figure 5.6a shows that MWH has the greatest absorbance in acetonitrile, 
but this is experienced by a wide area peak ranging from before 200 nm to 300 
nm. There is also a small peak at the start of the curve for WSP10 and WSP11. 
In figure 5.6b there is a large peak experienced by toluene from the start 
of the curve, peaking at 225 nm with an absorbance of 2.5, then a small 
secondary peak around 260 nm. There are also smaller peaks experienced by 
hexadecane and eicosane for solvent acetonitrile. 
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Figure 5.7a – Graph showing the spectroscopic scan of constituent components 
and WSP blends within solvent diethyl ether. Figure 5.7b – Graph showing the 
spectroscopic scan of pure hydrocarbons within solvent diethyl ether. 
Figure 5.7a shows a small peak for WSP10 at 210 nm, with other samples 
also showing small peaks at 210 nm, those being, MWM, MWL and WSP11. 
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Figure 5.7b shows one large absorbance peak of 1.5 for toluene at 210 
nm but no other peak is soluble in diethyl ether. 
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Figure 5.8a – Graph showing the spectroscopic scan of constituent components 
and WSP blends within solvent methanol. Figure 5.8b – Graph showing the 
spectroscopic scan of pure hydrocarbons within solvent methanol. 
Figure 5.8a shows that there is no solubility for WSP blends and 
constituent components in methanol. 
Figure 5.8b shows that toluene experiences large absorbance, with one 
large peak at 220 nm of 2.5, and a second wider peak between 225 nm and 275 
nm. 
Taking all these solubility results together, figure 5.9 shows the solubility 
peaks of WSP blends/waxes/standards as a ratio of the sum of WSP 
blends/waxes/standards solubility in all tested solvents (equation below). 
𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
∑ 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
 
PWM, PWH, MWL, MWM, LO, hexadecane and isocetane all have good 
solubility in decahydronaphthalene. PWL, toluene and eicosane have a small 
amount of solubility in decahydronaphthalene. 
Another notable solvent is heptane, WSP9, WSP10, WSP11, LO, 
octadecane, isocetane and eicosane all show great solubility in heptane. MWL, 
HO and WSP5 show good solubility in heptane. PWL and MWM have lesser 
amounts of components soluble in heptane. 
MWH has a very good solubility in acetonitrile, while toluene also shows 
good solubility in acetonitrile, most samples do not solubilise in acetonitrile. 
Another solvent common in all samples is diethyl ether, although solubility 
is limited for almost all samples, MWM, HO and WSP11 show some signs of 
solubility, the majority only have small components that dissolve in diethyl ether. 
Carbon disulphide and toluene have a common solubility in all samples, 
however, the solubility is very limited.  
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Figure 5.9 – Solubility of constituent components, WSP blends and pure 
hydrocarbons as a relative ratio of solubility in various solvents for each sample. 
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Figure 5.10 – Total solubility of constituent components, WSP blends and pure 
hydrocarbons. Constituent components have been calculated to show 15 % of the 
maximum value, as they would contribute to the WSP blends. 
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Figure 5.10 shows the total solubility of tested samples with the various 
solvents but re-calculated to represent of their concentrations in the model WSP 
blends, i.e., 15 % PW, 15 % MW and 35 % of the two oils LO and HO.  
Figure 5.11 – Plot of results of HSP for constituent components, WSP blends and 
pure hydrocarbons. 
Figure 5.11 shows that there are two outlying materials, toluene and HO, 
while other materials are spread across the plot, there are some groups formed 
by samples. Eicosane and octadecane group together, PWM, MWH and 
hexadecane group together, PWL and PWH group together, WSP9, MWL and 
isocetane group together and WSP11, WSP10 and WSP5 group together. 
5.1.4 Discussion 
In chapter 4 it was observed that the DSC thermographs of the WSP 
blends showed little rational similarity to the thermographs of the individual 
components considering their concentrations in the blends. This was supposed 
as being due to the components dissolving in each other, which radically affected 
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the temperature and energies of the phase transitions. Consequently, this also 
made it impossible to interpret the thermograms of the commercial blends and 
make any firm conclusions about their probable composition. For this reason, it 
was therefore of interest to try and quantify the solubility of these varied 
materials, as described above. 
Figures 5.1 – 5.8 show the absorbance in various solvents and figure 5.9 
shows the ratio of the peak heights for individual solvents to the total peak 
heights for all solvents for that said sample. Figure 5.10 scales down peak 
heights in proportion to the 15 % concentration of the wax components and 35 
% of the oil components in the model blends. 
Despite the wide range of solvents used, few showed solubilizing power 
for the constituent components of the WSP blends and pure hydrocarbons. For 
the constituent components, decahydronaphthalene was the best solvent, seen 
in figure 5.4a, PWM, PWH, MWL, MWM and LO show the greatest solubility in 
decahydronaphthalene. Of these samples, the λMAX is ≈ 220 nm, MWM also 
has a secondary absorbance peak with a λMAX ≈ 280 nm. Considering figure 
5.9 the peak absorbance of MWM in decahydronaphthalene is misleading as 
here MWM has the highest solubility of material, however, λMAX is ≈ 220 nm but 
has the largest absorbance of material up to ≈ 325 nm. Decahydronaphthalene 
is a double ringed cyclic hydrocarbon (C10H18) and it is likely that there are similar 
cyclic components within the waxes, especially those from the MW family, as 
MW contains greater branched and naphthalene components. 
Decahydronaphthalene is also a solvent of high dispersion force (δd = 18), is a 
hydrocarbon similar in chemical nature to those samples being tested and as 
previously stated like materials are generally better at dissolving like materials. 
Decahydronaphthalene is also a compound of relatively high molecular density 
allowing for greater energy forces for the size of the actual compound, compared 
to other hydrocarbon compounds such as heptane a short straight chain 
hydrocarbon. 
Other solvents that dissolve constituent components are acetonitrile and 
diethyl ether. Acetonitrile dissolves many components within MWH, seen in 
figure 5.6a, as the area peak of absorbance reaches 300 nm. Diethyl ether 
dissolves MWM well for some reason, seen in figure 5.7a, when compared to 
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other samples tested with diethyl ether, however, compared to other solvents 
does not perform as well. 
According to Hansen, decahydronaphthalene has solubility parameter 
interaction values δd (dispersion forces) of 18.0, and δp (intermolecular forces) 
and δh (hydrogen bonds) = 0.0. These values explain how the large component 
of dispersion interaction will be attracted to hydrocarbon compounds within the 
waxes of high molecular weight. 
For acetonitrile, there is a peak experienced for MWM, with a large area 
indicating a proportion of MWM being dissolved by acetonitrile. Hansen (Barton, 
1975) gives acetonitrile solubility parameters of 15.3 for δd, 18.0 for δp and 6.1 
for δh . This shows that a small part of dispersion interaction is occurring with the 
hydrocarbon content of waxes. However, figure 5.6a shows there is a relatively 
small absorbance peak height compared with decahydronaphthalene in figure 
5.4a and this makes sense when considering polarity forces of the two solvents. 
Toluene has a strong peak with a λMAX ≈ 220 nm, while hexadecane and 
eicosane have smaller absorbance peaks, each with λMAX ≈ 215 nm. 
Acetonitrile's much greater polar force component δp and a dispersion force 
component δd explain the high affinity for toluene, due to its aromatic ring plus 
methyl side-chain. The smaller peaks for hexadecane and eicosane are 
attributed to the hydrocarbon structure and dispersion force component of the 
solvent. 
For the WSP blends the best solvent observed is heptane which is seen 
in figure 5.1a and figure 5.9. Considering figure 5.1a WSP9, WSP10 and WSP11 
all show the same curve with a λMAX ≈ 220 nm, WSP5 is also soluble in heptane, 
however, has a much smaller soluble component, with a peak absorbance ≈ 225 
nm, this also collaborates in figure 5.9. 
There is a component of absorbance recorded for MWL with a peak 
absorbance of ≈ 215 nm indicating that there is a component of lower molecular 
weight hydrocarbon contained within MWL, which would be expected due to the 
lower congeal point of the MW. 
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The absorbance peaks for WSP blends in figure 5.1a are less pronounced 
compared to those for the individual waxes, as seen in figure 5.4a, as might be 
expected due to their lower concentration in the blends. 
In figure 5.2a, the absorbance curve of toluene shows that there is a small 
component of WSP11 soluble in toluene, with a λMAX ≈ 260 nm. There are also 
many other small peaks for other samples around the same wavelength. This 
could indicate an error in the measurement of the samples due to the regular 
appearance of an absorbance peak at the same wavelength for all samples 
tested when similar trends have not been noticed in other solvents. 
The pure hydrocarbons tested show that isocetane and eicosane have 
large absorbance peaks with λMAX ≈ 220 nm, octadecane has a small 
absorbance peak, with a λMAX ≈ 205 nm, there is finally a small peak recorded 
for toluene with λMAX ≈ 290 nm. The data indicate that heptane is a good solvent 
for dissolving pure hydrocarbons, especially high molecular weight 
hydrocarbons. Heptane also seems able to dissolve both branched and straight 
chain hydrocarbons, isocetane and eicosane respectively. Toluene is generally 
not a good solvent for these compounds. 
Carbon disulphide shown in figure 5.3b shows a small absorbance for 
isocetane with λMAX ≈ 375 nm. Carbon disulphide has solubility parameters of 
20.5 for δd, 0.0 for δp and 0.6 for δh and is a poor hydrogen bonding solvent 
(Barton, 1975), this could explain the small affinity for isocetane which is a highly 
branched methyl compound. 
Figure 5.4b shows that hexadecane and isocetane are soluble in 
decahydronaphthalene. Isocetane and hexadecane are both C16H34 
hydrocarbons, isocetane being branched and hexadecane being straight 
chained. With decahydronaphthalene having a δd of 18.0 this will allow for greater 
interaction such as weak Van der Vaal forces (London dispersion forces) 
between these hydrocarbons and the solvent. 
There are small peaks also experienced by the other samples with λMAX 
≈ 220 nm and ≈ 230 nm, however, these peaks are not comparable to the other 
samples. 
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In figure 5.7b and 5.8b, diethyl ether and methanol respectively, the only 
sample to dissolve is toluene. Is diethyl ether and methanol absorbance λMAX ≈ 
215 nm, in methanol the absorbance peak is stronger than in diethyl ether, as 
well as there being a second absorbance peak of λMAX ≈ 260 nm. Methanol is 
a strong hydrogen bonding solvent with 15.1 for δd, 12.3 for δp and 22.3 for δh but 
also has other multiple components available to interact with toluene, therefore 
making it overall a good solvent to interact with toluene based on the multiple 
chemical interactions that can be made.  
For figures 5.1 – 5.8 show that there are not only changes in absorbance 
based on the different solvents being used but also changes in the peaks of the 
similar solvents for different samples, even though similar in chemical nature. 
The reasoning for this can be due to absorption and intensity shifts explained by 
(Sharma, 2007), based on the interaction of an auxochrome with the tested 
sample material. An auxochrome is a molecule that does not itself act as a 
chromophore, influencing energy absorption, however, will interact with the 
sample causing its chromatic effect to be changed. Shift types include; 
bathochromic, increasing λMAX; hypsochromic, decreasing λMAX; 
hypochromic, decreasing absorbance and hyperchromic, increasing 
absorbance. 
Figure 5.9 shows a ratio of solubility for materials based on the total 
solubility of all solvents used. Notably, for MWH, there is a large soluble 
component in acetonitrile, small components of PWM are also soluble in 
acetonitrile. Although present in the component material, there is a small 
component of material that is also soluble within the WSP blends, both model 
(WSP5/WSP9) and commercial (WSP10/WSP11). From previous chapters, it 
has been found that MWH is a material with a high melting point, therefore, it is 
likely that the component soluble in acetonitrile in MWH is also present in the 
WSP blends and is contributing to increasing their melting point values. 
Another component with strong ability to solubilise materials is 
decahydronaphthalene, which is found to dissolve PWM, PWM, MWL, MWM and 
hexadecane, there is also an amount of LO found to be soluble with 
decahydronaphthalene. The solubility in hexadecane implies that a component 
of the solvent has an affinity to straight chain hydrocarbon materials, which would 
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be expected to be found within the waxes of lower melting points and oil 
materials. 
Heptane is also shown to heavily influence the solubility of materials, 
especially within the WSP model and commercial blends. Within the materials, 
heptane does not act as a strong solvent. There is a small amount of PWL 
soluble, as well as MWL, heptane shows most affinity with oil like materials, 
especially LO. PWL and MWL are most like oil materials due to their lower 
melting points. The affinity for low melting point materials is also shown in the 
WSP blends, which also show high affinity for heptane. 
Figure 5.11 shows the plot combining δd (dispersion forces), δp 
(intermolecular forces) and δh (hydrogen bonds) for all the materials, the two 
materials that show high hydrogen bonding forces are toluene and HO. 
Theoretically, this should not be the case for toluene, and according to the HSP 
database toluene has a much lower value than recorded, as such it is most likely 
the lack of testing solvents has cause errors in this result. 
The combination of WSP5, WSP10 and WSP11 is encouraging, as with 
other results, figure 5.9, there is a great similarity between these samples and 
indicates that chemically these WSP blends are alike based on soluble 
components. 
Interestingly WSP9 does show as an outlying sample, however, 
considering the makeup of WSP9, PWH and MWH it could be given that WSP9 
does fall between the two waxes in solubility terms from figure 5.11. It can also 
be seen that there is a correlation in WSP5 and its constituent components, PWL 
and MWM, where WSP5 appears to fall between these waxes, however, 
showing slightly increased hydrogen bonding force affinity, but this could be due 
to the HO content, showing very strong δh affinity. 
Overall grouping in figure 5.11 is good evidence of solubility in materials, 
and combinations are what would be expected from previous known chemical 
knowledge, with toluene being one outlier that was unexpected, it is possible a 
greater number of solvents would be required, to be able to spread the solvent 
interactive forces needed for HSP. 
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5.1.5 Conclusions 
• Most of the wax samples tested contain components that are most 
compatible (i.e., soluble in) decahydronaphthalene, most likely due to the 
higher molecular weight and double ring structure of this solvent.  
o The double ring structure will increase the dispersion force interaction 
possibilities, improving solvent interaction with similar type materials. 
• WSP blends have better solubility in lower molecular weight solvents with 
medium dispersion force strength. 
o Likely due to solvents used in this body of work having great efficiency 
and having a greater and equal spread of solubility parameters 
between δd (dispersion forces), δp (intermolecular forces) and δh 
(hydrogen bonds). 
• Heptane is a better solvent for WSP blends and pure hydrocarbon materials, 
suggesting a high content of such materials in the blends (probably due to 
the oils). The shorter chain solvent will be like components within the WSP 
blends. 
• A wider range of solvents would be needed to pin down 'true' values of 
compound solubility, especially ones of different hydrogen bonding strength, 
though it is not clear what solvents these should be. 
o At least six of strong, medium and weak hydrogen bonding solvents 
are required for a better representation of solubility parameters 
o Solvents with differing intermolecular forces are also required to be 
able to feed into Hansen solubility models. 
• Group combinations of HSP testing show good correlation for WSP model 
blends, for like materials, WSP5, WSP10 and WSP11. 
• Combination of wax materials to equate to WSP model blends also shows 
good correlation, as WSP fall between the wax components. 
• The use of a calibration curve for the solubility absorbance would be 
advisable in future investigations. 
o Without knowing the molar concentration of unknown substances, the 
concentration of a substance in solvents can be calculated by 
measuring the absorbance of increasing sample amounts in solvents. 
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5.2 Raman Spectroscopy 
5.2.1 Introduction 
Raman spectroscopy was used to try and gain more information about the 
specific chemical structures and make-up of the WSP commercial samples and 
constituent components of the model WSP blends. 
 Previous authors have used Raman spectroscopy to help characterise 
paraffin waxes (Mian et al., 2014; Zheng and Du, 2006; Clavell-Grunbaum et al., 
1997; O Faolain, 2005; Anghel et al., 2014) and microcrystalline waxes (Edwards 
and Falk, 1997). As previously described, (Chapter 1), Raman spectroscopy is a 
method of vibrational spectroscopy allowing identification of molecules and their 
structure. Methods of Raman spectroscopy have been detailed previously 
(Larkin, 2011; Lide, 2003) and it has been shown that the use of Raman is best 
suited for hydrocarbon non-polar molecules such as the paraffin and 
microcrystalline waxes studied here. Furthermore, according to previous work 
(Zheng and Du, 2006), the identification of multi-component paraffin waxes is 
possible, with the identification of phase behaviour being apparent within Raman 
spectroscopy scans. Raman spectroscopy is often used as a fingerprint method 
for chemical analysis as it gives the information of vibrational patterns for 
molecules. Since the pattern for each molecule is unique, it is possible to single 
out the molecules, and their group contributions within certain materials, such as 
within the WSP blends and those supplied as a commercial pharmaceutical 
grade.  
It has been proposed, with the use of Raman spectroscopy, molecular 
compounds would be identified and could show differences in macrocrystalline 
wax and microcrystalline waxes. If these differences could be identified it could 
also be possible to identify these compounds within the WSP blends. If these 
compounds could be identified in the WSP then a fingerprint method of detection 
can be proposed to identify quality issues within WSP blends of required 
characteristic. 
5.2.2 Materials and Method 
Raman spectroscopy was carried by the SSPC group in Ireland, School 
of Chemistry, National University of Ireland, Galway, University Road, Galway, 
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Ireland. To carry out the experiment a Renishaw InVia Raman Microscope was 
used, with a 785 nm laser, taking 4 acquisitions, with 10 s exposure time, and at 
an x20 zoom, scans were carried out between 100 – 3600 cm-1. The following 
techniques were implemented with this equipment. To determine molecular and 
crystal vibrations a µ-RS (Micro-Raman Spectroscopy) technique was used with 
a solid, liquid (1 µm – 1 cm) samples preparation, a line in of liquid laser beam, 
e.g. Ar-line to determine a Raman spectra observation, with a depth of 0.5 µm 
and a lateral resolution of 0.5µm (Long, 1977; Brame and Graselli, 1976; Turrell, 
1972). Also carried out was a CARS (Coherent Anti-Stokes Spectroscopy) 
technique to be able to obtain data of high resolution Raman spectra, sample 
preparation was for a solid, liquid (50 µm – 3 cm) sample, with a line in of a pump 
beam (ω 0) + and a probe beam (ω 5), the resulting data gave an Anti-Stokes 
spectrum (Turrell, 1972). 
5.2.3 Results 
Raman spectra were produced for samples PWL, PWM, PWH, MWL, 
MWM and MWH. Figure 5.12 shows a spectrum of all samples over the total 
Raman shift spectra, while further figures show a breakdown of individual 
identified peaks. 
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Figure 5.12 – Graph showing the Raman spectra for samples PWL, PWM, PWH, 
MWL, MWM and MWH. 
Figure 5.12 shows the total spectrum for all constituent components 
contained with the WSP blends produced within the lab. Figure 5.12 shows that 
there are multiple peaks, some of these peaks are contained within a larger 
Raman band, as such, the lager Raman band will be denoted 8 and individual 
peaks contained within will be named Xa, Xb, Xc, etc. 
In terms of general observations, overall MWL has a greater intensity up 
to wavenumber 2800 cm-1 and although it gives similar peaks as the other 
samples these tend to be less distinct. Also, for PWL the intensities begin to 
increase from 1020 cm-1 starting a large peak range that concludes at 2600 cm-
1. This peak increase shows the same intensity as MWL. It is seen that at higher 
wavenumbers (> 2200 cm-1) there is a larger amount of noise for all samples.  
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Figure 5.13 – Graph showing the Raman spectra for PWL, PWM, PWH, MWL, 
MWM and MWH between 800 cm-1 – 1000 cm-1. 
Figure 5.13 highlights peak 1 between 900 cm-1 and 920 cm-1, centred at 
around 910 cm-1. MWL does not give the same peak definition but does give 
greater intensity than all other samples present. PWH shows the lowest intensity.  
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Figure 5.14 – Graph showing the Raman spectra for PWL, PWM, PWH, MWL, 
MWM and MWH between 1000 cm-1 – 2000 cm-1. 
Figure 5.14 shows Raman spectra between wavenumber 1000 cm-1 and 
2000 cm-1. There is one small peak after peak 3 and peak 6 is also made up of 
three individual peaks in a narrow range of wavenumbers. Intensity for PWL 
begins to increase from 1000 cm-1 and reaches a maximum at 1460 cm-1 after 
that PWL follows a similar trend to the MWL curve. Other samples, PWM, PWH, 
MWM and MWH all follow similar trends over this wavenumber range. 
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Figure 5.15 – Graph showing the Raman spectra for PWL, PWM, PWH, MWL, 
MWM and MWH between 1000 cm-1 – 1200 cm-1. 
Figure 5.15 shows the Raman spectra over wavenumber range 1000 cm-
1 to 1200 cm-1. This shows the curves and peaks with more definition. The first 
peak (peak 2) is experienced by all samples with the range falling between 1070 
cm-1 and 1090 cm-1 and on average the peak height experienced is 1080 cm-1. 
Samples PWM, PWH, MWM and MWH all experience strong peaks, however, 
PWL on has a medium strength peak, while MWL has a weak peak, at the first 
peak range PWL can still be considered with the group of samples but is starting 
to increase intensity to equal MWL, as previously stated. The second peak (peak 
3) observed in figure 5.15 is seen at wavenumber range of 1140 cm-1 to 1160 
cm-1 with the peak height experienced by all samples at 1150 cm-1. Peak heights 
experienced by PWM, PWH, MWM and MWH are like the first peak range, PWL 
shows an increase in overall intensity, with a peak height equalling that of MWL 
followed by a greater increase in intensity, breaking away from the other group 
of samples to be equal with MWL. MWL shows no changes from the first peak 
range, with the peak experienced being a weak one. The third peak (peak 4) that 
can be seen in figure 5.12, is only slightly visible on figure 5.15, this third peak 
occurs between wavenumber range 1175 cm-1 and 1195 cm-1 with a peak 
occurring at 1185 cm-1. This weak peak is only experienced by samples PWM, 
PWH, MWM and MWH, the same grouping that has previously experienced all 
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large peak changes. PWL does not show any peaks in this third peak range but 
does continue its increase in overall intensity to become equal with that curve of 
MWL, while MWL shows no evidence of change at all in this third wavenumber 
range. 
Figure 5.16 – Graph showing the Raman spectra for PWL, PWM, PWH, MWL, 
MWM and MWH between 1200 cm-1 – 1400 cm-1. 
Figure 5.16 shows a further break down of the wavenumber range shown 
in figure 5.14, between 1200 cm-1 and 1400 cm-1. In figure 5.16 PWL is almost 
equal to MWL at the start of the range and by the end of the range surpasses 
MWL in intensity. Throughout this range PWM, PWH, MWM and MWH all remain 
equal in their changes and distinct separation in their spectra is observed. 
Between the range 1300 cm-1 and 1320 cm-1 there is a peak (peak 5 in figure 
5.12) centred on 1310 cm-1, experienced by all samples. For PWM, PWH, MWM, 
MWH the peaks are strong, while for PWL and MWL peaks are weak. 
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Figure 5.17 – Graph showing the Raman spectra for PWL, PWM, PWH, MWL, 
MWM and MWH between 1400 cm-1 – 1600 cm-1. 
Figure 5.17 shows a breakdown of wavenumber range 1400 cm-1 and 
1600 cm-1 and a closer look at peak 6 from figure 5.12. PWL and MWL both show 
the greatest intensity over the wavenumber range, while the remaining samples 
all show similarity in intensity. The main peaks are between 1425 cm-1 finishing 
at 1500 cm-1, within this large peak range there are 3 individual peaks 
experienced by all the samples. With PWM the peaks are more pronounced. If 
we take the range as peak 6, then from left to right the peaks will be 6a, 6b and 
6c. Peak 6a has a range between 1425 cm-1 and 1445 cm-1 with a peak height 
of 1435 cm-1 PWM, PWH, MWM, MWH all show evidence of medium peaks, 
while MWL shows a very weak peak and PWL shows no peak at all. Peak 6b 
has a wavenumber range of 1445 cm-1 to 1465 cm-1 and a peak height of 1455 
cm-1, all samples show evidence of peaks, PWL and MWL both have a weak 
peak, while the remaining samples show evidence of medium peaks. As part of 
peak 6b, we see that PWH has the lowest intensity and PWM is starting to break 
away from the main group of samples, previously grouped together, MWM and 
MWH are still very similar within the whole of figure 5.17. Peak 6c has a 
wavenumber range between 1465 cm-1 and 1500 cm-1 and an average peak 
height of 1480 cm-1, it should be noted though that this small range is much less 
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pronounced than previous peaks and all samples should be classified as weak 
peaks. 
Figure 5.18 – Graph showing the Raman spectra for PWL, PWM, PWH, MWL, 
MWM and MWH between 2000 cm-1 – 3000 cm-1. 
Figure 5.18 shows breakdown Raman spectra from figure 5.12, showing 
the spectra between 2000 cm-1 and 3000 cm-1. There are 2 main peaks one 
smaller peak around 2700 cm-1 and a larger peak range (including 2 individual 
peaks) between 2840 cm-1 and 3000 cm-1. From the start of the range at 2000 
cm-1 we see that the curves for PWL and MWL are beginning to decrease in 
intensity and by the start of the first observable peak all spectra are similar. 
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Figure 5.19 – Graph showing the Raman spectra for PWL, PWM, PWH, MWL, 
MWM and MWH between 2600 cm-1 – 2800 cm-1. 
Figure 5.19 highlights peak 7 from figure 5.12 between 2600 cm-1 and 
2800 cm-1, centred on 2735 cm-1. This peak, however, is weak compared to all 
the others.  
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Figure 5.20 – Graph showing the Raman spectra for PWL, PWM, PWH, MWL, 
MWM and MWH between 2800 cm-1 – 3000 cm-1. 
Figure 5.20 shows the Raman spectra range between 2800 cm-1 and 3000 
cm-1 highlighting peak 8 from figure 5.12. There are 2 definitive peaks, peak 8a 
ranges between 2840 cm-1 and 2880 cm-1 with a peak height evident at 2860 cm-
1 at this point of the spectra PWL, PWM and MWL have very similar curves and 
show the greatest intensity over this range, PWH as for all the spectra shows the 
lowest intensity while MWM and MWH have similar curves. In peak 8a all curves 
show medium intensity. Peak 8b with the large peak range comes between 2880 
cm-1 and 2960 cm-1 with a peak height of 2895 cm-1 for all sample curves. 
Intensities of samples are all similar in rank to peak 8a but all peaks within for 
peak 8b should be considered strong definite peaks. There is a final small peak 
8c around 2940 cm-1, mainly experienced by MWL. 
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Figure 5.21 – Plot of Raman spectra scan (figure 5.12) without logarithmic Y-scale, 
with an included minimum baseline removal. 
Figure 5.22 – Plot showing maximum peak intensity observed from Raman spectra 
data, based on figure 5.12. 
Figure 5.21 is a plot of Raman spectra, without a logarithmic scale. As 
with figure 5.12 individual peaks can be noticed, in figure 5.21 MWL is more 
varied in intensity, as with figure 5.12 MWL appear of greater uniformity between 
600 cm-1 and 2000 cm-1, apart from the peaks experienced. In figure 5.21 the 
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same wavelength range shows that there is a change in MWL intensity compare 
to other samples, a trend not observed in figure 5.12. Peaks at 1500 cm-1 and ≈ 
2800 cm-1 show greater intensity compared to the rest of the “flat” regions of the 
spectra in figure 5.21, wherein figure 5.12 these peaks appeared to have similar 
intensity to the remaining spectra. 
Peaks previously unrecognised due to the logarithmic scale are not visible 
in figure 5.21, at 1390 cm-1 a small intensity peak is evident for all peaks, even 
PWL and MWL at higher overall intensities. There are also present small intensity 
peaks between 1600 cm-1 and 1700 cm-1. 
Figure 5.22 shows the maximum peak heights experienced by each of the 
constituent components. PWM has some of the greatest peak heights in the 
lower wavelength band (900 cm-1 to 1200 cm-1), the only peaks with greater 
height are for MWL. Between 1200 cm-1 and 1500 cm-1 PWL peak heights begin 
to equal MWL and PWM following in height. At the final wavelength range (2800 
cm-1 to 3000 cm-1) peak heights become more grouped, with only slight 
differences in heights, PWH still maintains the lowest peak height, as it has 
through the whole Raman spectra.  
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Table 5.1 – Summary of Raman shift peaks and band intensities. ρ = depolarisation 
ratio; δ = bond twisting/deformation; v = bond stretching; s = symmetric bond 
movement; as = asymmetric bond movement; sci = scissoring bond movement. 
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Table 5.1 summarises the main results of the previous figures, with the 
breakdown of the peaks, the Raman shift band and the intensity of the peaks, all 
to help indicate what functional group of bonding type is present within the 
material tested. 
5.2.4 Discussion 
Figure 5.12, figure 5.21 and table 5.1 show the overall results from the 
Raman spectroscopy on all paraffin waxes and microcrystalline waxes. As seen 
in figure 5.12 there are multiple peaks recorded, and as such, further figures 5.13 
– 5.20 show individual peaks. Figure 5.21 shows the same Raman spectra; 
however, the plot has had the logarithmic Y-scale removed to distinguish plots 
and peaks more clearly, between samples. Table 5.1 indicates that the peaks for 
the paraffin waxes and their blends at wavenumbers around 3000 cm-1 indicate 
aromatic and aliphatic –CH, whilst peaks around 1500 cm-1 indicate CH2 and CH3 
groups. Other sources, (Zheng and Du, 2006; Edwards and Falk, 1997), 
corroborate that this is what would be expected from the paraffinic samples 
tested here. 
Previous authors (Edwards and Falk, 1997; Zheng and Du, 2006; Faoláin 
et al., 2005; Socrates, 2004) have found that with hydrocarbon (alkane) -based 
waxes, the spectra are very similar. For example, figure 5.23 (Zheng and Du, 
2006) shows a Raman spectrum of a paraffin wax that correlates strongly with 
figure 5.12. 
If there are any clear distinctions, they are mostly experienced at lower 
wavenumbers, between 900 cm-1 and 1500 cm-1 and seem to be between PWL 
and MWL (see figure 5.21 and 5.22). For MWL for the entire spectrum has an 
elevated intensity, and while PWL starts its spectrum with similar intensity to 
other samples it begins to rise at 1200 cm-1 wavelength to match the intensity 
plot of MWL, falling again to match other samples around 2000 cm-1. Overall, 
although results show differences in the spectra, they do not enable one to make 
clear conclusions about the chemical make-up of the different samples. 
When considering table 5.1 and figure 5.22, it should be noted that at 
peaks 6a, 6b and 6c, there is an overall increase in intensities for the PW and 
MW. PWL and MWL have especially high peaks in this region indicating the large 
presence of bonds such as C-C and CH2 bonds expected for the type of 
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hydrocarbons present. Except for PWH, PW have high peak values. This may 
be due to PW containing a greater component of straight chain hydrocarbons, 
and MW containing more branched and naphthalic compounds the peaks here 
are not as intense due to the difficulty to break down these compounds compared 
to straight chain materials. 
Peaks around 2800 cm-1 – 2900 cm-1 in figures 5.21 and 5.22, these peaks 
are not as intense as would be expected. In figures 5.12 and 5.21 a great amount 
of noise is in this region of the Raman spectra, as such some information may 
have been lost as the sample was not detected by the equipment as it should 
have been. 
Figure 5.21, due to the removal a logarithmic scale shows few more peak 
definitions compared to other figures. Peaks can be observed at 1390 cm-1 as a 
small intensity peak, also present is small intensity broad peak between 1600 
cm-1 and 1700 cm-1. (Socrates, 2004) states that at 1390 cm-1 methyl bond 
wagging is to be expected, while in the range of 1600 – 1660 cm-1 presence of 
cyclopropenones is possible, however, it would be expected that the peak 
observed would be of strong intensity. 
Within this investigation, there is much greater volume of material more 
susceptible to bond bending and manipulation according to other authors (Zheng 
and Du, 2006; Edwards and Falk, 1997; Faoláin et al., 2005; Socrates, 2004). 
The levels of C-C bond bending are prevalent in PW and MW as seen in figure 
5.23, however, the high level of CH2 bond bending is not as evident in this 
investigation as would be expected. 
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Figure 5.23 – Raman spectrum of paraffin wax (Zheng and Du, 2006). 
In figure 5.21 there is evidence of fluorescence in all the wax samples. 
Between wavelengths of 200 – 2200 cm-1 the spectra of all samples are elevated 
from the baseline, in PWL there is greater fluorescence between 1300 - 2200 
cm-1 and for MWL that range is expanded to 600 cm-1 or possibly from the 
beginning of the spectral scan. It is possible that with both samples being lower 
congeal point samples, the lasers incident on the samples were too powerful 
causing greater excitation of the sample and leading to the absorbance of energy 
and sample fluorescence of PWL and MWL. This fluorescence appears to alter 
the true values of the Raman spectra, as elevated peaks are observed at 
positions of spectra peaks for bonding alteration identification. 
5.2.5 Conclusions 
Raman spectroscopy can be used as a fingerprint method to identify 
compound types within WSP and its components. The technique could be used 
to identify significant errors in samples, in raw material quality assurance testing, 
for example, identification of impurities. However, identification of the 
concentration of individual WSP molecular components will need much more 
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work, due to the complexity of the mixtures (plus variations due to the testing 
protocol). If individual identification is required, a testing method like GCMS 
would be more suitable, although this has its difficulties due to the low volatility 
(high molecular weight) of many of the components. 
This investigations’ results indicate that the bending of C-C bonds is 
prevalent and the manipulation of CH2 bonds ≈ 1450cm-1 is strong, however, the 
bending of CH2 and CH3 bonds between 2800 – 3000 cm-1 occurs less, 
compared to those expected from previous authors.  
Chapter 6 Factory Processing; Stability with 
Microscopy 
6.1 Factory Processing and Addition of Excess Oil 
6.1.1 Introduction 
Paraffin wax products (PW, MW) and White Soft Paraffin (WSP) are 
products widely used within the pharmaceutical industry and while there are 
many constituent components used, at various grades and with different 
chemical/physical characteristics, these materials will undergo mixing with 
various other ingredients and factory processing based on the type of product 
being made. This has been covered in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2. The first task 
described in this chapter was to investigate how a simulated factory process 
might affect targeted model WSP blends. The blends were WSP4, WSP5 and 
WSP6 since these seemed to behave most closely to the commercial samples 
in previous tests. Their compositions are shown again in figure 6.1 below and 
their method of preparation was described earlier in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 6.1 – Matrix of Leeds produced WSP blends, based on extreme variations 
of theoretical blends. 
Within factory processing, it is common practice to blend WSPs with 
increasing percentages of oil (of similar viscosity to ones used within the ratio 
mixture) or propylene glycol (Sarker, 2013), in order to tailor the viscosity of the 
final product according to its end use. Regarding ointments, which have an oily 
continuous phase, it has been suggested that ointments are most likely fail 
quality control tests due to such blending, depending on the amount added and 
the mixing process. These failures may appear on short and long-term storage 
of the product. Most consumers do not use all the product in a short period but 
are more likely to store that product for anything up to two years. The standard 
industry (Pharmacopoeia, 2005; Barry, 1970; Barry and Grace, 1971c), cone 
penetration was used for testing model WSP blends after incorporation of other 
oils.  
When adding oil to the three WSP blends it should affect the penetration 
force and viscosities, by lowering both with additional oil. It is unknown the point 
of failure of a WSP blend, but it is believed that the order of failure will occur from 
WSP of constituent components with lower congeal points to higher, i.e., WSP4 
< WSP5 < WSP6. 
6.1.2 Materials and Methods 
The source and nature of the WSP wax materials used, was provided in 
Chapter 2. To be able to alter the viscosity of the WSP blend a 15 cSt oil, 
Keratech 15, was used, described by the manufacturer as a light paraffin oil with 
an average viscosity of 15 cSt (i.e., 1.5 x 10-2 Pa s) at 40 °C. Three aluminium 
containers were used to blend and store the WSP. This was done to ensure good 
heat transfer when blending at elevated temperature. The samples were heated 
1 Oil McC Para 2 Oil McC Para 3 Oil McC Para
low x low low
med x x med x x x med x x
high high high x
4 Oil McC Para 5 Oil McC Para 6 Oil McC Para
low x x low x low x
med x med x x med x
high high high x
7 Oil McC Para 8 Oil McC Para 9 Oil McC Para
low x low low
med x med x x med x
high x high x high x x
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in a small convection oven (Cookworks, 23 L, Argos), at 100 °C ± 2 °C. Four 
thermocouples were placed inside the oven at each corner, spaced internally by 
5 cm towards the centre of the oven, to check that the oven was maintained at 
this temperature over the period of the experiment. 
A Silverson L4r Series mixer (Silverson Machines Ltd. Waterside, UK) 
was used to blend oil into the samples as the aluminium containers were 
submerged close to the rim in a water bath at 90 °C. The blending head (fitted 
with an Emulsor screen (Silverson Machines Ltd. Waterside, UK)) was 
submerged 2 cm below the surface of the WSP and run at 5000 rpm for 5 
minutes. After this, the blender was turned off, the head raised and the sample 
allowed to rest for 10 s to allow excess WSP to fall back into the container. The 
sample was then placed back in the oven for 10 min, then removed from the 
oven, covered and left to cool to ambient temperature over 24 h, after which cone 
penetration tests and viscosity measurements were performed at 40 °C. Various 
additions of oil were tested: 1 %, 2 %, 3 %, 4 %, 5 %, 10 %, 15 % and 25 %. 
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6.1.3 Results 
 WSP4 WSP5 WSP6 
0% 
   
1% 
   
2% 
   
3% 
   
4% 
   
5% 
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10% 
   
15% 
   
25% 
   
Figure 6.2 – Images of progressive additions of oil to the WSP blends WSP4, WSP5 
and WSP6. Images are not to the same scale and were taken at different distances. 
As the % of oil added increased, the samples visually changed: the 
surface became increasingly reflective of light, especially noticeable at 25 % 
addition, compared with the dull matt reflection before any addition. A degree of 
crystallisation was visible: for WSP4 at 0 %, 1 %, 2 % and some degree in 3 %, 
after which free oil was visible on the surface. For WSP5 crystallisation was seen 
at 0 %, 1 %, 2 %, 3 %, 4 % and to some degree at 5 % addition. Beyond 5 % the 
surface of WSP5 appeared homogeneous. Although no obvious crystallisation 
was seen in WSP6 it should be noted that at 10 % and 25 % breaks in the surface 
of the WSP were seen (marked on the figure), suggesting a possible break down 
in the crystalline network structure, especially at the surface.  
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Figure 6.3 – Viscosity plots of WSP4 (■), WSP5 (■) and WSP6 (■) for all oil 
additions. All measurements were carried out at 100 °C. 
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Figure 6.3 shows the viscosities of the different blends at 100 °C, for 
different additions of oil. The viscosity of WSP4 remained undiminished until the 
addition of ≥ 10 % oil. WSP5 is a stiffer sample that WSP4 and overall the 
viscosities were higher than for WSP4 at all additions. At 25 % oil addition, there 
was a big fall in viscosity but this is more noticeable at lower shear rates, i.e., 
below 0.5 s-1. WSP6 has the most instability, especially below 1 s-1 for oil 
additions of 0 %, 1 % and 2 %. The gradient above 1 s-1 is stable for all oil 
additions. For oil additions, 3 % to 5 %, the gradient below 1 s-1 becomes stable 
and constant, but as shear rate increases the viscosity drops rapidly, especially 
for 5 % oil addition.  
Figure 6.4 – Viscosity of WSP carried out at 100 °C, at 1 s-1, after addition oil 
percentages. 
Figure 6.4 illustrates the main differences between the samples by plotting 
the viscosities at in the shear rate region where the measurements appear most 
stable, i.e., 1 s-1. The order of viscosities is clearly WSP6 > WSP5 > WSP4, 
except at additions beyond approximately 10%, when WSP5 ≈ WSP6. 
Figure 6.5 shows the cone penetration results on the corresponding 
samples. WSP4 has the lowest penetration force of all samples, and WSP6 has 
the highest penetration force. At 0 % oil addition WSP4 has a force of 0.05 N, 
this force increases to 0.15 N for oil additions of 3 %, to 5 %. The penetration 
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force slightly reduces to 0.1 N at 10 %, 15 % and 25 % oil addition. WSP5 shows 
the same trend as WSP4, at 0 % oil addition WSP5 has a penetration force of 
0.3 N, this increases to 0.6 N at 3 % oil addition, reducing to 0.5 N for 4 % and 5 
% oil addition and reducing further to 0.4 N for the other higher oil addition 
percentages. WSP6 shows less sensitivity to 0 % oil addition, except at > 10 %, 
roughly in accord with trends in the viscosity measurements. 
Figure 6.5 – Maximum penetration forces experienced by WSP samples, with 
addition of oil percentages from 0 % to 25 %. 
6.1.4 Discussion 
WSP4 is the softest blend with the least structure forming material (i.e., 
microcrystalline wax) and as such the additional oil causes the surface of the 
blend to be more reflective at lower oil additions because more oil is not able to 
be held within the wax crystal lattice of the WSP. WSP5 has been shown to be 
the most stable sample in other tests and visually this is observed as the blend 
changes its appearance very little with the addition of oil. At 10 % there is a slight 
increase in reflection of light. The surface of WSP6 is shown to have a matt finish 
indicating the lack of oil content on the surface of the blend and that the crystal 
lattice network is prevalent at lower oil content percentages. At 10 % oil addition, 
the surface of the WSP begins to reflect light indicating a greater oil presence on 
the surface. 
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In figure 6.3 and 6.4, the graphs show that WSP4 undergoes minor 
changes in viscosity with increasing additional oil percentage. However, the 
viscosity of WSP4 is already lower than the other blends. The small jump in 
viscosity experienced by WSP4 at 0.06 s-1 is likely due to a slip in the rheometer.  
Figure 6.3 and 6.4 indicate that WSP5 is a stable blend, with a slight 
change in overall viscosity. As previously explained, there is an indication that 
WSP5 has greater viscosity and higher crystal content at lower oil percentages, 
as at low shear rates for 0 %, 1 % and 2 %, WSP5 shows greater variation in the 
viscosity at 0.01 s-1. At 3 %, 4 % and 5 % the curves for WSP5 are most stable, 
while increasing oil content to 10 %, 15 % and 25 % the viscosity decreases and 
the blend becomes more Newtonian/less shear thinning. Figure 6.4 also shows 
that the viscosity at 1 s-1 decreases by almost 1/3rd after each addition of oil. 
Figure 6.5 shows similar trends for WSP4 and WSP5, in that there are 
slight increases in penetration force from 0 % to 3 % followed by reductions in 
maximum force as oil content increases. WSP4 reduces slightly to ≈ 0.1 N, while 
WSP5 decreases to ≈ 0.35 N. These changes may be due to a slight swelling 
and strengthening of the crystal lattice at low oil additions, followed by its break-
up and or dissolution as more oil is added, leading to greater syneresis of oil. 
For WSP6 by adding extra oil into the blend only results in a reduction of 
maximum penetration force, indicating that the wax network and its trapped oil 
are already at the optimal level in terms of WSP stiffness. Beyond 10 % addition, 
there is a collapse and weakening. 
In general, for WSP4, WSP5 or WSP6, the addition of > 5 % oil results in 
the structural failure of the blends. 
6.1.5 Conclusions 
• Greater oil addition results in syneresis of oil on the surface of the blends. 
o Softer samples show syneresis earlier but this can be misleading as 
already the crystal lattice is weak in these samples. 
• As oil content increases the light reflection and brightness in samples also 
increases. 
o This could be an indication of sample quality and crystal lattice size, 
therefore structural content for blend stability. 
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▪ As oil is not able to be blended with the wax due to 
inhomogeneity. 
o Blends have a greater matt appearance at lower oil content, indicating 
greater lattice presence, and giving a duller less reflective surface. 
• Increasing oil content can benefit some WSP blends by optimising the ratio 
blend. 
o This can allow crystal lattice structure to swell and strengthen. 
6.2 Prolonged High Temperature Stability Testing 
6.2.1 Introduction 
The previous testing only shows results relevant to the first day. Although 
this might be useful in terms of screening WSP for possible failures, in practice 
WSP is stored for much longer times at high temperatures and so this was also 
investigated. 
The model WSP blends shown in figure 6.1 and their constituent 
components, (shown in table 6.1) two industry samples (WSP10 and WSP11), 
were examined. 
Table 6.1 – Table of constituent components used to make WSP(lab) blend. 
Sample Description Acronym 
Kerawax 2245 Low congeal point paraffin wax PWL 
Kerawax 482 Medium congeal point paraffin wax PWM 
Kerawax 1301 High congeal point paraffin wax PWH 
Techniwax P9805 Low congeal point microcrystalline wax MWL 
Techniwax P9820 Medium congeal point microcrystalline wax MWM 
Techniwax P9830 High congeal point microcrystalline wax MWH 
 
Within the industry, WSP batches might be stored for up to two years and 
their characteristics tested systematically over this period. Because of time 
constraints, samples were stored here for 1 year, at 100 °C and samples 
periodically (usually every month) removed for testing via the same methods 
already described earlier, including: large deformation (cone penetration testing) 
and small deformation (oscillatory) rheology, viscosity at 100 °C plus imaging via 
polarised microscopy, as suggested by previous authors (Edwards, 1957; 
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Venkatesan et al., 2005; Hoffmann et al., 2012). Some constituent components 
were also tested via Raman spectroscopy used at 0 months and 12 months. 
Polarised images help to distinguish crystal size, shape and habit. Images 
were taken under temperature control via a heating plate on the slide, to compare 
with rheological data and to simulate temperature changes that may occur in 
WSP when undergoing typical manufacturing processes. 
It is hypothesised that WSP blends made from extreme wax constituent 
components could be susceptible to syneresis due to inhomogeneity in the WSP 
blend. Chemical stability is believed to remain unaltered, as the storage 
conditions of the waxes and WSP blends will reduce external catalysts to cause 
a breakdown in the hydrocarbon chains within the paraffin products. 
6.2.2 Materials and Methods 
Samples were tested systematically at monthly intervals, every 3 months 
for constituent components and every month for WSP blends. Two sets of 
samples were made as described in Chapter 2. One sample set was left at 
ambient temperature in the dark in airtight glass jars. The second set was stored 
in the convection oven with heat sensors attached to four corner positions. The 
heat sensors were connected to a data tracker recording temperature fluctuation 
over 24 h per day for the 12 month testing period. 
The rheological test procedures used have already been described in 
Chapter 3. For the individual PW and MW components, only viscosity testing was 
carried out because they were too rigid to be tested via the cone and plate. 
Raman spectroscopy was described in Chapter 5. 
Optical microscopy was carried out using a Nikon SMZ-2T stereo 
microscope with a Leica MC120 HD camera mounted to the microscope. The 
microscope was attached with polarising lenses. A hot stage connected to a 
water pump for temperature control was used to regulate the temperature of the 
WSP upon the slide used for observation. Light was provided with a Polytec Light 
source with fibre optic cable. Video capture software from 
http://www.nchsoftware.com/index.html was used to take time lapse photos for 
a specific number of photos, the number which had been calculated to cover the 
complete thermal cycles. 
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A starting temperature of 110 °C was used, reduced in 20 °C steps 
between measurements, at a rate of 5 °C per minute in line with other testing 
methods. The temperature was then cycled once more, increasing the 
temperature to 110 °C at 5 °C per minute and finally reducing back to 20 °C and 
a rate of 5 °C per minute. 
The slide was prepared by dropping molten WSP (110 °C) onto a 
preheated slide (100 °C) to prevent initial crystallisation. A coverslip was glued 
to the glass slide above the sample to ensure the sample was fully sealed to stop 
any evaporation during subsequent temperature cycling. 
6.2.3 Results 
6.2.3.1 Large Deformation Rheology (Cone Penetration Testing) 
Figure 6.6 – Maximum penetration force of constituent components taken over a 
12 month total period, with data recorded every 3 months. 
At month 0 there is a large penetration force for all constituent 
components. MWL of all samples has the lowest recorded value of 20 N followed 
by the paraffin waxes with increasing congeal point. Finally, MWM has the 
highest recorded penetration force of 281 N then MWH with 273 N. 
PWL and PWM reduce in penetration force after 3 months of storage and 
but then remain at similar low values at each further 3 month testing point. PWH 
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does reduce in penetration force after 3 months, but by 57 N, after 6 months 
storage, PWH drops a further 84 N at which point it only reduces by minor 
amounts over the next 3 month periods. 
MWL, although being the softest sample, loses near half its stiffness after 
3 months, and then remains at a lower recorded penetration force ≈ 10 N. There 
is a slight increase at 6 months but then a further fall in penetration force, though 
the changes are a relatively minor change compared to other wax samples. 
MWM after the first 3 months loses 82 N of penetration force reducing to 
199 N, at 6 and 9 months the force increases again to 246 N, reducing again to 
207 N after 12 months of storage.  
MWH although an initially very stiff component, shows a trend of general 
decrease in penetration force, with a large exception at 3 months. The loss of 
penetration force is the greatest of all waxes, after 3 months, with a loss of 163 
N of recorded penetration force. The stiffness is then recovered at 6 months but 
continues to decrease every 3 months, up to 12 months of storage. 
Figure 6.7 – Maximum penetration force of WSP blend taken over a 12 month total 
period, with data recorded every month. 
At month 0 all samples have a higher stiffness than all other months of 
testing. Figure 6.7 shows that WSP3 and WSP9 lose the most penetration force 
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after one month of storage with WSP3 losing 20 N of recorded penetration force 
and WSP9 losing 21 N. Over the 12 months of storage there does appear to be 
a general trend of reduction in penetration force recorded for WSP3 and WSP9. 
Other WSP blend samples also show this reduction in recorded 
penetration force from month 0 to the other testing months, although the losses 
do not appear as large as with WSP3 and WSP9. After month 1 there is little 
variability in the penetration forces recorded for other WSP blends for the other 
12 testing months. 
Figure 6.8 – Changes in penetration force recorded as a percentage of the original 
penetration force recorded for WSP blends. 
Figure 6.8 shows the change in penetration force, which perhaps makes 
the trends with time clearer. Thus, at month 1 all samples lose between 60 % 
and 80 % of their stiffness as measured by the penetration force. WSP10 and 
WSP11, the two industry samples, were tested every 3 months unlike every 
month for other WSP blends. As such figure 6.8 shows that WSP10 and WSP11 
also lose 67 % and 59 % respectively after three months of storage. 
Figure 6.8 shows that of all the samples WSP10 and WSP11 have the 
greatest variability over the testing months, with an increase of recorded 
penetration force of 27 % and 44 % after 6 months’ storage, followed by a 
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reduction of for WSP10 and WSP11 respectively of 12 % and 33 % at 9 months, 
and reduction of 35 % and 34 % after 12 months’ storage. 
Figure 6.8 also shows that WSP4, WSP5 and WSP6 exhibit some 
variability over the months of testing. WSP5 experiences larger fluctuations in 
penetration force at month 7 with a reduction of 19 % at month 9 with an increase 
by 13 % and month 10 with a reduction by 23 %. The reasons for this are not 
entirely clear, but suggest macroscopic inhomogeneities developing in the 
samples with time that are not visible, e.g., under the surface of the samples. 
6.2.3.2 Small Deformation Rheology (Viscosity) 
Figure 6.9 – Viscosity of PW after 0 months and 12 months’ storage, when stored 
at ambient temperature and 100 °C. 
Figure 6.9 shows PW viscosity at 0 months, and after storage at ambient 
temperature and 100 °C for 12 months. For each sample, there is a general trend 
of lowering viscosity as the shear rate increases. Samples at 0 months show 
higher viscosity at low shear rates but have comparable values to 12 month 
ambient storage samples when compared at high shear rates. 0 month samples 
show more noise than other samples, especially below 1 s-1 and appear to be 
more shear thinning. Samples stored for 12 months at 100 °C still show noise in 
the data but less at the lower shear rates, showing more Newtonian behaviour. 
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Figure 6.10 – Viscosity of MW after 0 months and 12 months’ storage, when stored 
at ambient temperature and 100 °C. 
MW, shown in figure 6.10, is seen to have a higher viscosity than all other 
samples shown in figure 6.9. When stored for 12 months at ambient 
temperatures, MWL and MWM reduce in viscosity at low shear rates and are 
Newtonian viscosity by 0.2 s-1 but MWH retains more non-Newtonian behaviour 
compared to the other MW under the same conditions. MW samples that have 
been stored for 12 months at 100 °C show similar low viscosity at low shear rates 
compared to MW at ambient temperatures, however, all MW samples after 100 
°C storage have similar low Newtonian viscosities of ≈ 0.02 Pa s at 0.1 s-1. 
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6.2.3.3 Small Deformation Rheology (Oscillation) 
Figure 6.11 – Oscillation plots at 5 Hz frequency and 0.04 % strain, of WSP3 after 
storage periods of 0, 3, 6, 9, 12 months at 100 °C. 
Figure 6.11 shows that there is a minor change in G’ plots for WSP3 over 
the monthly periods of testing, however, at 12 months of storage the final G’ 
values recorded when the WSP blend becomes molten, above 70 °C, are lower 
than the previous months. At 0 months’ storage, the blend is stiffer: at 60 °C G’ 
is 2000 Pa, 3 month storage has G’ of 1000 Pa and 6, 9 and 12 months show G’ 
values of 300 Pa. 
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Figure 6.12 – Oscillation plots at 5 Hz frequency and 0.04 % strain, of WSP4 after 
storage periods of 0, 3, 6, 9, 12 months at 100 °C. 
Figure 6.12 shows that as the storage period increases the G’ values 
recorded decrease, in line with the decrease in stiffness of the samples seen in 
penetrometer tests described earlier. Month 3 shows an apparent increase in G’, 
but this very unusual behaviour is thought to be simply an erroneous result. 
WSP4 samples have an increased rate of G’ loss as temperature increases for 
all samples, however, the rate of loss increases as the storage temperature 
period increases. At month 0, G’ at 20 °C and 30 °C is 400000 Pa and 3000 Pa, 
respectively, while for 12 months’ storage G’ are 300000 Pa and 150 Pa, 
respectively. 
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Figure 6.13 – Oscillation plots at 5 Hz frequency and 0.04 % strain, of WSP5 after 
storage periods of 0, 3, 6, 9, 12 months at 100 °C. 
Figure 6.13 shows that WSP5 exhibits greater variation in G’ values over 
the monthly time periods, especially at 50 °C. At 0, 3 and 6 months G’ at 50 °C 
is ≈ 200 Pa, while for 9 and 12 months G’ at 50 °C is 3 Pa and 2 Pa respectively. 
G’ for WSP5 at 12 months’ storage is generally lower than at all other months of 
testing. 
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Figure 6.14 – Oscillation plots at 5 Hz frequency and 0.04 % strain, of WSP9 after 
storage periods of 0, 3, 6, 9, 12 months at 100 °C. 
Figure 6.14 shows similar trends to other WSP blends over monthly 
testing. At month 0 WSP9 shows the greatest G’ values, still retaining high values 
at 70 °C and a G’ value of 300 Pa at 60 °C. At 60 °C WSP3 after 3 months’ 
storage G’ decreases with a recorded value of 10 Pa. Months 6 and 9 have 
almost identical plots and indicate loss of solid structure over the testing period 
since G’ falls from 200000 Pa at 50 °C to 2 Pa at 60 °C. At 12 months’ storage, 
there is a further fall: at 60 °C G’ = 0.3 Pa. 
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Figure 6.15 – Oscillation plots at 5 Hz frequency and 0.04 % strain, of WSP10 after 
storage periods of 0, 3, 6, 9, 12 months at 100°C. 
Figure 6.15 shows the behaviour of the commercial sample WSP10. 
There is good uniformity in this sample and little variation as the testing period is 
increased. Month 3 shows higher G’ values after 50 °C, however, this is likely an 
error. Month 12 shows that there is a loss of stiffness in the WSP blend. At 40 
°C G’ is like other storage time, with a G’ value of 500 Pa. This decreases to 20 
Pa at 50 °C whilst at other times G’ remains at 200 Pa. 
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Figure 6.16 – Oscillation plots at 5 Hz frequency and 0.04 % strain, of WSP11 after 
storage periods of 0, 3, 6, 9, 12 months at 100°C. 
Figure 6.16 shows that WSP11 has less stiffness than WSP10 (see figure 
6.14) at 50 °C, with G’ values falling by ≈ 200 Pa. In figure 6.16 the loss of 
stiffness is a rapid rate > 30 °C, falling from ≈ 300000 Pa for all sample ages to 
≈ 1000 Pa at 40 °C and between 1.5 Pa and 20 Pa at 60 °C. Again, in figure 6.16 
the 3 month result seems to be an erroneous plot, with G’ ≈ 100 Pa above 50 °C. 
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Figure 6.17 – Oscillation data points for WSP blends taken over a range of critical 
temperatures, viscoelastic region, also seen in figures 6.11 to 6.16. 
Figure 6.17 summarizes G’ values for all blends for critical viscoelastic 
temperatures 30 °C, 40 °C, 50 °C and 60 °C, i.e., where samples show (visually 
and rheologically) the major changes in their solidity/fluidity. For all WSP blends 
there is a general decrease in G’ values as temperatures increase and as the 
monthly storage period increases. 
WSP3 and WSP9 are the stiffest blends and no value could be recorded 
at < 30 °C, or < 40 °C, respectively. At 50 °C, there is a loss of G' for WSP9 with 
storage time. For WSP3 there is no change at 50 °C, however at 40 °C there is 
a slight decrease in G’ for  6 months. 
WSP4 is the softest blend, with G’ values lower overall at all temperatures 
and these reduce rapidly with storage time. At month 0 there is some degree of 
stiffness at higher temperatures, but these values are still low, with G’ values of 
10 Pa at 50 °C and 60 °C. 
WSP5, WSP10 and WSP11 show very similar plots at lower 
temperatures, 30 °C and 40 °C, with a slight decrease in G’ value as storage 
time increases at 40 °C. At 50 °C WSP10 shows great stability over the 12 month 
storage period, with only a slight decrease in G’ at month 12. At 60 °C, all three 
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blends again show similar values with G’ ≈ 2 Pa, until month 12 where it drops 
to ≈ 0.2 Pa. 
6.2.3.4 Raman Spectroscopy 
Figure 6.18 – Graph showing the Raman spectra for samples PWL, PWM, PWH, 
MWL, MWM and MWH at both 0 months’ storage and 12 months’ storage at 100 
°C. 
Figure 6.18 shows the spectra at 0 and 12 months. Month 0 has already 
been discussed at length in chapter 5. The curves in figure 6.18 for the 
constituent components show very high intensities for all samples compared to 
the same blends at month 0. PWL and PWM have the greatest intensity of all 
blends, with MWH next, followed by PWH and MWM and MWL, with almost 
identical plot curves. 
The high intensities for the 12 month samples hide a lot of detail of 
compounds within the constituent components, however, some peaks are 
noticeable at bands 1200 cm-1, 1500 cm-1 and at 2800 – 3000 cm-1 for MWL and 
MWM and slightly MWH. 
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6.2.3.5 Optical Microscopy 
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Figure 6.19 – Showing the WSP5 monthly polarized microscope images at critical 
viscoelastic region temperatures. 
Figure 6.19 shows that there is a change in the size of crystals as the 
storage months increases. The crystal packing is also less dense at lower 
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temperatures. Between month 6 and month 9 there is a distinct change in the 
crystal size and packing within the images shown. 
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Figure 6.20 – Showing the WSP10 monthly polarized microscope images at critical 
viscoelastic region temperatures. 
In Figure 6.20 there is less variation with increasing storage, crystal sizes 
remain relatively similar. As temperature increases, the crystal size decreases, 
but the change compared to WSP5 is less dramatic. 
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Figure 6.21 – Showing the WSP9 monthly polarized microscope images at critical 
viscoelastic region temperatures. 
Figure 6.21 shows that WSP9 experiences rapid crystal melt over 20 °C 
change. The crystal density also changes with the months of storage, as the 
storage increases the crystal density appears to decrease. Crystal size is also 
much smaller compared to other WSP5 and WSP10. 
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When taking images, images of PW and MW were also taken using the 
same temperature profile, however, it was found that due to the 100 % content 
of wax the melting points and congeal points of the waxes were increased 
compared to the WSP blends that were made from the individual waxes. 
6.2.4 Discussion 
6.2.4.1 Large Deformation Rheology (Cone Penetration Testing) 
The loss of stiffness experienced by all PW and MWL appears to influence 
the WSP blends that contain these components, however, the magnitude of the 
effects of mixing PW with MW does not always match that expected from the 
proportions in the mix. 
PW is a group of hydrocarbons that contain mainly straight chains and the 
packing ability of the crystals is greater than MW. Their molecular weight is also 
less than MW, as such these components will be easier to melt, causing the loss 
of penetration force and formation of a crystal lattice to be weaker. MWL has a 
low congeal point and although it is classed as MW, it is possible the grade 
obtained from Kerax ltd. was of lower molecular weight and had more likeness 
to the PW provided. 
MWM is the stiffest of all samples, likely due to the chemical nature of the 
material, the combination of branched hydrocarbons and small crystal sizes 
creating a very stable wax crystal network. This is the same for MWH, however, 
the values recorded for MWH are lower after months of storage, and at month 0. 
The change over time could be due to a breakdown of the highly-branched nature 
of the MWH. It is possible the MWH has such a high molecular weight that after 
storage at 100 °C  6 months chemical breakdown will occur. 
The large drop in penetration force at 3 months measured for may be an 
error. This is most noticeable in MW due to their overall stiffer nature compared 
with PW. MWL loses 55 % stiffness after the first 3 months, MWM loses 29 % 
while MWH loses 60 %. All three MW samples then gain stiffness as measured 
via penetration force before the stiffness again decreases but with a less 
dramatic change over the remaining storage time. 
For WSP blends shown in figure 6.7 and figure 6.8, month 0 shows that 
there is great stiffness in all the samples, but the losses experienced after 1 
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month storage are large. This large fall in stiffness is likely due to the production 
process if homogenisation had been used this might have produced more 
uniform mixtures. Figures 6.5 and figure 6.6 show that WSP4, WSP5 and WSP6 
have much lower initial penetration forces but the samples are relatively 
unaffected by storage time, i.e., independent of their different compositions. 
The larger changes in percentage seen in figure 6.8 can be misleading. 
For example, WSP4, WSP5 and WSP6 are of the softest of all the WSP blends, 
with WSP4 recording less than 1 N for an initial penetration force at month 0. 
Thus a 10 % change represents a very small change in penetration force. More 
importantly, commercial WSP10 and WSP11, that have been shown to be like 
model blend WSP5 in previous chapters, all undergo large variations on storage, 
much larger than those experienced by WSP5. The greater range of components 
within these commercial samples therefore obviously has more complex effects 
on structure and texture of the WSP on storage at elevated temperatures. 
6.2.4.2 Small Deformation Rheology (Viscosity and Oscillation) 
It should first be noted for small deformation rheology, results taken at 
three months of storage appear to show irregular results. It is believed there was 
an equipment failure and the results may not be representative of the full set of 
results obtained. As it can be seen, G’ values appear to be elevated compared 
to the values expected, in trend with following months. 
Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show that there is a distinct difference between PW 
and MW. There is a general trend for the viscosity of both waxes to decrease as 
the shear rate is increased, but overall PW has a lower viscosity compared to 
MW. On the other hand, both PW and MW lose viscosity as the storage time is 
increased, and this loss is even greater when the waxes are stored at 100 °C 
rather than ambient temperature. This is most obvious for MWH in figure 6.10 
when stored at 100 °C, the viscosity becomes very low and Newtonian for shear 
rates > 0.1 s-1. 
A noticeable effect in figures 6.9 and 6.10 is that at shear rates < 0.3 s-1 
for PW and MW (apart from MWH), the waxes experience higher viscosities, and 
as the shear rate is increased the viscosity becomes Newtonian. This change 
would be corresponding to wax crystals possibly present in the wax. Due to the 
lattice network being present at lower temperatures residual aggregates could 
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also be present as the temperature of the wax reaches higher temperatures such 
as 100 °C for the viscosity tests of figures 6.9 and 6.10. At lower shear rates the 
energy required to break up the aggregates is too low, therefore having a greater 
effect on the viscosity of the molten wax. As the shear rate increases, the energy 
in the movement of the molten waxes causes the aggregates to break up, 
reducing viscosity and showing Newtonian behaviour in the wax. 
Figures 6.11 to 6.16 show that there is considerable variation between the 
model WSP blends depending on their composition. In figure 6.16 the critical 
viscoelastic regions are shown, with the maximum G’ value recorded over the 
storage time. 
What is most clear is the change that occurs in the rheology between 0 
and 12 months storage. Stiffer samples such as WSP3 and WSP9 experience 
minor changes in G’ values with time. WSP3 contains PWM and MWH, while 
WSP9 contains PWH and MWH. When considering the viscosities in figure 6.9 
and figure 6.10, MWH has a high viscosity at month 0 and but is almost 
Newtonian after 12 months of storage at 100 °C, correlating with the drop of G’ 
at 12 months. PWM at month 0, although lower in viscosity, shows greater 
stability with time. PWH shows less stability and more variability in the measured 
rheology. This might explain why WSP3 remains stable when increasing storage 
period, yet WSP9 shows more change when storage period is increased. 
WSP4 is the softest of all WSP blends since it contains both PWL and 
MWL, both of which have low viscosities (see figures 6.9 and 6.10), and although 
they do not change too much in viscosity over time, the G’ values decrease (see 
figure 6.12) as storage time increases, G' values are almost half that of the other 
WSP blends. 
WSP5 has been previously described as the closest to the commercial 
samples, WSP10 and WSP11. Remember WSP10 is a commercial blend before 
temperature treatment and WSP11 is the same material that has gone through 
temperature cycles that typically occur in the manufacturing environment. 
Considering WSP5 between month 6 and month 9 is where the decrease in G’ 
occurs most. Prior to month 6, WSP5 shows great similarity to WSP10, whereas 
after month 6 it is more like WSP11, which makes sense since WSP11 is WSP10 
that has been stored at unknown but elevated temperatures. This is further 
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evidence that WSP5 is a good model of this type of commercial material, even 
though it is probably a much simpler mixture in terms of its composition.  
6.2.4.3 Raman Spectroscopy 
Figure 6.18 shows that there is a change in the constituent components 
over 12 months’ storage at 100 °C, exhibited as a large increase in intensity for 
all components. Also, a lot of fine peak detail in the spectrum is lost, although 
some peaks are still visible at bands 1200 cm-1, 1500 cm-1 for PW and MW, and 
at 2800 – 3000 cm-1 for MWL and MWM and slightly MWH. These peaks indicate 
that it is still possible to identify chemical compounds within the constituent 
components, as described in Chapter 5. However, this information is largely lost 
in the spectra for PW and MW after 12 months storage, except for the peaks for 
carbon-carbon and carbon-hydrogen bonds (as expected for hydrocarbons). 
One notable difference is the much lower intensity of the spectrum for 
MWL and MWM than that of MWH, PWL and PWM after 12 months’ storage. 
Although the reasons for this are not clear, it may be related to different colour 
changes in the samples on storage. 
Previously stated in chapter 5, in figure 5.21 and in figure 6.18, the 
presence of fluorescence for all samples is evident, especially for samples PWL 
and MWL for tests taken at 0 months storage. The fluorescence present at 12 
months is most likely due to the colour change in the samples that occurred over 
the 12 months storage period. The wavelength used for the laser in testing and 
the application of a red filter for the samples is most likely also to contribute 
towards the overall increase in Raman spectra data, which is hiding the peaks 
that would be expected. 
It would be recommended that upon further testing the use of extended 
and more accurate equipment should be used, to be able to filter out the 
fluorescence in the Raman spectra, such as the use of a laser with different 
energy and alternative filters would be more suitable. 
6.2.4.4 Optical Microscopy 
Comparing the model blend WSP5 with the commercial sample WSP10, 
which have been shown to have a strong likeness in rheological terms within the 
linear viscoelastic region, there is certainly a strong correlation in crystal shape 
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and size, as well as melting points, as seen in figures 6.19 and 6.20. At 6 months 
storage, the images in figure 6.19 show crystal sizes of ≈ 5 µm in length, but at 
9 months the same crystals have decreased to ≈ 1 µm. In figure 6.20 over the 
same time period, the crystal size changed from ≈ 7 µm to ≈ 2-3 µm in WSP10. 
This slightly reduced change in crystal size could be an indication of greater wax 
ratio optimisation by the manufacturers of the commercial WSP blend WSP10. 
Figure 6.21 shows the changes experienced by WSP9, a much stiffer 
sample than WSP5 and WSP10. The images show that the crystal size is much 
smaller than those in WSP5 and WSP10, with sizes ≈ 1 µm at 50 °C. When the 
temperature is increased, there is a slight reduction in crystal size to ≤ 0.5 µm, 
though it is impossible to give an accurate size in this range due to the resolution 
limits of the microscope. 
For most samples, as the storage period increases up to 9 months the 
packing density of the crystals decreases due to a reduction in crystal size. 
However, between 9 and 12 months the crystal size seems to increase back to 
sizes like that at zero time. However, the behaviour of individual waxes is 
different. As the wax contribution is diluted in the WSP blends, the specific crystal 
characteristics of the waxes become less clear. In the WSP blends the crystals 
are much larger and less densely packed and this dilution could delay the onset 
of crystal nucleation, and decrease the rate of crystal growth and interaction 
within the WSP. In the pure wax components, the increased density of nuclei 
leads to the formation of denser crystal networks. 
6.2.5 Conclusions 
6.2.5.1 Large Deformation Rheology (Cone Penetration Testing) 
• Long term storage of samples at high temperatures causes a breakdown in 
the physical characteristics of the waxes and WSP blends. 
o There is a general trend of reduction in penetration force over 12 
months’ storage of molten samples. 
• Stiffer blends experience an absolute dramatic drop in penetration force after 
the first month of storage. 
• When percentage changes in penetration force are compared all WSP blends 
behave similarly. 
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o Similar percentage changes correspond to the similar composition of 
WSP blends and therefore probably the commercial samples. 
o Percentage changes in very soft samples, such as WSP4, are a bit 
misleading because absolute values are too low to be measured 
accurately. 
o Similarly, percentage changes for very stiff samples, such as WSP3, 
are also not very reproducible, possibly due to sample inhomogeneity 
6.2.5.2 Small Deformation Rheology (Viscosity and Oscillation) 
• The viscosity of waxes does not vary much after storage at high or ambient 
temperature when samples are compared at high shear rates. 
• Storing waxes over prolonged periods and at increased temperatures affects 
the viscoelasticity.  
• Long term storage reduces the G’ values within the WSP. 
6.2.5.3 Raman Spectroscopy 
• It is possible to see similarities in components between 0 and 12 months’ 
storage at 100 °C via Raman spectroscopy. 
• Care must be taken with samples and testing methods to ensure consistency 
of measurements, for example, to take account of colour changes. 
• Further analysis could help to filter out results and remove and smooth the 
Raman spectra plots. 
6.2.5.4 Optical Microscopy 
• Increasing storage time at elevated temperatures reduces the size of 
individual crystals. 
• Increasing storage time decreases the packing density of WSP blend lattices, 
due to small crystal sizes. 
• Melting points are unaffected by increased storage time of WSP blends and 
waxes. 
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Chapter 7 Summary of Conclusions, and Moving 
Forward 
7.1 Summary of Work 
 White soft paraffin is used as a functional ingredient of ointments. As this 
thesis has shown it is not a material easy to characterise, being a mixture of 
complex hydrocarbon waxes of increasing carbon length. However, the 
pharmaceutical industry requires a consistent product for use. 
The aim of the project was to apply a range of characterisation techniques 
to both white soft paraffin and its constituent components (paraffin wax (PW) and 
microcrystalline wax (MW)) to define a basis for a functional specification. This 
was investigated by using a range of techniques. Physical deformation of the 
material was studied with rheology proving to be a feasible technique to 
differentiate among WSP. Material’s phase changes were studied by DSC and 
microscopy and showed, not only the thermal behaviour of samples, crucial for 
handling and material blending but also that the combination of enthalpies. DSC 
results showed energy requirements did not equal that of calculated values for 
the model WSP blends, therefore to understand unknown commercial blends, 
DSC is a crucial step required. To explore the chemical characteristics, solubility 
and Raman spectroscopy were performed with the expectation of obtaining data 
about miscibility between samples, and spectra of components and compound 
identification within the waxes and WSP blends. Finally, investigating the 
blending process to necessitate the study, of both, underlying components and 
formulated material (WSP), and relating the findings to key requirements of 
stability and process changes, needed to be achieved to obtain a suitable end 
use product. 
Initially, the constituent components were combined into a variety of WSP 
blends. This protocol was followed to simplify the testing of WSP within the 
confines of this project. It also showed how variations of WSP components 
changes drastically its properties, exhibiting how difficult it can be to produce 
WSP consistently, and it is not simply a random mixture of waxes and oils. 
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Resulting from the blending process penetration tests were carried out in 
line with standardised cone penetration testing done within the pharmaceutical 
industry. Both constituent components (PWL, PWM, PWH, MWL, MWM, MWH) 
and the resulting WSP blends (WSP1-9) were tested, as well as two commercial 
pharmaceutical grade blends (WSP10 and WSP11). MW was found to be the 
stiffest of all samples, and with increasing congeal points an increase in stiffness 
was recorded, both MWM and MWH were found to record values ≈ 275 N of 
force. PW also showed high force, with PWM and PWH recording values ≈ 150 
N of force, both PWL and MWL had lower force value compared to their higher 
congeal point counterparts. 
These constituent components when placed in corresponding WSP 
blends were found to imitate the higher stiffness values obtained by the individual 
wax components. WSP3 (combining PWM and MWH) and WSP9 (combining 
PWH and MWH) showed high stiffness values, recording 26 N and 30 N 
respectively. After these the next stiffest value was WSP2 with a value of 10 N 
of force, WSP2 is a combination of PWM and MWM, still highly stiff waxes 
individually, but when combining the force reduces. 
In combined blends of WSP stiffer samples were found to fluctuate in 
recorded force while under individual test experiments, with blends containing 
stiffer waxes in their ratio makeup also showing greater fluctuations in 
penetration under testing. These fluctuations are likely due to crystal layers 
present in the WSP, with plate layers and needle/mal crystals interrupting the 
structural lattice network, weakening the WSP blend under testing. Commercial 
blends were found to be homogenous under testing but as it is unknown the wax 
types and their ratios, it is unknown how the commercial WSP was produced, 
but the blends were soft and like other laboratory WSP blends, namely WSP4 
and WSP5. 
Later small deformation rheology was carried out on constituent 
components and WSP blends, both laboratory and commercial grades. Viscosity 
measurements were made for components as this was part of the quality testing 
for these materials from the supplier, and would be carried out in the 
pharmaceutical industry as part of their own quality assurance. 
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As with the penetration testing where MW was overall stiffer (higher 
penetration force) than PW, and with increased congeal point, stiffness also 
increased. In viscosity testing, MW was shown to have greater viscosity values 
overall, especially at higher shear rates of 100 s-1. When testing at a low shear 
rate of 0.01 s-1 constituent components showed much closer values in viscosity, 
except MWH. MWH although containing higher viscosity values, it was also most 
affected by increasing shear rates by decreasing viscosity, where other samples 
appear to reach a plateau in viscosity at 1 s-1 and remain unchanged as shear 
rate continues to increase. 
As experienced in penetration testing, the crystal presence plays a role in 
the material, in viscosity testing it is likely that for MWH, even though tests were 
carried out at 100 °C there are crystals still present in the molten wax, causing 
the increased recording of viscosity. 
Following from viscosity testing, oscillatory testing was carried out on 
select WSP blends made in the laboratory (WSP3, WSP4, WSP5 and WSP9), 
and the two commercial blends (WSP10 and WSP11). WSP3, WSP4 and WSP9 
were chosen as they are extreme blends made with high congeal point (WSP3 
and WSP9) or low congeal point waxes (WSP4), WSP5 has been found to be 
most like commercial blends and as a way of comparison WSP5 was measured 
against WSP10 and WSP11 for greater evidence of similarities seen in 
penetration testing. 
Oscillation testing found that WSP5 was, as shown in previous 
measurements, like WSP10 and WSP11. WSP4, containing PWL and MWL and 
WSP5, containing PWL and MWM showed a marked difference in G’ values 
under testing, with WSP4 showing lower values overall, one exception being at 
20 °C where values were similar. Stiffer samples, WSP3 and WSP9 recorded 
higher G’ values, so much that at temperatures of 50 °C where WSP5 was within 
a viscoelastic region, WSP3 and WSP9 were solid both recording G’ values ≥ 
1000000 Pa. 
Ultimately PW had a greater influence on viscoelastic regions of WSP 
blends, with higher congeal point PW causing a narrow range of viscoelastic 
region to exist for a model blend. MW had influence over the overall stiffness and 
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melting points of the model blends, with increasing congeal points causing 
increases in melting points and stiffness, as also seen in penetration testing. 
Also notable is that soft WSP model blends had greater potential for 
hysteresis after storage and after temperature cycling, while stiffer model blends, 
although experienced hysteresis after storage, when cycling temperature 
hysteresis was lost and model blends became uniform. 
As described, thermal analysis was required for WSP and its constituent 
components to fully understand the characterisation of these wax materials. 
From dynamic temperature ramp (rheology) testing it was also evident that WSP 
is highly temperature dependent, therefore, to test in static (without oscillation) 
the phase changes, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was carried out. 
From previous results MW was a stiffer sample, had the greatest congeal 
point overall, and was expected to contain greater energy requirements, 
however, in this investigation, it was found that PW contained greater energy 
than MW. 
Constituent components when tested also showed no correlation to the 
WSP model blends made from the components. The variability of PW having 
increased enthalpy also caused increased enthalpy in WSP model blends as 
congeal point increased. Similarly, MW has shown to affect the melting and 
crystallisation points, within increasing congeal point, so does the melting and 
crystallisation points. This effect was seen in the WSP model blends, as with 
blends containing high congeal point MW so did the melting and crystallisation 
points increase. 
As described before, combining constituents in model blends appeared 
not to give the same enthalpy results when using calculated values based on 
singular constituent components. Therefore, it was believed that crystal material 
was being dissolved in the oil phase contained in the model WSP, added as part 
of the blending process. This dissolving crystal material is likely to have remained 
in the crystal phase upon melting and re-crystallisation of the WSP model blend 
being tested. 
When comparing to commercial WSP blends the model WSP blends were 
found not to follow the same similarities seen in other characteristic tests. In 
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rheological testing WSP10 is like WSP5, however, within DSC testing, WSP10 
is most like WSP3 in terms of energy and enthalpy results. 
Believing that crystal material was being dissolved in the oil phase of the 
WSP model blends, the following work was carried out investigating the solubility 
of the constituent components and WSP blends. 
PWM, PWH, MWL and MWM showed to contain components that are 
most compatible with decahydronaphthalene, most likely due to the higher 
molecular weight and double ring structure of this solvent. Curiously in MWH 
acetonitrile showed most affinity, which is also most prevalent in toluene, 
indicating a component of these materials were similar. 
WSP blends have better solubility in lower molecular weight solvents with 
medium dispersion force strength. Heptane is a better solvent for WSP blends 
and pure hydrocarbon materials, this suggests larger content of component 
materials in the blends, such as the oils, has an affinity for the lower mW 
solvents. 
Raman spectroscopy has previously been used as a fingerprint method 
to identify compound types within WSP and its components. Raman is often a 
useful tool for identification of impurities in samples, and as such can be 
implemented as a quality assurance step for WSP processing helping to reduce 
WSP blend long term issues. 
As seen in the previous chapters WSP is much more complicated than 
was considered before this project. WSP is not just a mix of few wax materials 
but multiple components of waxes, not only is this an issue but each wax will 
have its own physical, thermal and chemical signature. As such Raman 
spectroscopy was found to not be invasive enough for these materials and would 
require other techniques such as GC-MS. 
Recorded data indicated that the bending of C-C bonds is prevalent and 
the manipulation of CH2 bonds is strong, however, the bending of CH2 and CH3 
bonds occurs in little values, compared to those expected from previous authors. 
Both PWL and MWL were most affected by the Raman spectroscopy experiment 
and experienced expanded broad peaks at lower wavenumbers. There were 
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similar trends within the samples compared with the higher congeal point 
materials, however, data was possibly lost in the scan compared to the others. 
Ultimately this project had the aim of characterising WSP and its 
constituent components with regards to ointments, and this should be considered 
with the scope of a product within the pharmaceutical industry, suitable for 
consumer end use. A factory process investigation was carried, aspects 
concentrated on were the overloading of model WSP blends, WSP4, WSP5 and 
WSP6. Also, a long term high temperature stability study was completed, to find 
failures in the chemical and physical nature of WSP blends and constituent 
components. 
When overloading WSP model blends, the addition of oil resulted, notably, 
in syneresis on the surface of the WSP, however softer blends were subject to a 
breakdown of lattice structure at an earlier stage of oil overloading. Visually the 
model blends also changed, changing from a bright coloured blend to a dull matt 
colour, due to crystal lattice size changing, possibly decreasing, causing less 
light reflection. 
For stiffer blends, addition of oil can help to optimise the blend, creating a 
model WSP that would be suitable for consumer end use (within quality 
assurance parameters), the swelling and strengthening of the crystal lattice 
allows greater qualities of the WSP, however further addition of oil still found an 
overload and syneresis was evident. 
After long term storage of 12 months at 100 °C, all previous testing 
methods were carried out, with cone penetration testing all waxes and WSP 
blends showed evidence of the breakdown of the physical characteristics. Stiffer 
samples suffered the largest loss of structure, however, this is likely due to 
having the greatest potential for loss within their structure. Overall considering 
percentage loss of stiffness, all materials suffered the same losses. 
Over long term storage, viscosities of waxes do not alter, however, 
viscoelastic properties are effects, and WSP blends show evidence of loss of G’ 
values. 
Raman spectroscopy did show some similarities in waxes, with peaks 
shown for components expected, and seen in 0 month storage materials, 
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however, results were not conclusive due to colour changes in the sample, 
creating difficulties in sample measurement. 
Finally, when observing constituent components and WSP blends under 
cross polar microscopy, evidence showed that crystal size decreased in samples 
after long term storage, while also decreasing the packing density of lattices, due 
to the reduction in crystal size. However, melting and crystallisation points 
appeared to not be affected by long term storage when observed under the 
microscope. 
7.2 Future Work 
This project in its entirety has covered many aspects of characterisation 
of WSP and its constituent components, however, it has opened, as well, many 
research areas important for investigation in future. The following outlines 
possible research areas for greater understanding and use of WSP blend and 
components; 
• Now that the base constituents have been studied, it will be needed to include 
further wax materials to the overall physical, thermal and chemical 
characterisation, 
• Obtained wax from multiple suppliers can help to distinguish the 
difference in waxes. 
• Possibly obtain samples from across the globe to obtain a large (true) 
scope of the wax characteristics, and to perform a worldwide database 
of WSP 
• The inclusion of wax appearance temperature tests would be useful at the 
various temperature step used in the temperature profile used throughout this 
body of work. 
• The WAT could be correlated with the G’ and temperature profiles that 
have been investigated already. 
• Including further chemical analysis of waxes and WSP blends to help 
determine recognisable patterns and “fingerprints” between the constituent 
components and results blends 
• MS/GCMS has been shown to work for lower Mw hydrocarbons, with 
few attempts as such high Mw materials and their blend mixes. 
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• Extension of Raman spectroscopy, to include WSP model blends. 
• To correlate constituent components with WSP model blends made of 
them 
• In this work, the baseline for solubility work was set, however, this line of 
research could be further explored by;  
• Adding a wider range of solvents would be needed to obtain values of 
compound solubility, especially ones of different; 
i. Hydrogen bonding strength. 
ii. At least six of strong, medium and weak hydrogen bonding 
solvents. 
iii. Solvents with differing intermolecular forces. 
• Extend oil overload testing to more model WSP blends; 
• An optimisation stage could be found, such that a critical oil addition 
level can be given as a QC point within processing. 
• With greater model blends made and/or optimised blend should be tested 
under ambient “normal” conditions; 
• Conditions expected from consumer use should be tested over a 
reasonable amount of time, to obtain “true” data of stability in WSP 
model blends. 
• Develop better images analysis for greater magnification of crystals may 
show how crystals can change over time and with the inclusion of different 
waxes and oil ratios, into blend makeup. 
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